
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

 

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA *  CRIMINAL ACTION NO.:  12-1 

 * 

v. *  

 *  SECTION:  “F” 

GERARD G. HOWARD, ET AL. *   

 * 

 *      

************************************* 

 

MOTION AND INCORPORATED MEMORANDUM 

TO ADOPT MOTION TO DISMISS AND TO FILE MEMORANDUM 

IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING 

 

 NOW INTO COURT through undersigned counsel comes defendant, Andre Hankton, 

who respectfully requests that he be allowed to adopt the Motion to Dismiss filed by defendant 

Telly Hankton and to file a memorandum in support of Mr. Hankton’s request for an evidentiary 

hearing on the Motion to Dismiss. 

Defendants Telly Hankton and Andre Hankton have been joined in the same indictment 

and have both been charged with capital-eligible offenses.  Like Telly Hankton, Andre Hankton 

has suffered prejudice from pre-indictment disclosures by the government to the media.  

Accordingly, defendant Andre Hankton respectfully requests that he be permitted to join in 

defendant Telly Hankton’s motion to dismiss based on improper disclosures to the media. 
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Although there is no need to repeat the arguments made by defendant Telly Hankton, 

defendant Andre Hankton respectfully requests that he be permitted to file a memorandum in 

support of Telly Hankton’s motion to dismiss that elaborates on the need for an evidentiary 

hearing to traverse the government’s justification for leaking information to the media and to 

determine whether the disclosures in the present case are part of a pattern and practice of leaking 

non-public information to prejudice federal defendants. 

 WHEREFORE, defendant Andre Hankton respectfully requests that his motion to adopt 

Telly Hankton’s motion to dismiss be granted and the he be allowed to file a memorandum in 

support of Telly Hankton’s request for an evidentiary hearing. 

 Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 

 

 

/s/ William P. Gibbens   

William P. Gibbens, 27225 

SCHONEKAS, EVANS, MCGOEY 

& MCEACHIN, L.L.C. 

909 Poydras Street, Suite 1600 

New Orleans, Louisiana  70112 

Telephone:  (504) 680-6050         (504) 680-6050 

billy@semmlaw.com 

 

and 

 

Ike Spears, 17811 

Diedre Pierce Kelly, 34031 

1631 Elysian Fields Avenue 

New Orleans, Louisiana  70117 

 

Attorneys for Andre Hankton 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I hereby certify that on the 14th day of February, 2014, I electronically filed the 

foregoing with the Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF system which will send a notice of 

electronic filing to all counsel of record.  

 

 

       /s/William P. Gibbens   

       William P. Gibbens 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

 

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA *  CRIMINAL ACTION NO.:  12-1 

 * 

v. *  SECTION:  “F” 

 *   

GERARD G. HOWARD, ET AL. *   

 *      

************************************* 

 

ORDER 

 

 Having considered the foregoing motion by defendant Andre Hankton to adopt the 

Motion to Dismiss filed by defendant Telly Hankton and to file a memorandum in support of 

Telly Hankton’s request for an evidentiary hearing, 

IT IS ORDERED that defendant Andre Hankton’s motion to adopt Telly Hankton’s 

motion to dismiss is GRANTED. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that defendant Andre Hankton’s memorandum in support 

of Telly Hankton’s request for an evidentiary hearing on the motion to dismiss be filed into the 

record. 

New Orleans, Louisiana this _______ day of February, 2014. 

 

__________________________________ 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

 

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA *  CRIMINAL ACTION NO.:  12-1 

 * 

v. *  

 *  SECTION:  “F” 

GERARD G. HOWARD, ET AL. *   

 * 

 *      

************************************* 

 

ANDRE HANKTON’S MEMORANDUM 

IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR AN EVIDENTIARY HEARING 

ON MOTION TO DISMISS 

 

 On February 3, 2014, defendant Telly Hankton filed a motion to dismiss the indictment 

based on violations of Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.  Specifically, Mr. 

Hankton contends that the government leaked non-public information to the press in order to 

inflame public opinion against him and affect the impartiality of the grand jury. 

 In response to Mr. Hankton’s allegations, the FBI has admitted disclosing information to 

the media about the defendants before they were indicted, but the FBI contends that the 

disclosures were duly authorized and for a legitimate purpose.  However, as is discussed below, 

there is good reason to doubt the FBI’s explanation.  Accordingly, defendant Andre Hankton 

respectfully requests an evidentiary hearing to traverse the FBI’s reasons for meeting with the 
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press and to determine whether the FBI’s meeting was part of a pattern and practice of leaking 

non-public information to prejudice federal defendants. 

BACKGROUND 

 As the Court is well aware, over the past two years there have been a number of 

disturbing revelations about the government’s improper use of the media to influence cases.  

Much of the litigation over the government’s misconduct has focused on anonymous online 

commentary by government attorneys and federal agents.  In United States v. Bowen, Judge 

Engelhardt exposed inappropriate activities by three government attorneys and an FBI agent, and 

noted that the court’s findings “may just scratch the surface,” that “pivotal questions abound and 

remain unanswered,” and that online commentary by law enforcement officials may have been 

“far more extensive than previously suggested, and even presently known.”  2013 WL 5233325, 

at *45, 62 (E.D.La. Sept. 17, 2013). 

 Judge Engelhardt is correct that the extent of the online commenting is still unknown, and 

Magistrate Judge Wilkinson has recently authorized subpoenas for additional screen names and 

questioned whether the government’s online activity constitutes a “pattern, policy or practice of 

pre-indictment prosecutorial misconduct” that violates defendants’ due process rights.  United 

States v. Jackson, 2013 WL 6388568, at *4 (E.D.La. Dec. 6, 2013). 

 Another grave concern, even more serious than the anonymous commentary, has been 

exposed in the present case: media leaks by government agents to advance the government’s 

agenda and prejudice defendants.  Based on numerous factors discussed below, it appears that 

the leak exposed by Telly Hankton is a single episode in a “pattern, policy or practice” of leaking 

non-public information to the press.  Accordingly, defendant Andre Hankton respectfully 
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requests an evidentiary hearing to call witnesses and subpoena documents in support of Telly 

Hankton’s motion to dismiss based on media leaks. 

FACTS IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING 

 It cannot be disputed that there has been a pattern of disclosure of confidential 

information in federal criminal cases.  As is outlined in Exhibit “A,” the local media have 

regularly reported details of sealed bills of information and indictments; identified uncharged 

individuals referred to as “Public Official A,” “Businessman A,” “Mr. A,” etc., in charging 

documents and factual bases; disclosed specific items seized by the government in raids; 

correctly predicted the dates of indictments; and discussed the identities of federal targets, 

theories of the government’s investigation, and the activities of the grand jury. 

 In several prosecutions over the years, defendants have accused the government of 

making these disclosures.  The government routinely denied responsibility, often in a self-

serving affidavit by former U.S. Attorney Jim Letten.  See Ex. “B.”  Significantly, most of these 

denials occurred almost immediately after the leak allegations were made, before there was an 

opportunity for the government to undertake any meaningful investigation.  Id. These repeated, 

self-serving denials should be questioned in the wake of the resignations of Mr. Letten and 

several of his top deputies in November and December 2012.
1
 

 In a welcome change, the new U.S. Attorney has admitted that FBI agents were in fact 

the undisclosed sources for a pre-indictment article about Andre Hankton and his co-defendants.  

However, the FBI’s justification for these disclosures rings hollow.  Although the FBI now 

claims the meeting was authorized and legitimate, the news article resulting from that meeting 

                                                 
1
 One of several reasons to question these representations is former First AUSA Jan Mann’s testimony that when 

Mr. Letten told the court in Bowen that AUSA Salvador Perricone was the only online commenter in the U.S. 

Attorney’s Office, Mr. Letten knew full well that Ms. Mann was also commenting online.  United States v. Bowen, 

2013 WL 5233325, *45-49  (E.D.La. Sept. 17, 2013). 
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was no different from many others over the years:  a series of prejudicial comments by 

undisclosed “sources with knowledge of the probe.” 

 And there are good reasons to be skeptical of the FBI’s explanation.  First, the leaks to 

the press in Howard are nearly identical to leaks in at least nineteen other cases investigated by 

the FBI over the past several years.  Second, the FBI has admitted to exploiting media coverage 

to advance its investigations; and former AUSA Salvador Perricone has testified under oath that 

“he suspected ‘multiple leakers’ of sensitive DOJ information, including grand jury information, 

sourced at the FBI.”  United States v. Bowen, 2013 WL 5233325, at *52 (E.D.La. Sept. 17, 

2013).  Finally, the government has resisted any independent investigation into this pattern of 

leaks to the media. 

A. The FBI’s admitted leaks in Howard are strikingly similar to numerous other leaks 

in previous FBI cases. 

 

 In the present case, citing “sources with knowledge of the probe,” the Times-Picayune 

correctly predicted that the government would shortly “unleash a major racketeering indictment” 

against Telly Hankton, two of his cousins, Walter Porter, and several other individuals.
2
  The 

Times-Picayune then identified the targets and outlined the theories of the government’s 

investigation.
3
  The newspaper’s predictions turned out to be correct, and we now know the 

paper owes its accuracy to the FBI.  

 In each of the cases discussed below, all of which were investigated by the FBI, the 

media reported the same type of non-public information, citing undisclosed “sources with 

knowledge of the probe.”  In light of the government’s admission in Howard, these similarities 

are important for two reasons.  First, the leaks in other FBI cases undermine the government’s 

                                                 
2
 John Simerman, Telly Hankton Network Targeted by Sweeping Federal Probe, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, October 13, 

2012. 
3
 Id. 
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explanation that the disclosures in this case were made strictly for personnel security.  Second, 

and more disturbing, these other, similar disclosures evince a pattern and practice of using the 

media to influence federal cases, in the same way that Sal Perricone, Jan Mann, and others 

influenced cases with their online commentary. 

 1. United States v. Nagin, Crim. No. 13-11 

 2. United States v. Meffert, et al., Crim. No. 09-374 

 Like its prediction in Howard, the Times-Picayune correctly predicted the federal charges 

against former New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin and his associates.  On November 6, 2009, 

“sources” told the Times-Picayune that “a grand jury is meeting now” and that “federal 

prosecutors plan to ask the panel to indict former city technology chief Greg Meffert, his wife, 

Linda Meffert, and his former friend and business associate Mark St. Pierre.”
4
  The “sources” 

were correct, and the grand jury returned an indictment that day. 

 The Times-Picayune also had “sources” who described the FBI’s further investigation 

into Mr. Nagin.  In February 2012, these “sources close to the probe” explained that the 

government was investigating (1) luxury travel and home maintenance provided by city 

technology vendors, (2) a granite countertop installation contract from the Home Depot for 

Nagin’s family company, and (3) delivery of free equipment or materials to Nagin’s family 

company from City Hall contractors.
5
  When businessman Rodney Williams was charged in 

November 2012 with bribing “Public Official A,” the Times-Picayune’s “sources with 

knowledge of the case” said that “Public Official A” was Ray Nagin and that Williams gave 

                                                 
4
 David Hammer, Greg Meffert, Wife Linda and Vendor Who Paid for Nagin Trips Expected to be Indicted Today, 

THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, November 6, 2009. 
5
 David Hammer, Ray Nagin is Focus of Federal Grand Jury Probe, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, February 9, 2012 
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Nagin $50,000 in a series of payments.
6
  All of these sources proved reliable, and Mr. Nagin was 

charged as predicted in January 2013. 

 3. United States v. Hubbard, Crim. No. 09-264 

 In another high profile case against a public official, the Times-Picayune correctly 

described the contents of a sealed bill of information against former St. John Parish President 

Bill Hubbard.  On September 22, 2009, “sources” informed the Times-Picayune that the federal 

government was investigating Mr. Hubbard “in connection with a scheme in which parish 

contractors helped buy a new Toyota Camry for his girlfriend.”
7
  A “source close to the case” 

specifically explained that one contractor paid $10,000 and two others paid $5,000 for the car.
8
  

Days later, the government unsealed a bill of information that matched the sources’ description. 

 4. United States v. Thomas, Crim. No. 07-270 

 Disclosing the contents of another sealed document, on Saturday, August 11, 2007, 

“sources familiar with the case” told the Times-Picayune that former councilman Oliver Thomas 

was expected to plead guilty the following Monday to accepting a bribe for awarding a parking 

lot contract.
9
  As predicted, on Monday morning Mr. Thomas pled guilty to a bill of information 

that had been filed under seal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
6
 Gordon Russell, Feds Closing in on Former Mayor Ray Nagin, Court Documents Make Plain, THE TIMES-

PICAYUNE, November 30, 2012. 
7
 Times-Picayune Staff, St. John the Baptist Parish President Bill Hubbard the Target of Federal Probe, Sources 

Say, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, September 22, 2009. 
8
 Id. 

9
 Frank Donze, Sources: Federal Probe Nets Councilman in Parking Lot Payment Scheme, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, 

August 11, 2007. 
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 5. United States v. Lohman, Crim. No. 10-32 

 6. United States v. Bowen, et al., Crim. No. 10-204 

 

 On February 23, 2010, sources “familiar with the case” disclosed that former NOPD 

lieutenant Michael Lohman had been charged in a sealed bill of information for his role in the 

Danziger Bridge shooting.
10

  The bill against Lohman was unsealed two days later. 

 In a series of additional leaks in the Danziger Bridge investigation, undisclosed sources 

provided the media with details of the government’s investigation, including the names of 

targets, the activities of the grand jury, and the scope of subpoenas and search warrants.
11

 

 7. United States v. Warren, et al., Crim. No. 10-154 

 Like the Danziger Bridge disclosures, “sources close to the investigation” told the Times-

Picayune that the federal government was investigating whether NOPD officers shot Henry 

Glover and burned his body in a car.
12

  These “sources” described testimony before the grand 

jury and provided the government’s theories, including that a police report of the incident had 

been altered.
13

  On June 11, 2010, several police officers were indicted for the same activities 

outlined in the newspaper’s previous reports. 

 8. United States v. Smith, Crim. No. 07-305 

 9. United States v. Bradley, et al., Crim. No. 08-176 

  

On August 16, 2007 “sources close to the investigation” told the Times-Picayune that 

“federal prosecutors will charge the state’s former film commissioner today” with accepting 

$50,000 in bribes from businessman Malcolm Petal and attorney William Bradley.
14

  The 

                                                 
10

 The Associated Press, New Orleans Ex-Cop Expected to Plead Guilty in Katrina Shooting Investigation, THE 

TIMES-PICAYUNE, February 23, 2010 
11

 See Ex. “A” at p. 3-4. 
12

Laura Maggi, Feds Investigating whether New Orleans Cops Were Involved in Shooting, Torching of Man’s Body 

after Katrina, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, June 19, 2009. 
13

 Id.; see also Brendan McCarthy, Federal Probe Digs Deeper into NOPD’s Actions After Hurricane Katrina, THE 

TIMES-PICAYUNE, September 6, 2009; Times-Picayune Staff, Algiers Police Shooting Report Altered, Sources Say, 

THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, March 14, 2010. 
14

 Former State Film Commissioner to Plead Guilty to Accepting Bribes, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, August 16, 2007 
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sources said that Petal and Bradley “will be referenced obliquely but not by name in the 

document charging Smith.”
15

 

The next day, Smith was in fact charged with accepting bribes from “Mr. B.”  Citing 

“sources familiar with the investigation,” the Times-Picayune identified ‘“Mr. B” as Malcolm 

Petal.
16

  Mr. Petal was ultimately charged with bribing Smith in December 2008. 

 10. United States v. Shepherd, Crim. No. 07-384 

 Another improper identification of uncharged individuals occurred in the case against 

former Louisiana Senator Derrick Shepherd.  When Mr. Shepherd was indicted in April 2008, 

“sources close to the investigation” identified “Public Official A” in the indictment as U.S. 

Congressman William Jefferson and “Public Official B” as Assessor Betty Jefferson. 

 11. United States v. Jefferson, Crim. No. 08-85 

 12. United States v. Brooks-Simms, Crim. No. 07-228 

 

 Similarly, when former School Board member Ellenese Brooks-Simms pled guilty to 

bribery, “sources close to the case” identified “Mr. A” in her factual basis as Mose Jefferson.
17

  

In a further disclosure, the sources told the Times-Picayune that Ms. Brooks-Simms had been 

“working with FBI agents” to record conversations with Mr. Jefferson and described the 

recorded conversations.
18

  

 13. In re: Isakson 

The identities of subjects and the government’s theories of investigations have also been 

repeatedly disclosed.  On April 17, 2012, the Times-Picayune reported the “staggering 

revelation” that the FBI was investigating former-FBI agent turned businessman Robert 

                                                 
15

 Id. 
16

 Robert Scott, Film Commissioner Charges with Bribes, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, August 17, 2007 
17

 Gordon Russell, Brooks-Simms Secretly Recorded Conversations with Mose Jefferson, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, 

June 20, 2007. 
18

 Id. 
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Isakson.
19

 The newspaper’s “sources” reported that the FBI was looking at “payments and 

gratuities” from Isakson to former Plaquemines Parish Sheriff Jiff Hingle.
20

 

 14. United States v. Hunter, et al., Crim.  No. 10-261 

 On June 26, 2009, the Times-Picayune reported that, according to “a source familiar with 

the investigation,” former New Orleans airport director Sean Hunter was under federal 

investigation for making a fraudulent insurance claim.
21

  The newspaper’s sources explained that 

Mr. Hunter received an insurance settlement for a car that was allegedly destroyed in Hurricane 

Katrina, but that the same car was later recorded by a red light traffic camera in 2008.  Id.  Once 

again, the Times-Picayune was correct, and in August 2010 Mr. Hunter was charged with the 

very acts described by the source. 

 15. United States v. Basel, et al, Crim. No. 10-81  

 Joseph Basel, James O’Keefe and two others were arrested on January 25, 2010 for 

attempting to tamper with U.S. Senator Mary Landrieu’s office phones.  “An official close to the 

investigation said one of the four was arrested with a listening device in a car blocks from the 

senator's offices. He spoke on condition of anonymity because that information was not included 

in official arresting documents.”
22

 

 16. United States v. Edwards, Crim. No. 09-390 

 In November 2009, “sources close to the case” said that federal prosecutors were “quietly 

building” a corruption case against Benjamin Edwards for receiving up to $2 million in 

                                                 
19

 David Hammer, Corruption Investigation of Disaster-recovery Firm Takes Aim at Former FBI Supervisor, THE 

TIMES-PICAYUNE, April 17, 2012. 
20

 Id. 
21

 Frank Donze, New Orleans Airport Director Takes Leave of Absence Amid Insurance Investigation, THE TIMES-

PICAYUNE, June 26, 2009. 
22

 David Hammer, ACORN “Gotcha” Man Arrested in Attempt to Tamper with Mary Landrieu’s Office Phones, 

THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, January 26, 2010. 
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kickbacks for Sewerage & Water Board contracts.
23

  On December 11, 2009, Mr. Edwards was 

indicted for the activities described by the sources. 

 17. United States v. Broussard, Crim. No. 11-299 

 On December 1, 2011, two New Orleans television stations reported that former Jefferson 

Parish President Aaron Broussard, former Parish Attorney Tom Wilkinson, and Karen Parker 

would be indicted on the following day.
24

  As predicted, all three defendants were indicted on 

December 2. 

 18. United States v. Hingle, Crim. No. 11-252 

 In October 2011, the day after former Plaquemines Parish Sheriff Jiff Hingle had been 

charged in a bill of information, “sources close to the investigation” told the Times-Picayune that 

Hingle had been “working with federal investigators for months and wore a wire to help nab 

[Aaron] Bennett, who allegedly gave him a $10,000 payoff in August.”
25

 

 19. In re: Anderson 

 In November 2007, “sources close to the investigation” told The Times-Picayune that 

former Orleans Parish School Board member Una Anderson had accepted a bribe for a trash-

collection contract.
26

 

 As is mentioned above, all of these disclosures occurred in cases investigated by the FBI. 

 

 

 

                                                 
23

 Gordon Russell, S&WB Member with Ties to Nagin being Investigated, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, November 15, 

2009. 
24

 Lee Zurik, Indictment Imminent Against Broussard, Fox 8 Live, December 1, 2011. 
25

 David Hammer, Jiff Hingle to be Arraigned on Federal Conspiracy Charges Oct. 14, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, 

October 6, 2011. 
26

 Gordon Russell, Feds Probe Una Anderson Bribery Allegation, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, November 1, 2007. 
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B. The FBI has admitted to exploiting media coverage to advance its investigations. 

 Second, the FBI knows full well that few targets of investigations can withstand the 

public pressure generated by media coverage of investigations.  FBI Agent Bill Bezak explained 

at trial in United States v. Bowen: 

Q. All right.  So I want to focus you back. Now all of a sudden you have a 

splash of media when you do this search. How did you try to deal with that 

media for purposes of your investigation, or how did you try to deal with 

that fact? 

 

A.  Well, I hoped that it would create more pressure on the subjects of the 

investigation, that they would know that we're still investigating the case 

and that we're making progress in the case. 

 

Q.  And what do you mean by pressure? Why is pressure a good thing? 

 

A.  Pressure is a good thing because, in my experience, to flip a subject, to get 

a subject to admit that they've committed a crime, it's not like the movies 

where you go into a room and three hours later you come out with a 

confession. In my experience, the only time I've been able to get 

somebody to admit what they've done is to back them into a corner; to 

have, you know, a case that is so strong that they have nowhere to go 

except to admit the truth. And that usually occurs, and in this case it did 

occur, when their attorney is present with them. 

 

Ex. “C.”  When asked by defense attorney Eric Hessler whether applying such media pressure on 

targets “sometimes works,” Bezak promptly responded “Yes.”  Id.  

 As Judge Engelhardt later noted, “While this testimony regarding the ‘pressure’ the 

government brought to bear through intentional and purposeful use of the media might not have 

extended, in Bezak’s mind, to anonymous online commenting, it surely depicts the government’s 

purposeful cultivation of media as a tool to ultimately obtain favorable testimony and 

cooperation in exchange for convictions on far lesser charges.”  United States v. Bowen, 2013 

WL 5233325, at *59 (E.D.La. Sept. 17, 2013) (emphasis added) 
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 In another sign pointing to government responsibility for the pattern of leaks, former 

AUSA and Senior Litigation Counsel Salvador Perricone stated under oath “that he suspected 

‘multiple leakers’ of sensitive DOJ information, including grand jury information, sourced at the 

FBI.”  Id. (emphasis added). 

C. The government has resisted an independent investigation into media leaks. 

 Based on the long history of leaks to the media and the revelations of misconduct in 

Bowen, in May 2013 undersigned counsel met with Special Agents from the Department of 

Justice’s Office of Inspector General to discuss the pattern of leaks set forth in Exhibit “A,” 

specifically including the October 13, 2012 article about the Hankton indictment.  Undersigned 

counsel was advised that, based on the information provided, the OIG was opening a criminal 

investigation focused on the New Orleans Field Office of the FBI. 

 Curiously, it appears that OIG’s investigation did not uncover the FBI’s meeting with 

reporters about the Hanktons.  In fact, OIG did not learn about that meeting until undersigned 

counsel notified them of the FBI’s admission in the government’s pleading filed October 23, 

2013.  Ex. “D.” 

 Incredibly, when OIG learned about the disclosures in Hankton – a leak that formed a 

basis for its supposed criminal investigation – OIG informed counsel in a form letter that “[a]fter 

careful review of the materials you provided, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) has 

determined that the matters that you raised are more appropriate for review by another office or 

agency.  Therefore, your complaint has been forwarded to:  Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

Criminal Investigative Division.”  Ex. “E.” 

 Then, like the U.S. Attorney’s Office has often done in the past, the FBI simply 

investigated and cleared itself: 
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 You submitted a letter to the DOJ/OIG as a follow-up to a previous letter 

sent to DOJ/OIG on May 13, 2013, stating that a number of high profile FBI 

investigated cases were being leaked to the media.  You mentioned that several 

days before the government filed the sealed indictment, the Times-Picayune 

reported that “criminal justice sources” said the government was “poised, within 

days or weeks, to unleash a major racketeering indictment” against Telly Hankton 

and his family.  Specifically, in United States v. Hankton, in response to a motion 

filed by the defendant Telly Hankton, the government admitted that FBI Agents 

met with three Times-Picayune reporters and leaked information about a pending 

sealed indictment. 

 

 The purpose of this letter is to inform you the IPU/INSD [Initial 

Processing Unit, Inspections Division] has reviewed your allegations and 

determined there is no specific evidence that unauthorized disclosures were made 

by any FBI employees to the reporters.  Therefore, no further action will be taken 

by this office. 

 

Ex. “F.” 

 The government has declined numerous opportunities to investigate the many serious 

leaks that have occurred in FBI-investigated cases.  In the present case, OIG and the FBI have 

taken no action.  In Bowen, Judge Engelhardt criticized the government’s decision not to issue 

subpoenas to reporters or to the Times-Picayune, but found those issues to be moot after the 

court granted the defendants a new trial.  2013 WL 5233325, at *6, fn.17.  The questions about 

leaks are far from moot in the Hankton case, and since the Department of Justice has resisted any 

independent investigation into these matters, the Court should allow the defendants to do so at 

the upcoming evidentiary hearing. 
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CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons set forth above, defendant Andre Hankton respectfully requests that the 

Court allow the defendants to investigate the source of leaks to the media at an evidentiary 

hearing on March 27, 2014. 

 Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 

 

/s/ William P. Gibbens   

William P. Gibbens, 27225 

SCHONEKAS, EVANS, MCGOEY 

& MCEACHIN, L.L.C. 

909 Poydras Street, Suite 1600 

New Orleans, Louisiana  70112 

Telephone:  (504) 680-6050         (504) 680-6050 

billy@semmlaw.com 

 

and 

 

Ike Spears, 17811 

Diedre Pierce Kelly, 34031 

1631 Elysian Fields Avenue 

New Orleans, Louisiana  70117 

 

Attorneys for Andre Hankton 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I hereby certify that on the 14th day of February, 2014, I electronically filed the 

foregoing with the Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF system which will send a notice of 

electronic filing to all counsel of record.  
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1. United States v. Nagin, Crim. No. 13-11 

2. United States v. Meffert, et al., Crim. No. 09-374 

 

 A grand jury is meeting now, and sources have told The Times-Picayune that federal 

prosecutors plan to ask the panel to indict former city technology chief Greg Meffert, his 

wife, Linda Meffert, and his former friend and business associate Mark St. Pierre.  David 

Hammer, Greg Meffert, Wife Linda and Vendor Who Paid for Nagin Trips Expected to be 

Indicted Today, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, November 6, 2009 (attached as A-1). 

 

 But the charges expected against Linda Meffert come as a bit of a surprise. Sources have 

told The Times-Picayune that prosecutors have asked witnesses about accounting work 

she did for a St. Pierre firm, and the charges are expected to center on those actions.  Id. 

 

 A federal grand jury is investigating whether city vendors gave former New Orleans 

Mayor Ray Nagin gratuities ranging from plane tickets to materials and equipment for his 

family's granite-countertop business and also helped the firm land an exclusive 

installation deal with a retailing giant while Nagin was in office, according to several 

sources close to the probe. The federal probe is zeroing in on Nagin along three parallel 

tracks: luxury travel and home maintenance provided by city technology vendors; a 

granite countertop installation contract that Nagin's family company got from The Home 

Depot; and the possibility that at least two businesses with City Hall dealings arranged 

for the delivery of free equipment or materials to the Nagin family's now-defunct firm.  

David Hammer, Ray Nagin is Focus of Federal Grand Jury Probe, THE TIMES-

PICAYUNE, February 9, 2012 (attached as A-2). 

 

 The probe is focused not on the city's sale of land for the new store, the sources said, but 

on whether Nagin's relationship with Frank Fradella, who was president of a restoration 

company called Home Solutions of America, helped him land the installation work. 

HSOA was a leading countertop vendor for Home Depot, and Nagin during his second 

term met often with Fradella.  Id. 

 

 Bennett has told The Times-Picayune that he hooked Nagin up with Fradella specifically 

to help the mayor get the Home Depot granite installation work. Bennett's sentencing on 

the bribery charge has been pushed back until late June, and sources have said he is 

bidding for leniency by telling federal investigators everything he knows.  Id. 

 

 Sources close to the Nagin case say federal investigators are trying to determine whether 

Larry Laseter, a former vice president for The Home Depot who oversaw the sale of 

special orders for the massive home services retailer, played a role in getting Nagin the 

work. Sometime in mid-2007, months after Stone Age got the Home Depot contract, 

Laseter left Home Depot to work for Fradella.  Id. 
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 Having already convicted one businessman of bribing former Mayor Ray Nagin, federal 

authorities are trying to prove two other corrupt deals involving the former mayor before 

the five-year statute of limitations on some of his alleged crimes expires. One of those 

deals centers on a payment Nagin allegedly received from Rodney Williams, a former co-

owner of the politically active New Orleans engineering firm Three Fold Consultants, 

according to sources with knowledge of the case.  Gordon Russell, Feds Looking at 2 

More Alleged Shakedowns Involving Former Mayor Ray Nagin, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, 

November 12, 2012 (attached as A-3). 

 

 Three Fold Consultants, founded in 2000, has been a regular recipient of city contracts, 

particularly in the years after Hurricane Katrina. According to a source with knowledge 

of the case, authorities are examining a $50,000 payment by Williams to Nagin or Stone 

Age that was made in late 2007 or early 2008.  The theory of the case is that the payment 

greased the skids for additional city engineering contracts for Three Fold.  Id. 

 

 As a five-year statute of limitations looms, federal authorities are closing in on former 

Mayor Ray Nagin, unveiling a bill of information on Friday that charges businessman 

Rodney Williams with bribing the former mayor. Sources with knowledge of the case 

have said that "Public Official A" listed in the documents is the former mayor.  Gordon 

Russell, Feds Closing in on Former Mayor Ray Nagin, Court Documents Make Plain, 

THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, November 30, 2012 (attached as A-4). 

 

 Sources with knowledge of the case have said that Williams gave Nagin a total of 

$50,000 in a series of payments. To give the payments a patina of legitimacy, Williams 

was in turn given bogus paperwork indicating he had an ownership stake in Stone Age, 

the Nagin family's granite firm, the sources said.  Id. 

 

3. United States v. Hubbard, Crim. No. 09-264 

 

 Federal authorities are investigating St. John the Baptist Parish President Bill Hubbard in 

connection with a scheme in which parish contractors helped buy a new Toyota Camry 

for his girlfriend last spring, several sources have confirmed.   Times-Picayune Staff, St. 

John the Baptist Parish President Bill Hubbard the Target of Federal Probe, Sources 

Say, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, September 22, 2009 (attached as A-5). 

 

 The sources said at least three contractors — Parson & Sanderson Inc. of Harahan, 

Davezac Consulting Engineers of Destrehan and Pipeworks Plumbing & Demolition of 

Harahan — covered at least part of the payment for the vehicle in May.  Id. 

 

 A source close to the case said Pipeworks paid $10,000, while Parson & Sanderson and 

Davezac each paid $5,000 toward the cost of the car.  Id. 
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 Sources said New Orleans attorney Donald "Chick" Foret is representing Hubbard. 

Contacted Tuesday, Foret would not comment.  Id. 

 

 Sources also said that Metairie lawyer David Courcelle is representing the woman. 

Courcelle likewise said he could not comment.  Id. 

 

4. United States v. Thomas, Crim. No. 07-270 

 

 In the most dramatic development to date in a sprawling probe of corruption in New 

Orleans city government, longtime City Councilman and mayoral hopeful Oliver Thomas 

has reached an agreement with federal prosecutors to plead guilty to charges of 

demanding illegal payments from a City Hall vendor and is expected to resign his at-large 

council seat as early as Monday, sources familiar with the case said Saturday.  Frank 

Donze, Sources: Federal Probe Nets Councilman in Parking Lot Payment Scheme, THE 

TIMES-PICAYUNE, August 11, 2007 (attached as A-6). 

 

 Thomas, who previously has expressed his intention to run for mayor in 2010, is expected 

to appear Monday morning before U.S. Magistrate Louis Moore to hear the formal 

charges against him and then enter a guilty plea in front of U.S. District Judge Sarah 

Vance immediately afterward, the sources said.  Id. 

 

 Sources said the criminal charges against Thomas involve money he allegedly received 

from Common Street Ventures, a Barre-owned company that held a share of the contract 

to operate three city-owned parking lots on the downriver end of the French Quarter 

during Morial's tenure from 1994-2002.  Id. 

 

 The sources declined to reveal how much money Thomas is alleged to have received 

from Common Street Ventures or how and how often the payments were made, and 

would not discuss the specific charges against Thomas. Those details will be spelled out 

in court documents expected to be released on Monday, the sources said.  Id. 

 

5. United States v. Lohman, Crim. No. 10-32 

6. United States v. Bowen, et al., Crim. No. 10-204 

 

 Agents, along with prosecutors, have woken up officers at home.  They have issued 

several subpoenas for a wide array of documents, including all Blackberry 

communications for officers in several police districts and in specialized units, sources 

said.  Brendan McCarthy, Federal Probe Digs Deeper into NOPD’s Actions After 

Hurricane Katrina, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, September 6, 2009 (attached as A-7). 

 

 A federal grand jury has been meeting regularly since this spring to hear the facts of a 

case in which NOPD officers, responding to reports of gunfire aimed at police, shot six 
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people on the Danziger Bridge, killing two men and wounding four others, on Sept. 4, 

2005.  Brendan McCarthy, Police Superintendent Warren Riley Issued Dress Code for 

Federal Grand Jury Appearances, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, October 16, 2009 (attached as 

A-8). 

 

 “The intensity of the ongoing federal probe has gathered steam in recent months, and 

sources close to the case say a first round of police-officer indictments is imminent.”  

Brendan McCarthy and Laura Maggi, Danziger Bridge shooting investigation targets two 

veteran NOPD sergeants, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, February 19, 2010 (attached as A-9). 

 

 Federal investigators are still scrutinizing the actions of all seven officers who were 

involved in the shooting, sources close to the investigation said.  Id. 

 

 Two people familiar with the case said that Michael Lohman, a former police lieutenant, 

is cooperating with prosecutors and is expected to appear in U.S. District Court to enter 

the plea Wednesday. The people who discussed the case requested anonymity because 

the charge would not be announced before Lohman's court appearance.  The Associated 

Press, New Orleans Ex-Cop Expected to Plead Guilty in Katrina Shooting Investigation, 

THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, February 23, 2010 (attached as A-10). 

 

 Lt. Michael Lohman, a 21-year veteran who was involved in the investigation of the 

shootings but not the incident itself, will be charged in a bill of information, a source 

close to the probe said. Such a charge usually signals that a defendant is cooperating with 

the government and thus would represent a major break in the case for federal 

prosecutors.  Laura Maggi, et al., Danziger Bridge Investigation Expected to Yield Guilty 

Plea from Former NOPD Supervisor, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, February 23, 2010 (attached 

as A-11). 

 

 Federal investigators began looking into the Danziger incident in the fall of 2008 after a 

state case against seven New Orleans Police Department officers cratered in court. While 

Orleans Parish prosecutors had focused solely on the officers who shot six people -- two 

of them fatally -- on the morning of Sept. 4, 2005, the federal probe has been wider in 

scope, also targeting officers who investigated the incident, according to sources close to 

the investigation.  Id. 

 

 Last summer, the FBI raided the homicide unit's offices, seizing files and hard drives 

from both Kaufman and Dugue's computers. Searches of those hard drives have proved 

fruitful for federal investigators, sources close to the matter have said.  Id. 
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 The case against the NOPD officers has thus far centered on those involved in the alleged 

coverup, not the shooting itself.  But Lohman's guilty plea casts a cloud over several 

other officers. Sources close to the case anticipate the investigation will soon ensnare 

more cops.  Laura Maggi and Brendan McCarthy, Second Former New Orleans Police 

Officer Charged  in Danziger Bridge Cover Up, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, March 10, 2010 

(A-12). 

 

7. United States v. Warren, et al., Crim. No. 10-154 

 

 Federal authorities are investigating whether New Orleans police . . . were involved in the 

shooting of a man whose charred remains were later discovered in a burned car on the 

Algiers levee, according to sources close to the investigation. Laura Maggi, Feds 

Investigating whether New Orleans cops were involved in shooting, torching of man’s 

body after Katrina, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, June 19, 2009 (attached as A-13). 

 

 For at least a month, a federal grand jury has been hearing testimony from police officers 

about both the shooting and how the body ended up burned in a car, according to the 

sources.  Id. 

 

 The federal probe, initially by the FBI and now by grand jurors, appears to focus on 

different groups of officers, one set possibly involved in the shooting, the other in the 

torching of the vehicle, according to sources.  Id. 

 

 Sources close to the investigation said the grand jury is interviewing police officers about 

reports that a police officer or officers may have been involved.  Id. 

 

 Since at least May, a federal grand jury has been hearing testimony from police officers 

about both the shooting and how the body ended up burned in a car, sources have said.  

Brendan McCarthy, FBI Seizes Police Files in Danziger Bridge Shootings, THE TIMES-

PICAYUNE, August 7, 2009 (attached as A-14). 

 

 That probe focuses on whether NOPD officers just days after Katrina played a role in 

shooting 31-year-old Henry Glover, beating him and his buddies, then later torching the 

vehicle where his body was discovered, sources close to the case have said.  Brendan 

McCarthy, Federal Probe Digs Deeper into NOPD’s Actions After Hurricane Katrina, 

THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, September 6, 2009 (attached as A-7). 

 

 Details of the Algiers incident are murkier, but sources close to the investigation have 

said the grand jury is trying to determine whether an officer or officers shot Glover, as 

well as if other cops are responsible for burning his body.  Id. 
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 The FBI is also looking into other NOPD actions around the time of Katrina, including an 

incident in Algiers in which officers may have shot a 31-year-old local man, beaten him 

and his buddies, then later set fire to a vehicle with his body inside it, law-enforcement 

sources have said.  Brendan McCarthy, FBI Agents Close Danziger Bridge to Search for 

Evidence, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, September 26, 2009 (attached as A-15). 

 

 A grand jury is also examining an incident in Algiers in which officers might have played 

a role in the shooting of a 31-year-old local man and the alleged beating of his buddies -- 

along with the incineration of a vehicle with his body inside it, law enforcement sources 

have said.  Brendan McCarthy, Police Superintendent Warren Riley Issued Dress Code 

for Federal Grand Jury Appearances, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, October 16, 2009 (attached 

as A-8). 

 

 A federal grand jury is looking into the death of Henry Glover, who died on Sept. 2, 

2005, allegedly while in the custody of NOPD officers on the West Bank. His charred 

remains were discovered in a burned automobile near the 4th District police station. The 

NOPD did not launch a probe of his death until after news reports about it surfaced in late 

2008. Among the officers that probe is centered on, sources close to it say, is Capt. Jeff 

Winn, who commanded the department’s SWAT team when the storm struck and who 

has been widely regarded as a hero for his work during the storm.  A.C. Thompson, et al., 

New Orleans Police Department Shootings After Katrina Under Scrutiny, THE TIMES-

PICAYUNE, December 12, 2009 (attached as A-16). 

 

 A police report about the shooting of a man whose burned corpse was later discovered in 

a car on the Algiers levee after Hurricane Katrina apparently differs from the report 

originally written by the sergeant whose name appears on the document's cover page, 

sources close to a federal investigation into the matter say.  Times-Picayune Staff, Algiers 

Police Shooting Report Altered, Sources Say, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, March 14, 2010 

(attached as A-17). 

 

 For instance, the initial incident report purports to have been written by Sgt. Nina 

Simmons.  But sources close to the case say she did not write it, at least not in its present 

form.  Id. 

 

 While Simmons, then a supervisor in the Algiers-based 4th District, filled out and signed 

the NOPD's standard cover page for a police report and submitted a report to superiors, a 

source said she did not write the following two typewritten pages.  Id. 
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 Now sources close to Mr. Glover's probe said the police report on his shooting apparently 

differs from the report originally written by a sergeant whose name appears on the 

document's cover page. And despite a requirement that all weapon discharges be reported 

to the department's Public Integrity Bureau, the report in this case states the officer's 

superiors simply reviewed the matter and deemed the shooting justified.  Editorial Page 

Staff, Grotesque Pattern Emerging in Some New Orleans Police Shootings Post-Katrina:  

An Editorial, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, March 16, 2010 (attached as A-18). 

 

 Numerous problems plague the report.  It purports to have been written by NOPD Sgt. 

Nina Simmons.  Sources said Sgt. Simmons wrote the cover page but not the following 

two typewritten pages.  Id. 

 

 Authorities believe police were involved in the shooting as well as the burning, sources 

have said.  Laura Maggi, NOPD Scrutiny Unmatched in Nation, Justice Department 

Official Says, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, March 25, 2010 (attached as A-19). 

 

 Sources close to the investigation told the Times-Picayune last month that the police 

report into Officer Warren’s shooting had been doctored, and that it differed from the 

original report written by a sergeant whose name appears on it.  Brendan McCarthy, 

Third NOPD Officer Being Investigated in Case of Corpse Burned After Hurricane 

Katrina , THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, April 16, 2010 (attached as A-20). 

 

8. United States v. Smith, Crim. No. 07-305 

9. United States v. Bradley, et al., Crim. No. 08-176 

 

 Sources close to the probe have said the federal government is generally trying to 

determine whether any state officials have been overly lenient in granting tax credits, and 

if so, whether they have done so in exchange for kickbacks or bribes.  Gordon Russell 

and Robert Scott, Grand Jury Expected to Hear Testimony on State’s Film Tax Credits, 

THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, May 31, 2007 (attached as A-21). 

 

 In the first criminal case to emerge from a sprawling probe of Louisiana's film tax credit 

program, federal prosecutors will charge the state's former film commissioner today with 

accepting about $50,000 in bribes in exchange for inflating the value of tax credits 

granted to movies made in the state, several sources close to the investigation said.  

Gordon Russell, Former State Film Commissioner to Plead Guilty to Accepting Bribes, 

THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, August 16, 2007 (attached as A-22). 

 

 Mark Smith will be charged with bribery and conspiracy in a bill of information rather 

than in a grand jury indictment. Sources said he has agreed to plead guilty and cooperate 
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with investigators. The charges against Smith will not be the last filed in the case, the 

sources said.  Id. 

 

 Sources said the approximately $50,000 in bribes that Smith will admit to taking came 

from LIFT's chief executive, Malcolm Petal. But the money was routed through an 

intermediary, Hammond lawyer William Bradley, who represented LIFT at times and 

who received about $50,000 for serving as the conduit for the bribes, the sources said.  Id. 

 

 Both Petal and Bradley will be referenced obliquely but not by name in the document 

charging Smith, the sources said.  It is not yet clear to investigators the value of the tax 

credits LIFT received in exchange for the bribes allegedly paid by Petal. The sources said 

the charges against Smith will say merely that he gave favorable treatment to the 

applications submitted by LIFT.  Id. 

 

 Sources familiar with the investigation say Mr. B is Malcolm Petal, the founder and top 

executive of New Orleans-based LIFT Productions, which until recently was the foremost 

movie producer and investor in Louisiana. It also was the biggest user of the state's film 

incentive program, which grants income tax credits based on the value of film 

productions.  Robert Scott, Film Commissioner Charges with Bribes, THE TIMES-

PICAYUNE, August 17, 2007 (attached as A-23). 

 

10. United States v. Derrick Shepherd, Crim. No. 07-384 

 The indictment charging state Sen. Derrick Shepherd with fraud also details alleged 

money laundering by an unnamed "Public Official B," who sources close to the 

investigation said is 4th District Assessor Betty Jefferson, sister of indicted U.S. Rep. 

William Jefferson.  Gordon Russell, Betty Jefferson implicated in Shepherd case, sources 

say, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, April 11, 2008 (attached as A-24). 

 

 With regard to Betty Jefferson, the indictment says that Moyo funneled $320,000 in four 

transactions to accounts belonging to "XYZ Services, " a company controlled by "Public 

Official B" (Betty Jefferson, according to sources) and "associated" with "Public Official 

A" (William Jefferson, the sources say).  Id. 

 

 The indictment says that "Public Official A" -- William Jefferson, sources said -- steered 

bond broker Gwendolyn Moyo to Shepherd. Moyo, who was charged alongside Shepherd 

on Thursday, is accused of selling phony construction bonds and pocketing the proceeds.  

Id. 
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11. United States v. Mose Jefferson, Crim. No. 08-85 

12. United States v. Ellenese Brooks-Simms, Crim. No. 07-228 

 

 Working with FBI agents, former Orleans Parish School Board president Ellenese 

Brooks-Simms secretly recorded several recent conversations she had with Mose 

Jefferson -- the brother of indicted U.S. Rep. William Jefferson and the man who 

investigators believe paid her bribes -- as part of her agreement to cooperate with federal 

prosecutors, sources close to the case say.  Gordon Russell, Brooks-Simms Secretly 

Recorded Conversations with Mose Jefferson, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, June 20, 2007 

(attached as A-25). 

 

 In an effort to help prosecutors put together a case against him for paying the bribes, 

Brooks-Simms met in person with Mose Jefferson and captured him on tape discussing 

the transactions at the center of the government's bribery case against her, one of the 

sources said.  Id. 

 

 Prosecutors said the bribes were provided by "Mr. A," a lobbyist for JRL Enterprises, 

who was paid more than $900,000 as his "sales commission" for products purchased by 

the Orleans Parish school system . . . . Sources close to the probe have identified the 

businessman as Mose Jefferson, the eldest brother of and chief political strategist for U.S. 

Rep. William Jefferson, D-New Orleans, who has been indicted in Virginia in a separate 

influence-peddling case.  Id. 

 

13. In re: Robert Isakson 

 

 Sources close to the investigation say the FBI is looking at payments and gratuities 

former Plaquemines Parish Sheriff Jiff Hingle, his driver, and companies affiliated with 

the two allegedly received from Isakson's Mobile, Ala.-based disaster-recovery firm, 

DRC Inc. Shortly after that, DRC got two contracts from Hingle's office worth about $3 

million.  David Hammer, Corruption Investigation of Disaster-recovery Firm Takes Aim 

at Former FBI Supervisor, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, April 17, 2012 (attached as A-26). 

 

14. United States v. Sean Hunter, et al., Crim. No. 10-261 

 

 But a source familiar with the investigation said it centers on charges that Hunter's wife, 

Shauna Crowden Hunter, filed a fraudulent insurance claim for a vehicle that was 

declared a total loss after Hurricane Katrina in 2005.  Frank Donze, New Orleans Airport 

Director Takes Leave of Absence Amid Insurance Investigation, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, 

June 26, 2009 (attached as A-27). 
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 After a settlement check was issued to Shauna Hunter by an insurance company, the 

source said, the vehicle's license plate was subsequently recorded on camera as the car 

ran through a red light in 2008. A record of the moving violation triggered an 

investigation by the insurance company, the source said.  Id. 

 

 At some point in the investigation, the vehicle, a BMW, was found parked at the airport 

garage, the source said. Federal investigators got involved in the case because the 

insurance settlement may involve violations of federal wire fraud laws, the source said.  

Id. 

 

 When Sean Hunter took a leave of absence in June, the investigation was focused on a 

fraudulent insurance claim for a vehicle registered to Shauna Hunter that was declared a 

total loss after Hurricane Katrina in 2005, a source familiar with the case said.  Frank 

Donze, N.O. Aviation Director Quits Amid Federal Probe, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, 

September 16, 2009 (attached as A-28). 

 

 After a settlement check was issued by an insurance company, the source said, the 

vehicle's license plate was subsequently recorded on camera when the car ran a red light 

in 2008. A record of the moving violation triggered an investigation by the insurance 

company, the source said.  Id. 

 

 At some point in the investigation, the vehicle, a BMW, was found parked at the airport 

garage, the source said. Federal investigators got involved in the case because the 

insurance settlement may involve wire fraud, the source said.  Id. 

 

15. United States v. Joseph Basel, et al, Crim. No. 10-81 

 

 An official close to the investigation said one of the four was arrested with a listening 

device in a car blocks from the senator's offices. He spoke on condition of anonymity 

because that information was not included in official arresting documents.  David 

Hammer, ACORN “Gotcha” Man Arrested in Attempt to Tamper with Mary Landrieu’s 

Office Phones, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, January 26, 2010 (attached as A-29). 

 

16. United States v. Benjamin Edwards, Crim. No. 09-390 

 

 Federal prosecutors have been quietly building a corruption case against Benjamin 

Edwards, a 9th Ward minister and longtime member of the Sewerage & Water Board 

who spent $270,000 on New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin's 2006 re-election, sources close 

to the case say.  Gordon Russell, S&WB Member with Ties to Nagin Being Investigated, 

THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, November 15, 2009 (attached as A-30). 

 

 The government believes that Edwards received kickbacks totaling up to $2 million from 

companies that performed work for the water board, the sources say. The money, 
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according to the sources, was routed through Edwards' Third Shiloh Missionary Baptist 

Church, located on Piety Street in the Desire area.  Id. 

 

17. United States v. Broussard, Crim. No. 11-299 

 A source tells FOX 8 to expect former Jefferson Parish President Aaron Broussard to be 

indicted by a federal grand jury Friday.  The source says Broussard’s ex-wife, Karen 

Parker Broussard, and former parish attorney Tom Wilkinson will also be part of any 

indictments.  Lee Zurik, Indictment Imminent Against Broussard, Fox 8 Live, December 

1, 2011 (attached as A-31). 

 

18. United States v. Hingle, Crim. No. 11-252 

 Sources close to the investigation told The Times-Picayune that Hingle has been working 

with federal investigators for months and wore a wire to help nab Bennett, who allegedly 

gave him a $10,000 payoff in August.  David Hammer, Jiff Hingle to be Arraigned on 

Federal Conspiracy Charges Oct. 14, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, October 6, 2011 (attached 

as A-32). 

 

19. In re: Una Anderson 

 

 Federal investigators are probing an allegation that Orleans Parish School Board member 

and state House candidate Una Anderson accepted a cash bribe, delivered to her husband 

six years ago in exchange for her help steering a School Board trash-collection contract to 

two local garbage haulers, sources close to the investigation said.  Gordon Russell, Feds 

Probe Una Anderson Bribery Allegation, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, November 1, 2007 

(attached as A-33). 

 

 But the feds' questioning of Anderson is different in the trash probe, said sources close to 

the case. The sources said Barre told investigators that he collected bribes from the two 

trash haulers and delivered them to Dave Anderson. In return, Barre told investigators, 

Una Anderson agreed to push for Metro to serve as the lead vendor on the School Board's 

garbage collection contract, worth $525,000 annually.  Id. 

 

 The investigation described by sources marks the second recent criminal probe into an 

Orleans Parish School Board member. Former School Board President Ellenese Brooks-

Simms pleaded guilty in June to accepting bribes from Mose Jefferson, the brother of 

indicted U.S. Rep. William Jefferson. Brooks-Simms said she took the money in 

exchange for supporting the district's purchase of I CAN Learn, a computerized algebra 

tutorial.  Id. 
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 In that case, federal sources said, Anderson and the other board members were called 

before the grand jury purely as "fact witnesses," telling prosecutors what they recalled of 

the transactions and explaining the purchasing process.  Id. 

 

 Brooks-Simms is the only School Board member to be accused of any wrongdoing in that 

matter.  Sources close to the trash-hauling probe said it is based on a separate allegation.  

Id. 
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By David Hammer, The Times-Picayune 
on November 06, 2009 at 10:30 AM, updated May 09, 2011 at 5:56
PM

U.S. Attorney Jim Letten announced this morning that he will
hold a news conference at 12:30 p.m. today to discuss
developments in a "public corruption investigation."

Greg Meffert, wife Linda and vendor who paid for
Nagin trips expected to be indicted today
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Complete coverage of the
crime camera controversy

The federal indictment

John McCusker / The Times-PicayuneGreg Meffert leaves the
civil courts building in New Orleans on September 29 after
testifying in a crime camera suit. He is expected to be indicted
today on criminal corruption charges.

A grand jury is meeting
now, and sources have
told The Times-Picayune
that federal prosecutors
plan to ask the panel to
indict former city
technology chief Greg
Meffert, his wife, Linda

Meffert, and his former friend and business associate Mark St.
Pierre. It is those indictments Letten is expected to discuss at
his news conference.

The charges against Greg Meffert and St. Pierre are hardly a
surprise. Meffert's lawyer, Randy Smith, said months ago that
his client had been informed by prosecutors that he was a
target of a federal investigation into contracting at the city's
technology office. And St. Pierre's lawyer announced he would
invoke his Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination in
a recent civil trial over alleged chicanery in the city's crime-
camera program.

Smith could not be reached for comment this morning. St.
Pierre's lawyer, Eddie Castaing, declined comment before
charges are officially filed.
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But the charges expected against Linda Meffert come as a bit of
a surprise. Sources have told The Times-Picayune that
prosecutors have asked witnesses about accounting work she
did for a St. Pierre firm, and the charges are expected to center
on those actions.

Linda Meffert has worked as a financial executive for several
well-known firms in the New Orleans area. For a time, she was
chief financial officer for businesses owned by late restaurateur
Al Copeland, according to people close to the Mefferts.

The charges against Meffert and St. Pierre are expected to
center on a classic conflict-of-interest scenario that was
exposed in part in discovery in the recent civil trial. Records
unearthed in that case revealed that Meffert had had a credit
card billed to St. Pierre even as he oversaw subcontracts St.
Pierre held at City Hall. After Meffert left city government, he
immediately began collected "consulting fees" of $67,000 per
month from St. Pierre, whose firms had taken in millions in
work doled out by Meffert.

In a deposition Greg Meffert gave in the recent civil case, he
noted his wife's background in finance, and told plaintiffs'
lawyers that she would have listed his credit-card expenses and
consulting fees as taxable income.

If not unexpected, the indictments expected today will
still represent a bombshell of sorts. While Mayor Ray Nagin's
seven years in office have not been free of scandal, the grand
jury's action marks the first time that corruption charges have
been filed against a high-level member of the Nagin
administration. For four years, Meffert was among Nagin's
most trusted and powerful aides, a man who eventually
oversaw much of city government and called himself "deputy
mayor." Not only were the two men neighbors, they also
vacationed together at times -- on St. Pierre' s dime, according
to records unveiled in the recent civil trial.

Among more than $130,000 in credit card charges Meffert
billed to St. Pierre, the most sensational may have been a joint
family vacation the Mefferts took with the Nagins to Hawaii in
December 2004, and first-class airfare for the Nagin family to
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go to Jamaica in October 2005, just as New Orleanians were
trying to clean up from Hurricane Katrina.

Ted Jackson / The Times-PicayuneMeffert, pictured soon after
he joined Mayor Ray Nagin's administrationin 2002.

Early on, Meffert embodied the optimism of the Nagin
administration. He was the city's first-ever chief technology
officer, a position the technophile mayor created in part at the
recommendation of a transition-team committee on which
Meffert sat. Meffert had started several technology firms in
New Orleans before coming to city government, and had
gained fame for his ability to tap into venture capital. Upon
taking the new CTO job at City Hall, Meffert often complained
about the salary of $150,000 a year, saying he had earned far
more in the private sector.

St. Pierre had worked for him in the private sector, as had
several others who later helped run the Mayor's Office of
Technology.

Meffert left City Hall in 2006, about a year after Hurricane
Katrina. Soon afterward, it emerged that a 50-foot yacht he
had often boasted of owning -- and on which he frequently
entertained visitors -- was actually owned by St. Pierre. Meffert
even hosted a party on the boat, called Silicon Bayou, for
people who gave money to Nagin's 2006 re-election campaign.

The Times-Picayune reported in early 2007 that Jimmy
Goodson, a former welding instructor and friend of St. Pierre,
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had gone to work at City Hall after Katrina at a rate of $75 an
hour. Among other duties, Goodson served as a driver to
Meffert and captain of the yacht while his salary was
being billed to taxpayers.

The newspaper later discovered documents showing that
Goodson had paid for home, pool and garden care services at
Meffert's residence on Park Island, along with some home
repairs. Goodson also took care as well as lawn care at Nagin's
house down the street. Federal prosecutors subpoenaed the
records from the vendors that supplied the services.
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By David Hammer, The Times-Picayune 
on February 09, 2012 at 10:30 PM, updated February 10, 2012 at
4:24 PM

A federal grand jury is investigating whether city vendors gave
former New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin gratuities ranging
from plane tickets to materials and equipment for his family's
granite-countertop business and also helped the firm land an
exclusive installation deal with a retailing giant while Nagin
was in office, according to several sources close to the probe.
The federal probe is zeroing in on Nagin along three parallel
tracks: luxury travel and home maintenance provided by city
technology vendors; a granite countertop installation contract
that Nagin's family company got from The Home Depot; and
the possibility that at least two businesses with City Hall
dealings arranged for the delivery of free equipment or
materials to the Nagin family's now-defunct firm.

Ray Nagin is focus of federal grand jury probe
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The federal probe apparently is zeroing in on former New Orleans
Mayor Ray Nagin along three parallel tracks.

Nagin's lawyer, Harry Rosenberg, said he had "no comment on
those notions." U.S. Attorney Jim Letten declined to comment.

Part of the case the government is building is well-established
in the public record. Court documents and sworn testimony
established long ago that Nagin and his family went to Hawaii
in December 2004 on the nickel of city technology vendor
Mark St. Pierre, who is now serving a 17-year prison
sentence for bribing Nagin's chief technology officer, Greg
Meffert.

Likewise, it's long been known that St. Pierre lined up a private
jet and then paid for first-class airfare so the Nagins could
vacation in Jamaica after Hurricane Katrina, and also
provided a private yacht and plane tickets to Chicago for Nagin
re-election campaign parties. And newspaper stories and court
testimony showed that St. Pierre spent more than $1,000 on
landscaping services at Nagin's home in the months after
Katrina.

Former tech chief on 'Team USA'

To prove that the gifts from St. Pierre violate the law, the feds
would have to prove that Nagin -- who has said he thought
Meffert was the source -- knew they were coming from St.
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In 2007, a company partly owned by then-Mayor Ray Nagin landed a
contract with The Home Depot to install granite and marble
countertops from four other store locations.

Pierre. Meffert, who is awaiting sentencing in May for taking
bribes from St. Pierre, has been subjected to numerous
debriefings with federal investigators, and his lawyer, Randy
Smith, has said Meffert is an enthusiastic member of "Team
USA."

The second track of the Nagin investigation revolves around
the granite countertop firm Stone Age LLC, which Nagin
founded with his two sons in 2005. Four years ago, The Times-
Picayune reported that Stone Age had quietly landed a
deal to be the exclusive installer of granite countertops for
four local Home Depot stores at a time when City Hall was
negotiating the sale of land to Home Depot for a new store in
Central City.

The probe is focused not on the city's sale of land for the new
store, the sources said, but on whether Nagin's relationship
with Frank Fradella, who was president of a restoration
company called Home Solutions of America, helped him land
the installation work. HSOA was a leading countertop vendor
for Home Depot, and Nagin during his second term met often
with Fradella. He also attended Fradella's wedding, according
to his public calendar.

Nagin's firm got the countertop installation deal from Home
Depot in April 2007. Meanwhile, Home Solutions landed big
city contracts totaling about $50 million -- repairing the roof

See more comments »
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A NAGIN TIMELINE

December 2004:The Ray Nagin family goes to
Hawaii and meets up with Greg Meffert's family in
Maui. Mark St. Pierre, whose company Imagine
Software, operates Nagin's city technology office,
pays for the Nagins' airfare.

Feb. 28, 2005: Frank Fradella's Home Solutions of
America acquires countertop installer Cornerstone
Building and Remodeling Inc. from Anthony Leeber
Jr. Cornerstone announces the receipt of major
countertop contracts with The Home Depot in
Louisiana.

November 2005: St. Pierre lines up a private jet to
take the Nagins to Jamaica, according to testimony
later given by Meffert. But Nagin isn't sure of travel
dates, so Meffert gives a St. Pierre corporate credit
card to Nagin's secretary, who purchases first-class
commercial airline tickets for the Nagin family.

Early 2006-August 2006: St. Pierre provides
lawn maintenance services worth a total of about
$1,500 for Nagin's home on Park Island.

March 2006: Leeber is pushed out of Home
Solutions' Cornerstone subsidiary. Leeber says
Fradella then guts Cornerstone and in 2007 delivers
"inventory and equipment" to Nagin's family
company, Stone Age LLC.

May 8, 2006: Nagin has fund-raiser in Chicago
hosted by St. Pierre and others. Records show St.
Pierre paid for Nagin's airfare.

and inside of the terminal and concourses at Louis Armstrong
International Airport, rebuilding sidewalks in the French
Quarter and restoring the storm-damaged French Market
stalls. The company also got lucrative recovery work at several
public schools and was hired to rebuild kitchens at Orleans
Parish Prison.
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June 1, 2006: Nagin is sworn in for second term.

Jan. 20-22, 2007: Aaron Bennett provides mayor
with private jet leased by a Home Solutions
subsidiary to go to Chicago and Las Vegas, where
Bennett introduces Nagin to Frank Fradella.

January 2007: Bennett begins getting paid by city
to pay St. Pierre for technology office work.

April 2007: Stone Age LLC lands deal supplying
and installing countertops for four Home Depot
stores.

April 13, 2007: Times-Picayune publishes story
about private jet to Chicago, Vegas. Nagin later uses
public money to pay Bennett $1,852 for airfare.

August 2007: Home Solutions press release
mentions that former Home Depot executive Larry
Laseter is the new president of Home Solutions'
interior services division.

March 23, 2008: Times-Picayune publishes story
about Stone Age's deal with Home Depot.

April 2008: Home Depot ends deal with Stone
Age.

April 17, 2008-Nov. 17, 2008: Nagin's calendar
notes nine different meetings with Fradella. All are
initially blacked out when his schedule is released.

Nov. 1, 2010: Meffert pleads guilty to conspiracy,
filing false tax return. He goes on to testify against
St. Pierre. His sentencing has been delayed until
May.

May 26, 2011: St. Pierre is convicted on 53 federal
corruption counts and later is sentenced to 17½
years in prison.

May 31, 2011: Fradella is indicted in Texas on
securities fraud charges.
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Oct. 14, 2011: Aaron Bennett pleads guilty to
bribing Plaquemines Parish sheriff. His sentencing
has been pushed back until June.

Businessman Aaron Bennett, who recently pleaded guilty to
bribing Plaquemines Parish Sheriff Jiff Hingle, sold a company
to HSOA in 2006 and has said he introduced Nagin to Fradella
in January 2007. The introduction came during a trip the three
made to Chicago, on a plane leased by an HSOA subsidiary, to
take in the NFC championship game between the Saints and
the Bears.

Around that time, Bennett began getting paid to oversee St.
Pierre in Nagin's tech office, which authorities have said was
simply a pass-through arrangement that involved no real work.

Bennett has told The Times-Picayune that he hooked Nagin up
with Fradella specifically to help the mayor get the Home
Depot granite installation work. Bennett's sentencing on the
bribery charge has been pushed back until late June, and
sources have said he is bidding for leniency by telling federal
investigators everything he knows.

When Fradella and Nagin met, Home Solutions was claiming
in news releases that it had granite installation contracts at
dozens of Home Depot stores throughout the Gulf South.
Fradella is now facing securities fraud charges in Dallas, in
part because he allegedly exaggerated the size of such Home
Solutions contracts, causing the publicly traded company's
stock price to artificially rise and allowing him to dump shares
at a profit. His trial is set for June.

Mayor's meetings blacked out of calendar

In April 2007, just three months after Bennett introduced
Nagin to Fradella, Stone Age got its four-store contract with
Home Depot. During the next two years, Nagin met often with
Fradella. When the mayor initially released his 2008 schedule
to comply with a public records request, a few meetings had
been redacted. After he was forced to disclose them, it turned
out most of them were with Fradella.
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Smith, who represents both Fradella and Meffert, said  Fradella
played no role in getting Stone Age the job, adding that
Fradella would not have had the ability to do so. Smith said
that just before being charged in October, Bennett called
Fradella and seemed to be trying to record the conversation,
but Fradella couldn't be sure. Bennett, meanwhile, was collared
when Hingle caught him on tape offering a $10,000 bribe.

Smith said Thursday that prosecutors in New Orleans have not
tried to contact Fradella in the past few months.

Sources close to the Nagin case say federal investigators are
trying to determine whether Larry Laseter, a former vice
president for The Home Depot who oversaw the sale of special
orders for the massive home services retailer, played a role in
getting Nagin the work. Sometime in mid-2007, months after
Stone Age got the Home Depot contract, Laseter left Home
Depot to work for Fradella.

Laseter, now living in Atlanta and serving as president of the
energy-efficiency firm WellHome, did not return messages left
for him this week through Facebook and with his mother in
Covington, Ga.

Home Depot spokesman Stephen Holmes declined to comment
on Laseter's employment or the nature of his departure. He did
say, however, that "we're not aware of any allegations against
The Home Depot and its past business relationship with Stone
Age."

The Home Depot severed its relationship with Stone Age
shortly after the newspaper wrote about the deal in April 2008.

Firm's buyer 'had a master plan'

The third track of the federal probe deals with deliveries of free
granite or equipment to Stone Age by several city vendors.
Investigators are trying to determine whether some of those
deliveries were made by or on behalf of a Home Solutions
subsidiary, Cornerstone Building & Remodeling of Fort Myers,
Fla. -- and if other deliveries came from other city contractors.

Anthony Leeber Jr., Cornerstone's founder, said that after
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Home Solutions bought his firm, Fradella pushed him out,
systematically liquidated Cornerstone's inventory and sent
some of the equipment to Stone Age. Leeber said that from the
moment Fradella acquired Cornerstone in 2005, for shares of
Home Solutions stock that would soon become worthless,
Fradella called the shots. By mid-2006, Leeber was out
entirely, and it was some time after that that some of his
materials were provided to Nagin's firm.

"He (Fradella) liquidated my inventory in 2007, when I wasn't
president of the company anymore: brand-new bridge saws,
compressors, my personal generators," Leeber said. "He
destroyed the business I'd built up for years. He had a master
plan all along."

Staff writer Gordon Russell contributed to this story. David
Hammer can be reached at
dhammer@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3322.
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By Gordon Russell, NOLA.com | The Times-Picayune 
on November 12, 2012 at 5:44 PM, updated November 13, 2012 at
4:40 PM

Having already convicted one businessman of bribing
former Mayor Ray Nagin, federal authorities are trying to
prove two other corrupt deals involving the former mayor
before the five-year statute of limitations on some of his
alleged crimes expires. One of those deals centers on a
payment Nagin allegedly received from Rodney Williams, a
former co-owner of the politically active New Orleans
engineering firm Three Fold Consultants, according to sources
with knowledge of the case.

Feds looking at 2 more alleged shakedowns
involving former Mayor Ray Nagin
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Ray Nagin, seen here with his sons, Jeremy and Jarin.

The other focuses on whether Nagin applied pressure on
corporate leaders at Home Depot to steer work to Stone
Age LLC, the now-defunct granite-countertop company Nagin
ran with his wife and two sons.

The pressure came at a time when Home Depot was building a
new store in Central City and was haggling with the city over
various items, including the price it would have to pay for
nearby city streets and whether it would have to sign a
"community benefits agreement" requiring it to hire a certain
number of neighborhood residents at certain pay levels.

Three Fold Consultants, founded in 2000, has been a regular
recipient of city contracts, particularly in the years after
Hurricane Katrina. According to a source with knowledge of
the case, authorities are examining a $50,000 payment by
Williams to Nagin or Stone Age that was made in late 2007 or
early 2008.

The theory of the case is that the payment greased the skids for
additional city engineering contracts for Three Fold. The
company has had numerous no-bid city jobs: Among nine
jobs featured on its website, five involve work for the city
or related entities such as the Sewerage & Water Board. The
jobs include help overseeing $250 million in street repair and
supervising the construction of improvements along Canal
Street.

WWL-TV reported Monday night that one contract
landed by Three Fold was originally for the management of
lighting repairs at four city playgrounds. Eventually, that
number swelled to 23 playgrounds, the station reported.
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The station also said Three Fold won one contract -- it did not
specify the job -- even though the company scored so poorly in
a review of contract proposals that it was considered
unqualified by the panel conducting the review.

Engineering contracts, because they involve professional
services, do not have to go to the lowest bidder. For contracts
awarded by City Hall, that means Nagin would have had the
last word, regardless of what the technical committee thought.
Nagin vetoed an effort by the City Council to change that
process.

Three Fold has continued to receive regular work from City
Hall since Mayor Mitch Landrieu took office in 2010.

Nagin's lawyer, Robert Jenkins, did not return a call seeking
comment. Efforts to reach Williams, of Destrehan, were also
unsuccessful.

Three Fold's website no longer lists Williams as a principal in
the firm, nor does the Louisiana Secretary of State's office. The
firm's other two co-founders, Tarek Elnaggar and Bassam
Mekari, are listed as managing partners.

There was some evidence already in the public record linking
Three Fold and Nagin. The firm was a regular contributor to
Nagin's campaigns: Williams, his late wife Charlene, and the
firm itself donated a total of $15,500 to Nagin's campaigns,
state records show. (Three Fold and its principals have given
similar amounts to Landrieu and various other politicians.)

Also, an article in the November 2007 issue of the Slippery
Rock Gazette -- a trade publication for the granite industry --
focused on the Nagin family firm. The article included an
interview with Rodney and Charlene Williams, who were
satisfied customers of Stone Age.

"Stone Age Granite and Marble did a fine job in the master
bath, so I had them do some smaller work also," the article
quoted Charlene Williams saying.

On the Home Depot front, federal authorities have been

See more comments »
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following leads in the mayor's daily calendar and email folder
to see whether Nagin pressured the retailing giant to steer
work to Stone Age.

One noteworthy email was authored by Sarah Price, the Home
Depot manager who was shepherding the project through, on
Jan. 29, 2007. It was addressed to Howell Crosby, a local
attorney who was helping to guide Home Depot's project
through the city process, and Anne Redd, then an aide to City
Councilwoman Stacy Head.

"Our CEO got a voice mail from Mayor Nagan (sic) stating that
he would help us with the community groups causing us
problems," Price's email said. "Do you know what he is
referring to other than the CBA (community benefits
agreement) turned into donation letter, etc.? Can you call me
asap -- our CEO wants a response now."

The context: Home Depot had complained that the terms of a
proposed "community benefits agreement" were too onerous.
Head initially pushed for the retailer to sign the deal, while
Nagin opposed it. Eventually, Head gave up, and the firm never
signed the agreement.

In a 2008 interview, Head said "the administration pressured
me to forgo negotiations" on the community benefits
agreement because Home Depot had pronounced it a "deal
killer."

When the store had its ground-breaking in May 2007, Head --
who had championed the project as a crucial one for her
district -- initially said she wouldn't attend, then relented.
Nagin was also there; he was introduced to the crowd by Home
Depot vice president Dan Paris, according to city emails.

Three days after Price's email went out, Nagin's public calendar
shows he met with Home Depot officials at the Stone Age
office, which was then located on Earhart Boulevard. Roughly
two months after that -- and a month before the ground-
breaking -- Stone Age landed a contract with Home Depot that
made it the exclusive granite installer for four area stores.

Crosby and Redd both said they didn't specifically remember
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the email from Price about Nagin, nor did either remember
hearing anything specific about Nagin angling for work from
Home Depot at the time. Redd noted that she learned of
Nagin's contract with the retailer when The Times-Picayune
published a story about it in March 2008, and she was
incensed to learn of the arrangement, feeling it underscored
New Orleans' reputation as a hotbed of corruption. 

Home Depot ended its arrangement with Stone Age about a
month after the newspaper story was published.

Reached by telephone, Price, who no longer works for Home
Depot, referred questions to Walter Becker, a former federal
prosecutor who is now a defense lawyer. Becker, who is
representing Home Depot in the Nagin probe, emphasized that
the retailing giant did nothing wrong. 

"We're unaware of any allegations of wrongdoing by Home
Depot," said Stephen Holmes, a spokesman for the retailer.

Federal authorities are believed to be fighting the clock as they
wrap up their probe into the ex-mayor. Some of the bribes that
Frank Fradella, the former CEO of Home Solutions of America,
has admitted paying Nagin are getting close to the five-year
statute of limitations during which certain charges must be
filed. Nagin, through his attorney, has denied wrongdoing.

WWL-TV, for instance, has reported that some of the free
granite Fradella says he gave Nagin was delivered in late 2007.

Meanwhile, the payment from Williams to Nagin that is the
focus of the newest prong of the federal probe was made nearly
five years ago, according to a source with knowledge of it.

Editor's note: An earlier version of this story said that City
Councilwoman Stacy Head did not attend Home Depot's
ground-breaking. In fact, Head told the retailer by email she
wasn't going, but eventually reconsidered. The story has been
updated with the correct information.
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Kathy Anderson, Times-Picayune archive

Former New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin and his sons Jarin, left, and
Jeremy, in November 2008.

information on Friday that charges businessman
Rodney Williams with bribing the former mayor. Sources
with knowledge of the case have said that "Public Official A"
listed in the documents is the former mayor.

Williams is expected to plead guilty Wednesday to a charge of
conspiracy to commit bribery and honest services wire fraud.
When he does so, he'll become the second businessman
who has admitted paying off the former mayor to the
tune of $50,000 or more.

The document unsealed Friday offers few new details about
what Williams -- the former president of the engineering firm
Three Fold Consultants -- allegedly did. It says that Williams
made a series of "payoffs" to Nagin starting in January 2008,
and that in return, Nagin steered contracts to his firm starting
in November 2007.

If prosecutors hope to charge Nagin with accepting those
payoffs, they may have to do so by January because of the five-
year statute of limitations on most white-collar crimes. Nagin
has not yet been charged with a crime.

The document, which was filed under seal Nov. 16, also says
that Williams and Nagin "created and used corporate
documents to disguise the true nature of the payoffs."

See more comments »
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Sources with knowledge of the case have said that Williams
gave Nagin a total of $50,000 in a series of payments. To give
the payments a patina of legitimacy, Williams was in turn given
bogus paperwork indicating he had an ownership stake in
Stone Age, the Nagin family's granite firm, the sources said.

Founded in 2000, Three Fold Consultants has been a regular
recipient of city contracts, particularly after Hurricane Katrina.
The company has had numerous no-bid city jobs: Among nine
jobs featured on its website, five involve work for the city or
related entities such as the Sewerage & Water Board. The jobs
include help overseeing $250 million in street repairs and
supervising the construction of improvements along Canal
Street. WWL-TV has reported that the firm earned more than
$3 million from City Hall during Nagin's last two years in
office.

Because they involve professional services, engineering
contracts do not have to go to the lowest bidder. For contracts
awarded by City Hall, Nagin would have had the last word
regardless of how the city's technical committee ranked the
proposals it received. Nagin vetoed an effort by the City
Council to change that process.

Three Fold has continued to receive regular work from City
Hall since Mayor Mitch Landrieu took office in 2010.

Three Fold has also landed no-bid work in Jefferson Parish,
and earlier this month, Jefferson Parish officials launched a
review of their contracts with Three Fold based on the
reported new allegations. Jefferson Parish President John
Young and Parish Councilman at-Large Chris Roberts have
said if Williams or any other current or former company officer
was involved in corruption, the firm should lose its contracts
based on a law the parish passed in 2010.

New Orleans officials are also examining Three Fold's work
with the city, according to Landrieu spokesman Ryan Berni.
New Orleans has an ordinance similar to Jefferson's barring
contracting with people or businesses that have corruption
convictions, though it's not clear whether it renders contracts
void if a company official is convicted after a contract is
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already in place.

Three Fold's website no longer lists Williams as a principal in
the firm, nor does the Secretary of State's office. The firm's
other two founders, Tarek Elnaggar and Bassam Mekari, are
listed as managing partners.

Williams' lawyer, Ralph Capitelli, confirmed his client would
appear at a re-arraignment hearing Wednesday, but said he
would have no comment on the case until after that.

The new charges mean federal prosecutors now have at least
two businessmen lined up to testify they made payoffs to
Nagin in hopes of landing city contracts. Earlier this year,
Frank Fradella, the former CEO of Home Solutions of America,
pleaded guilty to bribing "Public Official A" in exchange for the
promise of city work.

Court documents in that case indicate that Fradella delivered
"numerous truckloads" of granite to the official's business,
known to be Stone Age. Fradella also admitted paying Nagin a
$50,000 bribe and hiring him as a consultant immediately
after Nagin's exit from City Hall.

While Fradella landed numerous city contracts with a total
value in the millions, most if not all were low-bid deals, and it's
not clear that federal authorities have any evidence that Nagin
helped Fradella win those contracts. That may not be necessary
to make the case; prosecutors need only prove that the mayor
accepted money in exchange for a promise to use his influence
to steer public deals to a vendor.

Fradella was well known to be angling for big no-bid deals, in
particular a proposed redevelopment of the Market Street
Power Plant that never got off the ground.

A third major prong of the federal investigation in to the
former mayor is focused on whether Nagin applied pressure on
corporate leaders at Home Depot to steer work to Stone Age.

Stone Age landed a contract to be the exclusive installer
of granite for four Home Depot stores at a time when the
retailing giant was building a new store in Central City and was
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haggling with the city over various items. Among them: how
much Home Depot would have to pay for nearby city streets
and whether it would have to sign a "community benefits
agreement,'' requiring it to hire a certain number of
neighborhood residents at certain pay levels.

Federal authorities may also elicit testimony from several other
convicted felons, including Greg Meffert, Nagin's former
technology chief; and Mark St. Pierre, a tech vendor
convicted of bribing Meffert; and Aaron Bennett, a
businessman with ties to Fradella. Those witnesses may testify
about gratuities they have admitted giving the mayor, such as
trips and airplane tickets.

Nagin's lawyer, Robert Jenkins, did not return telephone
messages Friday.
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By Times-Picayune Staff 
on September 22, 2009 at 8:02 PM, updated September 24, 2009 at
3:37 PM

Federal authorities are investigating St. John the Baptist
Parish President Bill Hubbard in connection with a
scheme in which parish contractors helped buy a new Toyota
Camry for his girlfriend last spring, several sources have
confirmed.

The sources said at least three contractors — Parson &
Sanderson Inc. of Harahan, Davezac Consulting Engineers of
Destrehan and Pipeworks Plumbing & Demolition of Harahan
— covered at least part of the payment for the vehicle in May.

St. John the Baptist Parish President Bill Hubbard
the target of federal probe, sources say
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Brett Duke / The Times-Picayune archiveBill Hubbard
celebrates Nov. 17, 2007, in LaPlace after unofficial returns
showed him winning the St. John the Baptist Parish president
race.

Hubbard briefly attended the regularly scheduled St. John the
Baptist Parish Council meeting Tuesday night, but declined to
comment on the investigation.

"I would love to, but I can’t," Hubbard said. Hubbard retreated
to his office shortly after arriving at the meeting and did not
return.

A source close to the case said Pipeworks paid $10,000, while
Parson & Sanderson and Davezac each paid $5,000 toward the
cost of the car.

The woman for whom the car was purchased was not publicly
identified. However, sources said the woman, who is about 30
years old, is not a parish employee.

Hubbard, 46, of LaPlace, won the parish’s top government post
in a tight November 2007 runoff. He is married; he and his
wife have two children.

Before becoming parish president, Hubbard, a Republican,
served on the parish’s Planning and Zoning Commission and
was an appointee on the board of commissioners for the South
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Louisiana Port Commission.

The Louisiana secretary of state’s corporations database lists at
least two companies with which he is involved: Hubbard
Enterprises, a general contracting company; and Cypress
Ventures LLC.

Sources said New Orleans attorney Donald "Chick" Foret is
representing Hubbard. Contacted Tuesday, Foret would not
comment.

Sources also said that Metairie lawyer David Courcelle is
representing the woman. Courcelle likewise said he could not
comment.

Davezac Consulting Engineering LLC of Destrehan was hired
by the parish in July for $1 million to oversee the spending of
its $29.5 million bond issue to finance part of a hurricane
protection levee, make improvements to the water, roads and
drainage systems in the parish and build a gym and east bank
government complex.

Parish spokesman Buddy Boe said Davezac has earned $32,375
so far this year in parish work and $80,510 in 2008. He said
Parson & Sanderson has earned $163,480 so far this year and
$103,046 in 2008 for pumps and valve work. Pipeworks has
earned $900,182 this year and $93,577 in 2008 under general
maintenance contracts with the parish, Boe said.

Campaign finance reports for 2007 and 2008 show Parsons
contributed $12,500 to Hubbard, while Pipeworks contributed
$7,500 and Davezac contributed $5,000.

Efforts to contact officials at Pipeworks, Davezac and Parson
and Sanderson were not successful Tuesday evening.

Hubbard, who was sworn in as parish president in January
2008, has always touted that he is not a politician but a
businessman.

During his two years in office, Hubbard supported the
construction of a new animal shelter and two bond issues —
one of which failed at the polls, while the other was approved
by voters a year later — to finance  several infrastructure
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While in office, he revamped a parish travel policy and pushed
to collect long-delinquent water bills.

This would not be the first time a St. John politician was the
subject of a federal probe, but may be the first time in recent
history that a sitting parish president could face federal
charges.

In 1995, former Parish President Lester Millet Jr. was indicted
and later convicted on federal charges of extortion and money
laundering in connection with a land purchase involving the
Formosa Plastics plant.

In 1993, former St. John School Board member Gary Keating
was indicted and later pleaded guilty to violating federal
environmental statues for dumping concrete into Lake
Pontchartrain without the proper permits.

This story was written by staff writers Gordon Russell and
Victoria St. Martin. Sandra Barbier of the River Parishes
bureau contributed to this report. Victoria St. Martin can be
reached at vstmartin@timespicayune.com or at 985.652.0952.
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Councilman Oliver Thomas emphasizes the point that thugs and criminals are no

longer welcome in the city of New Orleans. Mayor Ray Nagin and community leaders

announced new crime fighting initiatives at a press conference at 2400 Fourth Street,

the scene of the first murder of 2007 in New Orleans. 1/9/07
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Sources: Federal probe nets councilman in parking
lot payment scheme
Published: Saturday, August 11, 2007, 6:43 PM  Updated: Monday, August 13, 2007, 12:01 AM

By Frank Donze The
Times-Picayune

In the most dramatic
development to date in a
sprawling probe of
corruption in New Orleans
city government, longtime
City Councilman and
mayoral hopeful Oliver
Thomas has reached an
agreement with federal
prosecutors to plead guilty
to charges of demanding
illegal payments from a City
Hall vendor and is expected
to resign his at-large council
seat as early as Monday,
sources familiar with the
case said Saturday.

Thomas, who previously has
expressed his intention to run for mayor in 2010, is expected to appear Monday morning before
U.S. Magistrate Louis Moore to hear the formal charges against him and then enter a guilty plea in
front of U.S. District Judge Sarah Vance immediately afterward, the sources said.

Thomas is the City Council's senior member, with 13 years of service, including two terms as the
District B representative. He is one year into his second term holding one of the council's two
citywide seats.
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The case against Thomas grew out of conversations between federal prosecutors and restaurateur
Stan "Pampy" Barre, who pleaded guilty in January to participating in a separate scheme to skim
more than $1 million from a massive energy-savings contract that former Mayor Marc Morial
signed in the waning days of his administration, the sources said.

Morial, who now heads the National Urban League, has not been charged with any wrongdoing in
either matter.

Barre, a member of Morial's inner circle, had been scheduled to be sentenced on July 13. But that
proceeding was postponed to Sept. 5, sparking speculation among courthouse observers that Barre
was cooperating with the federal government in an effort to reduce his jail time.

Fueling that speculation was the fact that U.S. Attorney Jim Letten's office didn't oppose the delay
in sentencing Barre.

Sources said the criminal charges against Thomas involve money he allegedly received from
Common Street Ventures, a Barre-owned company that held a share of the contract to operate
three city-owned parking lots on the downriver end of the French Quarter during Morial's tenure
from 1994-2002.

The sources declined to reveal how much money Thomas is alleged to have received from
Common Street Ventures or how and how often the payments were made, and would not discuss
the specific charges against Thomas. Those details will be spelled out in court documents expected
to be released on Monday, the sources said.

Thomas did not respond to repeated efforts Saturday to reach him for comment. Barre referred
questions to his attorney, Scott Bickford, who declined comment.

In an interview Saturday, Letten and James Bernazzani, the special agent in charge of the FBI's
New Orleans field office, said they would neither confirm nor deny details about Thomas' alleged
offenses. The two men said they planned to make a public statement on the matter Monday.

In May 2004, Morial's successor, Mayor Ray Nagin, awarded a contract to run the three parking
lots to a joint venture that included an investor with ties to Thomas.

The Nagin administration signed a management deal for a 50-50 partnership between Standard
Parking, a national firm that has operated parking lots in New Orleans for 25 years, and Parking
Solutions LLC, whose principals include Keith Pittman, a former aide to Thomas.

The lots are owned by the French Market Corp., a city agency that is run by mayoral appointees,
including three City Council members. Thomas has held a seat on the French Market board since
2002. The board approves the management contracts for the parking lots, with input from the
mayor's office.

Two of the lots are adjacent to one another on Elysian Fields Avenue near Esplanade Avenue, and
the third runs alongside Decatur Street between the floodwall and the Mississippi River.

Later in 2004, the Nagin administration awarded a separate contract to the partnership to install
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and maintain new high-tech parking meters citywide that accept credit cards as well as coins.

Reports that Thomas had been implicated in the federal investigation into city government began
buzzing through the city's political community's Friday afternoon.

Senior members of the BOLD political organization that Thomas heads said they were largely in
the dark about Thomas' situation and had been unable to speak to him.

"All I know is that there is a problem and it involves the U.S. Attorney's office," said former City
Councilman Jim Singleton, Thomas' mentor.

Singleton, who hired Thomas in 1986 as his legislative aide, would not disclose where he got his
information.

"He has not talked to me or anyone else," Singleton said. "I know something ain't right, but I
can't tell you exactly what it is."

BOLD President Doug Evans, another Thomas confidante, said he knew nothing about the
allegations.

"I was just with him on Friday," Evans said. "He has not confided anything in me with regard to
what is going on. Oliver is my best friend. If this is the case, this is my worst damn low."

Reached at a family reunion in California, former Assessor and longtime BOLD leader Ken Carter,
said he was "speechless" when told of the allegations against Thomas.

"I think the world of Oliver," Carter said. "If all of this true, I know he will tell the truth and do
the right thing."

Typically, defendants in federal criminal cases make an intial appearance before a magistrate
where they are read the charges against them and are instructed to return about 10 days later to
enter a formal plea, schedule pre-trial hearings and possibly a trial date. The sources said Thomas'
expected subsequent appearance Monday before a federal judge indicates that he has reached
some sort of a plea agreement with federal prosecutors.

Council President Arnie Fielkow, who assumed the council's rotating leadership position from
Thomas in June, said in a statement Saturday night that "it would be inappropriate for me to
comment on or speculate beyond what has been reported at this time.

Fielkow added that he is monitoring the current situation, and would have further comment "as
developments warrant." If Thomas resigns, it would set the stage for an accelerated election cycle
to choose a successor. By law, the council must schedule an election no later than 30 days after a
vacancy is created.

City Hall insiders said Saturday that a special citywide election to fill the seat could be placed on
the same Oct. 20 ballot that includes governor, other statewide offices and legislative seats. In
that case, a runoff, if necessary, would be held Nov. 17.
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Under that scenario, qualifying for the council seat would be Sept. 4-6.

The remaining six members of the council would have the option to name a temporary
replacement for Thomas. Under the City Charter, the interim appointee would be prohibited from
running for the seat.

The winner would fill the remainder of Thomas' current term, which expires in May 2010.

Frank Donze can be reached at fdonze@timespicayune.com or (504) 826-3328.
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By Brendan McCarthy, The Times-Picayune 
on September 06, 2009 at 11:35 PM, updated December 09, 2009 at 2:51 PM

For the past several months, the federal building on Poydras Street has seen a steady
stream of New Orleans police officers trudge in and out, all of them testifying before
grand jurors gathering evidence of possible civil rights violations in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina -- allegations that center on police misbehavior.

Alex Brandon / The

Times-Picayune archivePolice handcuff a man Sept. 4, 2005, after a confrontation with
police on Chef Menteur Highway near the Danziger Bridge. It is one of the incidents
involving New Orleans police that is being investigated by federal agents.

Federal agents, meanwhile, have been studying police e-mails and documents obtained
by subpoena -- as well as through a surprise search warrant executed on the New
Orleans Police Department homicide office -- in an attempt to ferret out exactly what
happened in the chaotic days after the storm.

The feds also have sent subpoenas seeking photographs to The Times-Picayune, and
they have ordered a former photographer for the paper to testify before the grand jury.

Observers and authorities say the investigations, and the charges they are likely to result
in, could shake the very foundation of the New Orleans Police Department in ways that
haven't been seen since the Len Davis murder-for-hire case in the mid-1990s. Davis,
who essentially ran a drug-protection racket comprised of fellow NOPD officers, was
sentenced to death for ordering the execution of a woman who filed a complaint against
him.

But the reverberations from the new cases could extend well beyond the department.
The cases are likely to get international publicity and heighten already-deep mistrust of
the Police Department. And, as did other notorious Katrina cases -- such as allegations
of euthanasia at Memorial Medical Center and of gross neglect at St. Rita's
nursing home -- the cases will force New Orleanians to confront an uncomfortable
and perhaps unanswerable question: How accountable should people be for the actions
they take in desperate times?

Led by prosecutors from the U.S. Department of Justice civil rights division and
conducted by FBI agents, the simultaneous federal investigations are focused on two
separate police actions -- one on the Danziger Bridge in eastern New Orleans and the
other in Algiers. Federal authorities are also exploring allegations of vigilante violence
by civilians in Algiers Point.

The Danziger incident is well-known to New Orleanians: Police, responding to reports of
shots fired at officers, shot six people on the bridge, killing two men and wounding four
others.
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archiveLance Madison is arrested by State Police and NOPD SWAT members on Sept. 4,
2005, after a confrontation with police near the Danziger Bridge in eastern New
Orleans. Ronald Madison, Lance Madison's brother, was shot to death that day.

A state grand jury in late 2006 indicted seven police officers on murder and attempted
murder charges, but a Criminal District Court judge last year dismissed the charges,
concluding that prosecutor errors tainted the case. Federal authorities then agreed to
pick up the case.

The Algiers investigation is more recent and less publicly known. Though four years
have passed since Katrina, the probe began only this year, after published accounts
described a potential police role in the burning of a corpse that was eventually pulled
from a charred car on a West Bank levee.

That probe focuses on whether NOPD officers just days after Katrina played a role in
shooting 31-year-old Henry Glover, beating him and his buddies, then later torching the
vehicle where his body was discovered, sources close to the case have said. It is not clear
whether the officers believed to be involved in the shooting and those who allegedly set
fire to the car knew about each others' roles, sources have said.

The scope of the feds' inquiry -- and the expectation that the effort will bring results --
has led many observers to recall the mid-to-late-1990s, when FBI agents were actually
stationed within the Public Integrity Bureau. That relationship resulted in some
shocking prosecutions, among them the arrest and conviction of two police officer
brothers who were part of drug kingpin Richard Pena's distribution operation.

NOPD Superintendent Warren Riley, through a spokesman, declined to comment on the
probes in detail. "The NOPD has cooperated with the U.S. attorney and the FBI and will
continue to do so throughout their investigations, " said Bob Young, head of the
department's public affairs division.

Rafael Goyeneche, president of the Metropolitan Crime Commission, said even without
knowing what the results of the post-Katrina investigations will be, they must be
considered to be serious, based on the resources the federal government has committed.

"These investigations, should they result in any criminal charges, would be at least as
significant and notorious and damning as the Len Davis case, " he said.

Authorities, speaking on background, have given similar assessments. Each of the cases
involve police officers possibly committing some wrongdoing while acting in their
official capacities. Each also could result in charges related to civil rights violations,
Goyeneche said. Obstruction of justice charges are also possible.

"If they do result in indictments, I think there will be an international media feeding
frenzy, " Goyeneche said.

Facing a deadline

The federal investigation into Danziger began last fall, and the Algiers probe was
launched a few months later.

It's unclear when the feds hope to wrap things up. But most of the relevant federal laws
have statutes of limitations of five years, meaning any charges must be brought by next
September.

Since the probe got under way, agents from the FBI New Orleans office's civil rights
division have been applying steadily increasing pressure on local police.

Agents, along with prosecutors, have woken up officers at home. They have issued
several subpoenas for a wide array of documents, including all Blackberry
communications for officers in several police districts and in specialized units, sources
said.

Federal prosecutors have also demanded that the NOPD preserve all such
communications during an 11-month period starting in September 2005.

Perhaps most dramatically, agents conducted a raid on the NOPD's homicide division in
early August, showing up unannounced and executing a search warrant on the
computers and files of two veteran homicide detectives -- both supervisors -- who had
handled NOPD investigations of the Danziger and Algiers incidents.

Though at least one member of the NOPD's internal investigative unit -- the Public
Integrity Bureau -- accompanied the agents in the homicide office, detectives were
caught unaware of the seizure. It was by no means a friendly visit, sources said.

The probe has created a gnawing sense of anxiety within the department. Privately,
officers have groused that the feds are using strong-arm tactics, not offering
professional courtesy usually extended to fellow law enforcement agencies.

In one incident that's become legend, the 2nd District commander argued with and
nearly barred agents earlier this summer from entering his station house.
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Federal agents, along with at least one prosecutor, showed up at the Uptown station to
interview a police officer. They were met by Maj. Bruce Little, who took umbrage with
their presence, several sources said.

Eventually cooler heads prevailed and the interview was conducted at a later time,
though the incident did little to smooth relations.

Officers have long been suspicious of the prying eyes of the feds. The Fraternal Order of
Police, the largest police organization in New Orleans, sent an e-mail message to all of
its members in late May reminding officers of their right to consult an attorney before
submitting to an interview. The message recommended taking advantage of that right,
regardless of whether the officer was being questioned as a target or witness.

Change in course

While the Algiers and Danziger cases are the focus of the probe, the federal examination
of the department has not stopped there. For example, federal agents earlier this year
began looking into the police shooting of 22-year-old Adolph Grimes in the 6th
Ward on New Year's Day.

The recent focus on possible civil rights abuses by New Orleans police seems to
represent a new course for a Justice Department that was focused on terrorism after the
Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.

"We've gone a very long time with a Justice Department that had very little interest, if
any, in either investigating or prosecuting corrupt or brutal police officers, " said Mary
Howell, a veteran civil rights attorney and longtime NOPD critic who is also
representing a family suing the department over the Danziger Bridge incident.

Since the investigations are largely focused on incidents that occurred four years ago,
Howell said it remains unclear whether federal investigators are planning to delve into
more current wrongdoing in the department.

Federal authorities, meanwhile, say privately that the probes are more a function of new
evidence than a policy shift at the Department of Justice. Until an article about the
Henry Glover shooting appeared late last year in The Nation, they said, they were
unaware of the incident.

Focusing on rights

In both the Danziger and Algiers cases, federal investigators are focused on whether
police violated citizens' civil rights, which is a federal offense.

On Sept. 4, 2005, police acknowledge shooting two groups of people, killing two men
and injuring four others. While the victims have said they were ambushed by the police,
the officers have said they responded to reports of shootings and used their weapons
only after first taking fire.

Details of the Algiers incident are murkier, but sources close to the investigation have
said the grand jury is trying to determine whether an officer or officers shot Glover, as
well as if other cops are responsible for burning his body.

Photo courtesy of Rolanda ShortHenry Glover with his

daughter, Nehemiah Short, sometime before September 2005.

Glover's charred remains were pulled out of a car weeks after the storm. After he was
shot on Sept. 2, a man named William Tanner picked him up, along with Glover's
brother, Edward King, and a friend, Bernard Calloway. Tanner, who had been talking to
a woman near where Glover was shot, drove the injured man to the Paul B. Habans
Elementary School, where the Police Department's SWAT team had set up a temporary
headquarters.

At the school, Tanner said, police officers did not help them. Instead, he said, they were
abusive to the three men trying to help Glover, while leaving the injured man bleeding
in the car. Eventually, one of the officers drove off in Tanner's Chevy Malibu, with
Glover still inside. Tanner didn't see his car for weeks, until a federal agent told him
that the burned remains were left on the Algiers levee, near the 4th District police
station.

The remains were retrieved by the 82nd Airborne, according to the Orleans Parish
coroner's office.

Along with the subpoenas they've sent to New Orleans police, federal investigators
looking into the case have subpoenaed The Times-Picayune, asking for photos taken by
Alex Brandon, who was one of dozens of Times-Picayune photographers and reporters
covering the chaos after Hurricane Katrina. Brandon has also received a subpoena to
testify before the grand jury investigating Glover's death.
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Brandon was at Habans on Sept. 2, the day Glover was shot. Lori Mince, an attorney for
the newspaper, said prosecutors have asked for any pictures he took at the school on
that day.

Mince said photographers' images normally are archived at the newspaper's office in
New Orleans. But in the aftermath of Katrina, the newspaper was displaced. After the
newspaper resumed normal operations, it collected the images its photographers shot
and archived them.

She said the newspaper does not have any photos taken by Brandon at Habans that
show Glover or Tanner or the Malibu.

Brandon, who spent several days after the storm photographing law enforcement
officers as they tried to keep order in the city, was also at the Danziger scene shortly
after the shootings there. Federal authorities have also subpoenaed the newspaper's
photographs of that scene.

Reached by telephone, Brandon, who left the newspaper in 2006 and now works for The
Associated Press, declined comment.

The story of Glover's death was first reported in The Nation magazine and Web site
ProPublica.org late last year. A companion report alleged that some white residents of
Algiers Point turned into vigilantes after the storm, shooting at black people they
considered possible looters.

Federal agents have also been looking into those allegations.

Laura Maggi also wrote this story. She can be reached at lmaggi@timespicayune.com
or 504.826.3316.

Brendan McCarthy can be reached at bmccarthy@timespicayune.com or
504.826.3301.

Federal agents, meanwhile, have been studying police e-mails and documents obtained
by subpoena -- as well as through a surprise search warrant executed on the New
Orleans Police Department homicide office -- in an attempt to ferret out exactly what
happened in the chaotic days after the storm.

The feds also have sent subpoenas seeking photographs to The Times-Picayune, and
they have ordered a former photographer for the paper to testify before the grand jury.

Observers and authorities say the investigations, and the charges they are likely to result
in, could shake the very foundation of the New Orleans Police Department in ways that
haven't been seen since the Len Davis murder-for-hire case in the mid-1990s. Davis,
who essentially ran a drug-protection racket comprised of fellow NOPD officers, was
sentenced to death for ordering the execution of a woman who filed a complaint against
him.

But the reverberations from the new cases could extend well beyond the department.
The cases are likely to get international publicity and heighten already-deep mistrust of
the Police Department. And, as did other notorious Katrina cases -- such as allegations
of euthanasia at Memorial Medical Center and of gross neglect at St. Rita's
nursing home -- the cases will force New Orleanians to confront an uncomfortable
and perhaps unanswerable question: How accountable should people be for the actions
they take in desperate times?

Led by prosecutors from the U.S. Department of Justice civil rights division and
conducted by FBI agents, the simultaneous federal investigations are focused on two
separate police actions -- one on the Danziger Bridge in eastern New Orleans and
the other in Algiers. Federal authorities are also exploring allegations of vigilante
violence by civilians in Algiers Point.

The Danziger incident is well-known to New Orleanians: Police, responding to reports of
shots fired at officers, shot six people on the bridge, killing two men and wounding four
others.

Alex Brandon / The

Times-Picayune archiveLance Madison is arrested by State Police and NOPD SWAT
members on Sept. 4, 2005, after a confrontation with police near the Danziger Bridge in
eastern New Orleans. Ronald Madison, Lance Madison's brother, was shot to death that
day.

A state grand jury in late 2006 indicted seven police officers on murder and attempted
murder charges, but a Criminal District Court judge last year dismissed the charges,
concluding that prosecutor errors tainted the case. Federal authorities then agreed to
pick up the case.

The Algiers investigation is more recent and less publicly known. Though four years
have passed since Katrina, the probe began only this year, after published accounts
described a potential police role in the burning of a corpse that was eventually pulled
from a charred car on a West Bank levee.
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That probe focuses on whether NOPD officers just days after Katrina played a role in
shooting 31-year-old Henry Glover, beating him and his buddies, then later torching the
vehicle where his body was discovered, sources close to the case have said. It is not clear
whether the officers believed to be involved in the shooting and those who allegedly set
fire to the car knew about each others' roles, sources have said.

Click to open graphic in new window.

The scope of the feds' inquiry -- and the expectation that the effort will bring results --
has led many observers to recall the mid-to-late-1990s, when FBI agents were actually
stationed within the Public Integrity Bureau. That relationship resulted in some
shocking prosecutions, among them the arrest and conviction of two police officer
brothers who were part of drug kingpin Richard Pena's distribution operation.

NOPD Superintendent Warren Riley, through a spokesman, declined to comment on the
probes in detail. "The NOPD has cooperated with the U.S. attorney and the FBI and will
continue to do so throughout their investigations, " said Bob Young, head of the
department's public affairs division.

Rafael Goyeneche, president of the Metropolitan Crime Commission, said even
without knowing what the results of the post-Katrina investigations will be, they must
be considered to be serious, based on the resources the federal government has
committed.

"These investigations, should they result in any criminal charges, would be at least as
significant and notorious and damning as the Len Davis case, " he said.

Authorities, speaking on background, have given similar assessments. Each of the cases
involve police officers possibly committing some wrongdoing while acting in their
official capacities. Each also could result in charges related to civil rights violations,
Goyeneche said. Obstruction of justice charges are also possible.

"If they do result in indictments, I think there will be an international media feeding
frenzy, " Goyeneche said.

Facing a deadline

The federal investigation into Danziger began last fall, and the Algiers probe was
launched a few months later.

It's unclear when the feds hope to wrap things up. But most of the relevant federal laws
have statutes of limitations of five years, meaning any charges must be brought by next
September.

Since the probe got under way, agents from the FBI New Orleans office's civil rights
division have been applying steadily increasing pressure on local police.

Agents, along with prosecutors, have woken up officers at home. They have issued
several subpoenas for a wide array of documents, including all Blackberry
communications for officers in several police districts and in specialized units, sources
said.

Federal prosecutors have also demanded that the NOPD preserve all such
communications during an 11-month period starting in September 2005.

Perhaps most dramatically, agents conducted a raid on the NOPD's homicide division in
early August, showing up unannounced and executing a search warrant on the
computers and files of two veteran homicide detectives -- both supervisors -- who had
handled NOPD investigations of the Danziger and Algiers incidents.

Though at least one member of the NOPD's internal investigative unit -- the Public
Integrity Bureau -- accompanied the agents in the homicide office, detectives were
caught unaware of the seizure. It was by no means a friendly visit, sources said.

The probe has created a gnawing sense of anxiety within the department. Privately,
officers have groused that the feds are using strong-arm tactics, not offering
professional courtesy usually extended to fellow law enforcement agencies.

In one incident that's become legend, the 2nd District commander argued with and
nearly barred agents earlier this summer from entering his station house.

Federal agents, along with at least one prosecutor, showed up at the Uptown station to
interview a police officer. They were met by Maj. Bruce Little, who took umbrage with
their presence, several sources said.

Eventually cooler heads prevailed and the interview was conducted at a later time,
though the incident did little to smooth relations.

Officers have long been suspicious of the prying eyes of the feds. The Fraternal Order
of Police, the largest police organization in New Orleans, sent an e-mail message to all
of its members in late May reminding officers of their right to consult an attorney before
submitting to an interview. The message recommended taking advantage of that right,
regardless of whether the officer was being questioned as a target or witness.

Change in course

While the Algiers and Danziger cases are the focus of the probe, the federal examination
of the department has not stopped there. For example, federal agents earlier this year
began looking into the police shooting of 22-year-old Adolph Grimes in the 6th
Ward on New Year's Day.
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The recent focus on possible civil rights abuses by New Orleans police seems to
represent a new course for a Justice Department that was focused on terrorism after the
Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.

"We've gone a very long time with a Justice Department that had very little interest, if
any, in either investigating or prosecuting corrupt or brutal police officers, " said Mary
Howell, a veteran civil rights attorney and longtime NOPD critic who is also
representing a family suing the department over the Danziger Bridge incident.

Since the investigations are largely focused on incidents that occurred four years ago,
Howell said it remains unclear whether federal investigators are planning to delve into
more current wrongdoing in the department.

Federal authorities, meanwhile, say privately that the probes are more a function of new
evidence than a policy shift at the Department of Justice. Until an article about the
Henry Glover shooting appeared late last year in The Nation, they said, they were
unaware of the incident.

Focusing on rights

In both the Danziger and Algiers cases, federal investigators are focused on whether
police violated citizens' civil rights, which is a federal offense.

On Sept. 4, 2005, police acknowledge shooting two groups of people, killing two men
and injuring four others. While the victims have said they were ambushed by the police,
the officers have said they responded to reports of shootings and used their weapons
only after first taking fire.

Details of the Algiers incident are murkier, but sources close to the investigation have
said the grand jury is trying to determine whether an officer or officers shot Glover, as
well as if other cops are responsible for burning his body.

Photo courtesy of Rolanda ShortHenry Glover with his

daughter, Nehemiah Short, sometime before September 2005.

Glover's charred remains were pulled out of a car weeks after the storm. After he was
shot on Sept. 2, a man named William Tanner picked him up, along with Glover's
brother, Edward King, and a friend, Bernard Calloway. Tanner, who had been talking to
a woman near where Glover was shot, drove the injured man to the Paul B. Habans
Elementary School, where the Police Department's SWAT team had set up a temporary
headquarters.

At the school, Tanner said, police officers did not help them. Instead, he said, they were
abusive to the three men trying to help Glover, while leaving the injured man bleeding
in the car. Eventually, one of the officers drove off in Tanner's Chevy Malibu, with
Glover still inside. Tanner didn't see his car for weeks, until a federal agent told him
that the burned remains were left on the Algiers levee, near the 4th District police
station.

The remains were retrieved by the 82nd Airborne, according to the Orleans Parish
coroner's office.

Along with the subpoenas they've sent to New Orleans police, federal investigators
looking into the case have subpoenaed The Times-Picayune, asking for photos taken by
Alex Brandon, who was one of dozens of Times-Picayune photographers and reporters
covering the chaos after Hurricane Katrina. Brandon has also received a subpoena to
testify before the grand jury investigating Glover's death.

Brandon was at Habans on Sept. 2, the day Glover was shot. Lori Mince, an attorney for
the newspaper, said prosecutors have asked for any pictures he took at the school on
that day.

Mince said photographers' images normally are archived at the newspaper's office in
New Orleans. But in the aftermath of Katrina, the newspaper was displaced. After the
newspaper resumed normal operations, it collected the images its photographers shot
and archived them.

She said the newspaper does not have any photos taken by Brandon at Habans that
show Glover or Tanner or the Malibu.

Brandon, who spent several days after the storm photographing law enforcement
officers as they tried to keep order in the city, was also at the Danziger scene shortly
after the shootings there. Federal authorities have also subpoenaed the newspaper's
photographs of that scene.

Reached by telephone, Brandon, who left the newspaper in 2006 and now works for The
Associated Press, declined comment.

The story of Glover's death was first reported in The Nation magazine and Web site
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"Hurrican Katrina?" Yeah, the New Orleans cops already showed "us"
what a lawless society looked (past tense) like...

That probe focuses on whether NOPD officers just days after Katrina
played a role in shooting 31-year-old Henry Glover, beating him and his
buddies, then later torching the vehicle where his body was discovered,
sources close to the case have said. It is not clear whether the officers
believed to be involved in the shooting and those who allegedly set fire to
the car knew about each others' roles, sources have said.

A state grand jury in late 2006 indicted seven police officers on murder
and attempted murder charges, but a Criminal District Court judge last

ProPublica.org late last year. A companion report alleged that some white residents of
Algiers Point turned into vigilantes after the storm, shooting at black people they
considered possible looters.

Federal agents have also been looking into those allegations.
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on October 16, 2009 at 7:30 PM, updated December 09, 2009 at
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With dozens of officers trooping down to Camp Street to testify
before a federal grand jury investigating alleged police
misconduct after Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans Police
Superintendent Warren Riley has mandated a new dress code
for such appearances.

John McCusker/The Times-Picayune
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archiveNew Orleans Police Superintendent Warren Riley

No uniforms allowed. Business attire only.

Riley's new directive, which piqued the interest of criminal
justice observers and cops alike, was handed down within the
past week.

His memo reads: "All members (Officers and Civilians) who
are testifying before a Federal Grand Jury or Federal Trial shall
not wear their NOPD Uniform. They shall wear coat and tie, or
businesslike attire."

Traditionally, officers who appear in court to testify wear their
standard work uniform. For most, that's the powder-blue shirt
and dark slacks. Those in plain-clothed detective units tend to
wear their everyday garb, ranging from jeans and T-shirts to
business suits.

Police spokesman Bob Young declined to elaborate on the
motive of the mandate, or to explain why the new guidelines
were not applied to state court grand juries, where police
officers also appear often.

"The superintendent has the discretion and authority to dictate
the proper attire for any event or occasion, " Young wrote in a
response to questions.

Rafael Goyeneche, president of the Metropolitan Crime
Commission, a local criminal justice watchdog group, said the
new dress code appears to be a public relations move to make
the wide scope of the federal probe less obvious.

"I think this is an attempt to try and shield or create an
impediment for the media, so it has more trouble identifying
police officers before a grand jury, " he said. "Obviously if you
show up in a police uniform to a grand jury, it's easy to
identify you as a police officer."

A federal grand jury has been meeting regularly since this
spring to hear the facts of a case in which NOPD officers,
responding to reports of gunfire aimed at police, shot six
people on the Danziger Bridge, killing two men and
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wounding four others, on Sept. 4, 2005.

A grand jury is also examining an incident in Algiers in which
officers might have played a role in the shooting of a 31-
year-old local man and the alleged beating of his buddies --
along with the incineration of a vehicle with his body inside it,
law enforcement sources have said.

The NOPD has issued few comments on the federal
investigations, other than to say the police force is cooperating
with federal authorities.

. . . . . . .
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bmccarthy@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3301.
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on February 19, 2010 at 10:03 PM, updated July 30, 2010 at 4:32
PM

Alex Brandon/The Times-Picayune archiveLance Madison is
arrested Sept. 4, 2005, by New Orleans police officers at the
Danziger Bridge. Accused of shooting at police officers, he was

Danziger Bridge shooting investigation targets two
veteran NOPD sergeants
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cleared of wrongdoing by a state grand jury.

By Brendan McCarthy and Laura Maggi, staff writers

Two veteran New Orleans police sergeants involved in the
Danziger Bridge shooting -- one accused of shooting
civilians and the other an investigator who examined the
incident -- have received letters stating they are targets of a
federal investigation, their attorneys confirmed Friday.

Sgt. Robert Gisevius

The intensity of the ongoing federal probe has gathered
steam in recent months, and sources close to the case say a
first round of police-officer indictments is imminent.

In the target letter received by Sgt. Robert Gisevius, federal
prosecutors accused the veteran cop of use-of-force violations
and participating in a corrupt investigation of the incident, said
his attorney Eric Hessler.

Another officer, Sgt. Arthur Kaufman, one of two lead
investigators of the Danziger incident -- in which six people
were shot, two of them fatally -- also received a target letter
that referenced the Danziger investigation, his attorney
Stephen London confirmed.

The Danziger incident is one of at least five police actions in
the chaos after Katrina that are being scrutinized by federal
investigators. In the past year, scores of officers have been
summoned to testify before federal grand juries. In most
if not all of the cases, prosecutors are running low on time,
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because most of the charges they would seek to bring have a
five-year statute of limitations -- giving them a deadline of
August or September.

Sgt. Arthur Kaufman

The letters received by Gisevius and Kaufman are a sign that
investigators are preparing a case that involves allegations of
not only use-of-force violations, but also a potential police
cover-up and conspiracy.

Kaufman and his colleague, Sgt. Gerard Dugue, were the lead
investigators assigned to determine what happened on the
bridge on Sept. 4, 2005. They eventually deemed the shooting
justifiable.

The FBI conducted a surprise search of Kaufman and Dugue's
offices last August and seized files and hard drives from both
sergeants' computers.

An attorney for Dugue declined to comment Friday on whether
his client received a target letter.

Federal investigators are still scrutinizing the actions of all
seven officers who were involved in the shooting, sources close
to the investigation said.

The Danziger case spawned a state grand jury investigation in
2006 that led to the indictments of those seven officers on
murder and attempted-murder charges. The case sputtered in
state court, however, and was eventually dismissed.

Apart from Danziger, the FBI, along with prosecutors from
U.S. Attorney Jim Letten's office and the U.S Department of
Justice's civil rights division, are also probing the death of
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Henry Glover. Federal investigators believe Glover was shot by
an officer after the storm. Police officers are also under
investigation for allegedly burning Glover's body in a car on
the Algiers levee.

Additionally, the FBI this week acknowledged that agents are
also looking into the police shooting of a 41-year-old
Connecticut man in the Faubourg Marigny five days after the
storm, while a top NOPD official confirmed the agency
received federal subpoenas for documents related to two other
police shootings highlighted in a recent series published in The
Times-Picayune and in conjunction with ProPublica, a
nonprofit investigative newsroom, and PBS "Frontline."

At Danziger, Ronald Madison, a 40-year-old mentally disabled
man, and James Brissette, 19, died of gunshot wounds. Four
other people were seriously injured, including a mother and
father, as well as their teenage daughter and teenage nephew.

Police have maintained that officers who fired at a group of
people on the east side of the bridge did so only after they first
took fire. The officers, riding in a Budget rental truck to the
scene, responded to a radio transmission saying officers were
in peril near the bridge. That call turned out to be inaccurate.

Hessler said the radio call immediately thrust Gisevius into a
harrowing situation

"In any circumstance, that's a critical call, a high-risk call,"
Hessler said. "It raises your adrenaline, it automatically puts
you in fear for your life. And when you are responding to that
call in the midst of Katrina, when all kinds of misinformation is
being given out, you are certainly going to be in a heightened
state."

"I can assure you, when my client left the back of that box
vehicle, there was gunfire all over," Hessler added. "And in that
situation, he is reasonably fearing for his life."

The shooting survivors said they never shot at police, but
instead were essentially ambushed by officers who jumped out
of the rental truck.
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The target letter to Gisevius included an invitation to appear
before the federal grand jury, but did not require it. Hessler
said his client has not testified.

"We do not want to be invited to that party," he said.

Kaufman, a veteran homicide detective, was one of the first
officers to respond to the Danziger scene. At the time, he was a
detective assigned to the 7th District, where the bridge is
located. He later led the investigation and co-authored the
police report with Dugue.

London, his attorney, said he is unclear on what the feds think
Kaufman did wrong. He said Kaufman was not involved in the
shooting and his involvement began with the investigation.

London said he believes that the dissemination of the target
letters -- often sent to give potential defendants one last chance
to make a deal -- shows the federal government has a weak
case.

"If they thought they had a good case, they would come down
here and indict everyone they thought was involved," said
London, a former NOPD officer. "If they had a good case, they
wouldn't do it a piece at a time, trying to scare people. It's a
tactic."

London also said Kaufman is an exemplary officer, with awards
on his shelf and no brutality complaints on his record.
Kaufman was one of a few officers who in 1999 took down the
7th Ward Soldiers, a notorious local street gang, in a sprawling
investigation that snared 16 suspects.

"He's a fine police sergeant," London said.

Reviews of the 54-page police report by Kaufman and Dugue,
however, have raised questions about the thoroughness of both
the initial and follow-up investigations. Although one officer
maintained guns were found at the scene among some of the
shooting victims, these weapons were not collected. One key
witness, who told officers he was a St. Landry Parish sheriff
deputy, lied, a fact omitted from the report. That witness was
not a deputy and, in fact, had a minor criminal record.
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At the scene, police arrested Ronald Madison's brother,
longtime FedEx employee Lance Madison, who had been
caring for his brother -- described by family as having the
mental capability of a young child -- after the storm. Lance
Madison, accused of shooting at police officers, was cleared of
wrongdoing by a state grand jury.

The same grand jury, which heard evidence presented by the
Orleans Parish district attorney's office, then indicted the seven
officers on murder and attempted-murder charges.

Along with Gisevius, fellow 7th District Sgt. Kenneth Bowen
and officer Anthony Villavaso were charged with the first-
degree murder of Brissette. Former officer Robert Faulcon,
who quit the force after the storm, was charged with first-
degree murder in the shooting death of Ronald Madison.

Those officers, as well as officers Michael Hunter, Ignatius
Hills and Robert Barrios, also were indicted on a slew of
attempted-murder charges for allegedly wounding or shooting
at the other victims.

Over the course of more than a year, the state case fell apart.
Criminal District Court Judge Raymond Bigelow in August
2008 dismissed the charges, finding prosecutors under
then-District Attorney Eddie Jordan improperly showed
snippets of grand jury testimony to a police supervisor of some
of the indicted men.

Bigelow also ruled that prosecutors committed other key
errors. He criticized the instructions provided to grand jurors
and found that three officers who were compelled to testify
before the grand jury had been wrongly indicted after being
given immunity.

Ronald Madison's siblings, who have actively pushed the case
since not long after the shooting, repeatedly requested that the
Justice Department and U.S. attorney's office take over the
case.

Federal agencies agreed to take over the case six weeks after
Bigelow quashed the state indictments.
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on February 23, 2010 at 6:08 PM, updated July 30, 2010 at 4:29
PM

Michael Lohman, a former New Orleans

police lieutenant, is expected to appear in U.S. District Court
to enter a plea Wednesday.A former New Orleans police
official is preparing to enter a guilty plea in connection with a
federal probe of a deadly police shooting in Hurricane
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Katrina's aftermath.

Two people familiar with the case said that Michael Lohman, a
former police lieutenant, is cooperating with prosecutors and is
expected to appear in U.S. District Court to enter the plea
Wednesday. The people who discussed the case requested
anonymity because the charge would not be announced before
Lohman's court appearance.

It's unclear what the charge will be because the case has not
been unsealed. Lohman wasn't one of the seven police officers
who faced state charges stemming from a shooting on the
Danziger Bridge in New Orleans several days after Katrina's
landfall in August 2005. The state charges were later dropped.

A police union spokesman said Lohman helped supervise the
department's investigation of the fatal shootings of two
men.
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on February 23, 2010 at 10:18 PM, updated July 30, 2010 at 4:29
PM

Alex Brandon/The Times-Picayune archiveLance Madison is
arrested Sept. 4, 2005, by New Orleans police officers at the
Danziger Bridge. Accused of shooting at police officers, he was

Danziger Bridge investigation expected to yield
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New Orleans

cleared of wrongdoing by a state grand jury.

By Laura Maggi and Brendan McCarthy, staff writers

A recently retired New Orleans police supervisor is expected to
plead guilty to a federal charge today stemming from a wide-
ranging federal probe into the shooting of six people on
the Danziger Bridge days after Hurricane Katrina.

Michael Lohman, a former New Orleans

police lieutenant, is expected to appear in U.S. District Court
to enter a plea Wednesday.

Lt. Michael Lohman, a 21-year veteran who was involved in the
investigation of the shootings but not the incident itself, will be
charged in a bill of information, a source close to the probe
said. Such a charge usually signals that a defendant is
cooperating with the government and thus would represent a
major break in the case for federal prosecutors.

The Associated Press, citing two sources familiar with the case,
has reported that Lohman is indeed working with
authorities. It's unclear precisely what crime Lohman will
plead guilty to. Defendants who agree to cooperate with
authorities are often allowed to plead to a reduced charge in
exchange for their testimony.

Federal investigators began looking into the Danziger incident
in the fall of 2008 after a state case against seven New Orleans
Police Department officers cratered in court. While Orleans
Parish prosecutors had focused solely on the officers who shot
six people -- two of them fatally -- on the morning of Sept. 4,
2005, the federal probe has been wider in scope, also targeting
officers who investigated the incident, according to sources
close to the investigation.
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Lohman, who oversaw part of the follow-up investigation but
was not involved in the shootings themselves, declined to
comment Tuesday night. His attorney did not return phone
calls.

U.S. Attorney Jim Letten also declined to comment.

Attorneys for all of the officers involved in the incident have
steadfastly maintained their clients' innocence, saying the
officers fired their weapons only after being fired upon first.

But at least one of the officers has gotten a letter indicating he
is a target of the federal case. Sgt. Robert Gisevius, who
had been charged in state court with first-degree murder,
received a target letter, his attorney, Eric Hessler,
acknowledged last week. Hessler said the letter accused
Gisevius of using excessive force and participating in a "corrupt
investigation" of the shooting.

Hessler has defended his client's actions, saying, "By all
accounts, he was involved in a situation where a reasonable
person would be in fear for his life."

An attorney for Sgt. Arthur Kaufman, one of the veteran
homicide detective who investigated the case, has also received
a target letter indicating he is a target of the probe. However,
Steve London, the attorney, said he does not know what federal
prosecutors believe Kaufman's crime was, adding that the
sergeant is an exemplary investigator.

Kaufman was a detective in the 7th District investigative unit
commanded by Lohman before and during the storm. He wrote
the initial incident report about the Danziger Bridge shooting
and helped conduct the follow-up inquiry.

After Katrina, NOPD officials moved all of the homicide
detectives into a centralized unit. Kaufman collaborated with
Sgt. Gerard Dugue on the supplemental report, which
determined that the shooting was justified. Dugue's attorney
declined to comment last week on whether his client had also
received a target letter.

See more comments »
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Last summer, the FBI raided the homicide unit's offices,
seizing files and hard drives from both Kaufman and Dugue's
computers. Searches of those hard drives have proved fruitful
for federal investigators, sources close to the matter have said.

Lohman was one of dozens of law enforcement officers who
went to the scene after the shooting, a fact noted in the
supplemental police report, although the document does not
explain his role after he arrived.

During the storm, Lohman was the second-in-command of the
7th District, which had relocated to the Crystal Palace banquet
hall on Chef Menteur Highway after the unit's headquarters
flooded. Along with his commander, then-Capt. Robert Bardy,
he moved to the Central City-based 6th District after Katrina.

A police spokesman said Tuesday that Lohman had retired
from the department on Feb. 1. "Whatever happens now is in
the hands of the U.S. attorney's office," spokesman Bob Young
said.

"We hope that justice is served," Police Superintendent Warren
Riley told the AP.

While police involved in the Danziger bridge shooting always
referred to it as a shootout, the surviving victims have disputed
that, saying they were ambushed by officers.

Two men -- Ronald Madison, 40, who was mentally
challenged, and James Brissette, 19 -- were killed. The
survivors included a husband and wife, their two teenage
children and a nephew.

At the end of December 2006, a grand jury charged seven New
Orleans police officers with either murder or attempted
murder charges.

The case sputtered in Criminal District Court, however, and
was thrown out in the summer of 2008.

In a twist, one of the key reasons the case tanked was that an
assistant district attorney improperly showed Lohman a
snippet of grand jury testimony during an interview. Under
Louisiana law, grand jury proceedings are strictly secret.
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Federal investigators publicly acknowledged taking up the case
in fall 2008. Since then, the FBI and prosecutors have been
looking at another post-Katrina case, the shooting of a man
in Algiers, whose body federal investigators believe was
burned by NOPD officers, sources have said.

In the past couple weeks, the FBI has also acknowledged
looking at the shooting of a 41-year-old drifter in
Faubourg Marigny. Federal agents have also subpoenaed
records from two other police shootings after the storm,
including the death of a 45-year-old grandfather in front of the
Ernest N. Morial Convention Center and the nonfatal shooting
of a man on an interstate overpass.

Laura Maggi can be reached at
lmaggi@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3316.
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By The Times-Picayune 
on March 10, 2010 at 2:49 AM, updated July 30, 2010 at 4:07 PM

This story was written by Laura Maggi and Brendan
McCarthy

Second former New Orleans police officer charged
in Danziger Bridge cover-up
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Alex Brandon / The Times-Picayune archiveA man is arrested
on Sept. 4, 2005, after a shooting incident involving police
officers on the Danziger Bridge. In that incident, wto people
died and four were wounded.

A second former New Orleans police officer has been charged
in federal court in the alleged police cover-up of the Danziger
Bridge shootings and appears to be cooperating with
investigators in the federal probe into the deadly
incident in the days after Hurricane Katrina.

Jeffrey Lehrmann, 38, was charged late last month with
misprision of a felony -- or knowing about a crime and failing
to report it, according to a bill of information unsealed
Tuesday. Defendants who are charged by bill of information,
rather than grand jury indictment, have typically signed plea
agreements with the federal government requiring them to
cooperate.

Lehrmann, now an agent with U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement in Arizona, is at least the second former officer to
cooperate with prosecutors, adding steam to a probe that is
certain to include additional indictments of NOPD officers.

Courtesy Newshour / PBSJeffrey
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Lehrmann was charged late last month with knowing about a
crime and failing to report it.

Lerhmann's role in the incident was after-the-fact: He was one
of two detectives who supposedly interviewed and took
statements from the civilians wounded in the police shooting.

While the recent charge strengthens the government's case, it
also could have an extraordinary impact in another high-
profile and controversial case.

Lehrmann was the lead investigator in an infamous 2006
quintuple murder in Central City, a massacre that
resulted in a death sentence for Michael Anderson last year.
That verdict was overturned Monday and sent back to state
court for retrial, a development that had nothing to do with
Lehrmann's legal troubles.

A New Orleans police spokesman said he could not comment
on the charge because of the ongoing investigations.

"However, the NOPD will cooperate with federal investigators
and assist when called upon," said Bob Young, Police
Department spokesman.

Mayor Ray Nagin's press office did not respond to a request for
comment on the charge Tuesday afternoon.

Lehrmann is the second former officer to be charged in an
alleged cover-up at Danziger. Lt. Michael Lohman pleaded
guilty Feb. 24 to conspiring to obstruct justice. In doing so,
Lohman confessed to arriving at the scene shortly after the
shooting and determining it was a "bad shoot."
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Michael Lohman, a former New Orleans

police lieutenant, pleaded guilty Feb. 24 to conspiring to
obstruct justice.

Lohman admitted to knowing that one officer planted a gun,
coached officers in their interviews, and altered witness
statements to make it appear that the shooting of six people,
two fatally, was justified.

According to court documents, Lehrmann knew of the
conspiracy among his fellow officers to obstruct justice and
participated in the "creation of false reports and the provision
of false information to investigating agents." He is scheduled to
appear in federal court Thursday at 8 a.m. The misprision of a
felony charge, one often applied to cooperating witnesses,
carries with it a maximum sentence of three years in federal
prison.

Lehrmann's attorney, Davidson Ehle III, declined to comment
Tuesday afternoon.

It's unclear when Lehrmann began his cooperation with federal
investigators, but the bill of information notes that his
concealment of the cover-up ended in October 2009.

The NOPD's own report of the incident, written by Sgt. Arthur
Kaufman, notes that Lehrmann rode from Danziger Bridge to
West Jefferson Medical Center with paramedics from
Northeast Louisiana Ambulance Service. The group
transported four people with gunshot wounds: Jose Holmes,
then 19; Leonard Bartholomew III, 44; Susan Bartholomew,
38, and Lesha Bartholomew, 17.

Those in the group have said they were walking on the bridge
to get supplies at the Winn-Dixie supermarket in Gentilly. A
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friend traveling with the group, James Brissette, 19, died in the
shooting. Another man, 40-year-old Ronald Madison, who was
not related to the Bartholomews, was shot to death on the
other end of the bridge.

Four days later, on Sept. 8, 2005, Lehrmann and Kaufman
allegedly spoke with Leonard and Susan Bartholomew at West
Jefferson's intensive care unit. The validity of these interviews
was questioned in documents associated with Lohman's guilty
plea.

The police report says Leonard Bartholomew told them "his
nephew started shooting at military vehicles that pulled up
behind them," and that he remembered nothing after that.

Kaufman's report also states that Susan Bartholomew said that
while she and her family were on the bridge, Holmes and
"some of his friends" started shooting." She also allegedly
stated she thought gunfire from a military helicopter wounded
her, and that she remembered nothing beyond that point.
Holmes and Lesha Bartholomew were not interviewed.

According to the police report, Lehrmann and Kaufman
returned to the hospital two weeks later, this time interviewing
Susan, Leonard and Lesha Bartholomew.

In the second interview, the report notes, Susan Bartholomew
"recalls her nephew was shooting at the police officers as they
approached on the Danziger Bridge." Lesha Bartholomew
remembered nothing, the report says.

Leonard Bartholomew allegedly told the two officers that a
military truck pulled up on the bridge and opened fire on his
family. He said his nephew was shooting at the military,
according to the report.

The NOPD's investigation found the officers' actions on the
bridge justified.

But prosecutors have called that investigation a whitewash. In
court filings tied to Lohman's guilty plea, the prosecutors
bluntly noted that Lohman concluded that the shooting victims
were all unarmed.
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For example, Lohman's guilty plea acknowledges that the Sept.
8 interviews with Susan and Leonard Bartholomew were
fabricated because the "civilians did not actually have guns."

The case against the NOPD officers has thus far centered on
those involved in the alleged cover-up, not the shooting itself.
But Lohman's guilty plea casts a cloud over several other
officers. Sources close to the case anticipate the investigation
will soon ensnare more cops.

Attorneys for Kaufman and another officer, Sgt. Robert
Gisevius, have acknowledged receiving target letters from the
FBI. Both attorneys have said their clients are not interested in
cooperating with the federal government.

It was not immediately clear Tuesday how Lehrmann's charge
would affect his employment with Immigrations and Customs
Enforcement. A spokesman for ICE's Phoenix field office would
confirm only that Lehrmann is currently an agent. Lehrmann
had only a brief tenure with the NOPD, leaving in September
2006. He joined the force in March 2005 after working more
than eight years with the Jefferson Parish Sheriff's Office.

While with the NOPD, Lehrmann worked under Lohman as a
detective in the 7th District in eastern New Orleans,
investigating shootings and other non-fatal crimes.

Lehrmann, who eventually was transferred to the homicide
unit, was the lead detective in the investigation of the 2006
Central City massacre, writing the police report and
interviewing the sole eyewitness to the crime. Defense
attorneys for the man convicted of killing the five teenagers,
Michael Anderson, have questioned the truthfulness of that
witness.

Anderson's conviction was overturned this week after the trial
judge concluded that a videotape in which prosecutors
interviewed that witness, Torrie Williams, should have been
turned over to the defense before trial.

Richard Bourke, the attorney representing Anderson, said
Lehrmann conducted the initial police interview of Williams
and rejected tips that might have pointed to another suspect.
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A spokesman for the Orleans Parish district attorney's office
did not respond to a request for comment Tuesday. A day
earlier, DA Leon Cannizzaro held a news conference in which
he vowed to retry Anderson.

Laura Maggi can be reached at lmaggi@timespicayune.com
or 504.826.3316. Brendan McCarthy can be reached at
bmccarthy@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3301.
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By Brendan McCarthy, The Times-Picayune 
on June 19, 2009 at 4:36 AM, updated September 28, 2009 at 4:50 PM

Nearly four years after Katrina, questions persist

about the manner of death of a man whose burnt body was found in a car parked along
the Algiers Point levee shortly after the storm

Federal authorities are investigating whether New Orleans police, during the chaotic
days after Hurricane Katrina, were involved in the shooting of a man whose charred
remains were later discovered in a burned car on the Algiers levee, according to sources
close to the investigation.

For at least a month, a federal grand jury has been hearing testimony from police
officers about both the shooting and how the body ended up burned in a car, according
to the sources.

The car's owner has asserted he last saw it in the possession of New Orleans Police
Department officers who took it from him, even as a 31-year-old man lay wounded or
dead from at least one gunshot wound in the back seat.

The burned remains of the man, Henry Glover, were later identified by the Orleans
Parish coroner's office. Coroner Frank Minyard has said his office's files show that the
bones and clumps of flesh that remained of Glover -- and preserved in five biohazard
bags, after collection by soldiers -- were pulled out of a car on the Algiers levee near the
4th District police station.

The federal probe, initially by the FBI and now by grand jurors, appears to focus on
different groups of officers, one set possibly involved in the shooting, the other in the
torching of the vehicle, according to sources.

Actions investigated

The FBI in March confirmed the agency was looking into how Glover's body was burned
in a Chevrolet Malibu, examining whether police committed a civil rights violation
against the dead man. But Sheila Thorne, a spokeswoman for the FBI's New Orleans
office, this week declined to comment about whether the investigation also is looking at
possible police involvement in Glover's shooting.

"We are looking at the total circumstances surrounding his death -- how he got there,
what happened before, " Thorne said.

A Police Department spokesman declined to comment because of the ongoing
investigation. The NOPD's homicide division also has been investigating Glover's death.

The investigation of police actions in connection with Glover's death is not the only
federal probe into alleged violence by New Orleans police in the days after Katrina,
when the city was largely emptied of people and police were on edge about looting and
unprovoked gunfire. The U.S. Department of Justice's civil rights division in the fall
took over an investigation into the shooting of civilians by police on the Danziger Bridge
at the Industrial Canal, after a state case against the officers fell apart.

The Danziger Bridge shooting, which left two men dead and four people wounded on
Sept. 4, 2005, led to a state grand jury indictment of seven police officers, on murder
and attempted murder charges, in late 2006. The charges were dismissed in the fall by a
state judge, who concluded that prosecutor errors during the grand jury process tainted
the case.

While the shooting victims at the Danziger have said they were unarmed and ambushed
by police, the officers have maintained they fired their guns only after first taking fire.

Helping a stranger

The story of Glover's death and burned remains was first reported in The Nation
magazine and ProPublica.org at the end of 2008.

After the story's publication, William Tanner, owner of the Chevrolet Malibu, told New
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Orleans police and the FBI about how his attempts to help an injured stranger amid the
confusion after Katrina went awry.

Tanner, 41, was an Algiers resident who decided to ride out the storm in his home while
his wife and family sought refuge outside the city. Immediately after Katrina, he spent
his days roaming the neighborhood.

On Sept. 2, 2005, Tanner said he stopped to talk to a woman on Seine Drive, near
Texas Drive, about where he could find gasoline for his car. After their conversation, he
got into his car to drive away, but was stopped by a man in the middle of the street,
Tanner said.

That man told Tanner his brother, Glover, had been shot and needed assistance. Tanner
and the man put Glover into the back of Tanner's car, joined by another friend.

In interviews this year, Tanner said Glover's family could not identify who shot him.
Sources close to the investigation said the grand jury is interviewing police officers
about reports that a police officer or officers may have been involved.

The group decided Glover needed medical attention fast, but Tanner determined that
driving to the West Jefferson Medical Center, several miles away in Marrero, was not a
good idea.

So the group raced to a nearby elementary school where the NOPD's Special Operations
Division had established its base, dubbed Camp Victory.

Unexpected ending

At Paul B. Habans Elementary, however, police did not rush to Glover's aid, Tanner
said. Tanner said they ignored the injured man in the car's back seat and handcuffed
Tanner and his two companions. He said the officers, dressed in the tactical uniforms of
the Special Operations Division, beat him and the other men.

Tanner said the officers seemed to think the three men were looters.

Eventually, an officer took the keys to the Chevrolet Malibu from Tanner, he said.

The officer, who Tanner described as having two flares sticking out of his cargo pants,
drove off in the car with the wounded or dead man still in the back seat. Tanner was
eventually allowed to leave the school and walked home. He left town shortly thereafter,
but returned after a few weeks away.

He later learned the location of his vehicle from an agent with the Immigration Customs
and Enforcement agency. When he went to the levee to look at his car, Tanner saw it
was burned and no longer functional. The car remained on the levee through early
February, but a neighbor in March said it was towed away by an NOPD truck.

. . . . . . .

Laura Maggi can be reached at lmaggi@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3316. Brendan
McCarthy can be reached at bmccarthy@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3301.
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By Brendan McCarthy, The Times-Picayune 
on August 07, 2009 at 8:45 AM, updated September 28, 2009 at
3:18 PM
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Sgt. Gerard Dugue had been assigned to investigate the
shooting of a man, possibly by police, in Algiers in the days
after Katrina hit. The man's charred remains were later
discovered in a burned car on the Algiers levee, behind the 4th
District police station.

Sgt.

Arthur Kaufman supervises a platoon of detectives.

Federal agents this week raided the office of the New Orleans
Police Department homicide division, seizing the files and
computer hard drives of two officers assigned to investigate
police conduct in one deadly post-Katrina shooting
episode, law enforcement sources told The Times-Picayune.

Representatives of the FBI and NOPD confirmed the seizure
late Thursday.

FBI agents served a search warrant Wednesday afternoon for
files in the offices of two supervisors, Sgt. Gerard Dugue and
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Sgt. Arthur Kaufman, the sources said.

The two sergeants were the lead investigators who examined
the shooting of civilians by police on the Danziger Bridge days
after Hurricane Katrina. Gunfire from police, who were
responding to reports of shots fired at officers, left two men
dead and four people wounded.

Sgt. Gerard Dugue is in charge of the cold case squad.

Dugue also had been assigned to investigate the shooting of
a man, possibly by police, in Algiers in the days after
Katrina hit. The man's charred remains were later discovered
in a burned car on the Algiers levee, behind the 4th District
police station.

The Times-Picayune has reported that the Department of
Justice convened a federal grand jury that is currently looking
into both incidents.

Dugue and Kaufman weren't actively involved in either
shooting, but played follow-up investigative roles.

A statement from FBI Special Agent in Charge David Welker,
released Thursday night, confimed that agents executed a
search warrant at the NOPD.

Welker said the seizure was linked to an ongoing civil rights
investigation related to the Danziger Bridge shootings. The
warrant is under seal, he said.

Bob Young, the NOPD's spokesman, released the following
statement on behalf of Police Superintendent Warren Riley:
"The NOPD is cooperating with the U.S. attorney's office and
the FBI in their continuing investigation into the Danziger
Bridge incident."

Young also said that federal agents were joined by investigators
from the NOPD's Public Integrity Bureau in serving the
warrant. He declined to comment further. NOPD officers are
barred from speaking directly with the media.

See more comments »
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Google+Both of the sergeants whose offices were raided are veteran
homicide detectives; Dugue is in charge of the cold case squad
and Kaufman supervises a platoon of detectives. The homicide
division investigates all shootings in which police are involved,
fatal or not. In those cases, a supervisor, at least at the rank of
sergeant, handles the investigation.

The Danziger Bridge shooting on Sept. 4, 2005, led to a state
grand jury indictment of seven police officers on murder and
attempted murder charges in late 2006. The charges were
dismissed last fall by then-Judge Raymond Bigelow, who
concluded that prosecutor errors during the grand jury process
tainted the case.

The U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division took over
the case after state charges were dismissed.

While the shooting victims have said they were unarmed and
ambushed by police, the officers have maintained they fired
their guns only after first taking fire.

Attorneys representing the police officers indicted with murder
and attempted murder charges in the Danziger Bridge shooting
repeatedly noted the homicide divison's investigation cleared
the officers. But the internal probe was criticized by
others for relying almost solely on the testimony of the officers
who were involved, with little backing from other witnesses or
physical evidence.

For example, one key witness cited in the NOPD's investigative
report was a man later found to be impersonating a St. Landry
Parish sheriff's deputy. The man had supported police accounts
of the incident. Although the investigation continued for
months after the chaos associated with Katrina subsided, the
fact the man was a fraud was never mentioned in the police
report.

Also, information such as Social Security numbers that could
be used to track down two civilians -- both quoted in the report
as confirming the police officers' version of events -- were not
included in the police report. Their identities and addresses do
not appear in electronic databases that collect credit
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information, voter registration and utility sign-ups.

The Algiers federal inquiry, undertaken initially by the FBI and
now taken up by grand jurors, appears to focus on different
groups of officers, one set allegedly involved in shooting a New
Orleans man named Henry Glover, the other in the torching of
the vehicle where his body was later discovered, sources close
to that case have said.

Since at least May, a federal grand jury has been hearing
testimony from police officers about both the shooting and
how the body ended up burned in a car, sources have said.

The NOPD didn't actively investigate Glover's death for years
after the storm, but opened an inquiry after an article
implicating police in Glover's death appeared in The
Nation magazine in late 2008.

Staff writer Laura Maggi contributed to this report. Brendan
McCarthy can be reached at bmccarthy@timespicayune.com
or 504.826.3301.
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By Brendan McCarthy, The Times-Picayune 
on September 26, 2009 at 8:52 PM, updated December 09, 2009 at
2:52 PM

The FBI closed down the Danziger Bridge for several hours
Saturday,  allowing agents to scour the span,  apparently
searching for evidence as part of an ongoing federal
investigation into police shootings of several civilians on the
bridge four years ago this month.

The Times-Picayune

FBI agents close Danziger Bridge to search for
evidence
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archiveNew Orleans police arrest a man after a shootout with
police on the Danziger Bridge on Sept. 5, 2004. One man
ended up dead, four others were wounded, and federal
authorities are trying to determine if police acted
properly.More than a dozen agents,  members of the local FBI
office's Evidence Response Team Unit,  could be seen working
on the eastern end of the high-rise Chef Menteur Highway
bridge over the Industrial Canal.

 The FBI's activity resembled a crime-scene reconstruction.
Agents even had obtained a Budget rental truck,  the same kind
of vehicle used by New Orleans police officers the day of the
controversial shootings six days after Hurricane Katrina.

 Throughout the afternoon,  agents picked at the bridge with
shovels,  sifted gravel through a large strainer and used
surveying equipment. A sport-utility vehicle,  with high-tech
video equipment attached to its roof,  repeatedly drove across
the bridge.

 Sheila Thorne,  a spokeswoman for the FBI's New Orleans
field division,  confirmed that the evidence response team was
examining the bridge as part of the federal civil-rights
investigation into the shootings. She declined to comment
further. more in crime
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Latest New Orleans
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 A federal grand jury has been meeting regularly since this
spring to hear the facts of the case in which NOPD officers,
responding to reports of shots fired at police,  shot six people
on the bridge,  killing two men and wounding four others,  on
Sept. 4,  2005.

 While the shooting victims said they were unarmed and
were ambushed by the police,  the officers have maintained
they fired only after first coming under fire.

 A state grand jury in late 2006 indicted seven police officers
on murder and attempted murder charges,  but a Criminal
District Court judge last year dismissed the charges,  saying
that prosecutor errors had tainted the case.

 Federal authorities then agreed to pick up the case.

The Times-Picayune

archiveThe FBI closed traffic on Danziger Bridge along US 90
on Saturday, September 26, 2009 to further investigate the
controversial shooting incident that occurred in the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina in 2005. FBI agents investigate Danziger
Bridge on Saturday.

 The FBI is also looking into other NOPD actions around the
time of Katrina,  including an incident in Algiers in which
officers may have shot a 31-year-old local man,  beaten him
and his buddies,  then later set fire to a vehicle with his body
inside it,  law-enforcement sources have said.

 Tyrone Brown,  groundskeeper for the TCL Car Wash near
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Danziger Bridge Investigation
The FBI shut down the Danziger Bridge in eastern New Orleans
Saturday, allowing agents to scour the area and apparently search for
evidence as part of a ongoing civil rights investigation into the police
shootings of civilians in the wake of Hurricane Katrina.

Watch video

the intersection of Chef Menteur and Downman Road,  said
agents arrived at the bridge shortly before 8 a.m. Saturday. He
said they asked to use a water hose connected to the car wash.

 "We told them no problem, " Brown said. "You can't stop
the feds,  man. Gotta work with them."

 As the FBI agents worked,  Louisiana State Police troopers
blocked access to the bridge at each end.

 The Danziger Bridge carries several lanes of Chef Menteur
Highway over the Industrial Canal,  connecting Gentilly and
eastern New Orleans.

 . . . . . . .

Brendan McCarthy can be reached at
bmccarthy@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3301.

Danziger Bridge Investigation
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New Orleans Police Department shootings after
Katrina under scrutiny
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This story was reported by A.C. Thompson of ProPublica, and Brendan McCarthy and Laura Maggi
of The Times-Picayune

Lance Madison is surrounded by State Police and NOPD SWAT members on Sept. 4,

2005, after violence erupted on the Danziger Bridge. Madison was accused of

shooting at police and was arrested, but he was later released. Madison’s brother,

Ronald, was fatally shot on the bridge.

Related story: Dead or alive? Two men's fates lost in the chaos

During the turbulent days after Hurricane Katrina made landfall, New Orleans police shot 10
civilians , at least four of whom died, according to interviews and internal police documents.
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Some incidents involving police were widely publicized and have prompted a U.S. Justice
Department inquiry into the conduct of the New Orleans Police Department that has brought
dozens of officers before federal grand juries to testify.

But a fresh examination of the post-storm period — a joint effort by The Times-Picayune, PBS
“Frontline” and ProPublica, a nonprofit investigative newsroom — raises additional questions
about the actions of police officers who shot civilians. It also reveals deep flaws in the
department’s efforts to investigate its officers’ use of deadly force in the chaos after the storm.

Any time an officer squeezes the trigger, a few issues immediately arise: Was the shooting
justifiable, a situation that left the cop with no choice but to use lethal force? Or did the officer
fire on someone who didn’t truly pose a threat?

At the NOPD, each shooting is supposed to be thoroughly scrutinized to ensure the decision to
shoot was proper. But in the Katrina shootings, the department performed only cursory
investigations before exonerating their fellow officers, interviews and internal police documents
show.

Cops who were present when the gunfire occurred took no statements from witnesses, or even
their names and phone numbers. They repeatedly failed to gather important physical evidence,
like weapons and bullet casings.

Weeks later, when homicide detectives began looking into the shootings, they did little more than
speak to the officers involved. Interviews with the cops who fired shots lasted as few as seven
minutes.

In one case, the lead NOPD detective examining a fatal shooting completed her 12-page report
without reading the autopsy report. She did not realize the victim, a 45-year-old man, had been
shot in the back, an injury that contradicted the officers’ version of events, sworn testimony
shows.

More than four years later, the performance of the police after Katrina remains a matter of
debate. Many officers who stuck it out during those days behaved selflessly, saving lives while
working in the worst of conditions. However, Katrina also dealt the department’s image a blow, as
hundreds of officers abandoned their posts, and some were spotted stealing from stores.

Many of the facts surrounding the post-Katrina police shootings are murky. But the available
evidence suggests they are part of a broader pattern of violent encounters between police and
civilians, one that is now under investigation by the U.S. Justice Department’s Civil Rights Division.
In the week after Katrina, New Orleans police killed and wounded as many people as they do in a
typical year.

A federal grand jury is looking into the death of Henry
Glover, who died on Sept. 2, 2005, allegedly while in the
custody of NOPD officers on the West Bank. His charred
remains were discovered in a burned automobile near the 4th
District police station. The NOPD did not launch a probe of
his death until after news reports about it surfaced in late
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The burned corpse of Henry Glover was

found in a car parked along the Algiers

Point levee near the 4th District police

station shortly after Hurricane Katrina in

2005. A federal grand jury is looking into

the death of Glover, who died Sept. 2,

2005, allegedly while in the custody of

NOPD officers on the West Bank.

2008.

Among the officers that probe is centered on, sources close
to it say, is Capt. Jeff Winn, who commanded the
department’s SWAT team when the storm struck and who
has been widely regarded as a hero for his work during the
storm.

Federal agents are also examining the Sept. 4, 2005,
incident in which police officers on the Danziger Bridge
fired on a group of civilians, killing two and injuring four
more. Detectives in that case cleared their colleagues

without collecting key evidence. And as The Times-Picayune has reported, witnesses supposedly
interviewed by one police detective might not exist.

Under duress

NOPD Commander Bob Young said the department would not comment on any post-Katrina
incidents because of the federal inquiries.

“There’s a perception that because an investigation wasn’t thorough, that there is something
sinister there,” said Capt. Mike Glasser, president of the Police Association of New Orleans. “I don’t
think that’s a fair assumption.

Glasser thinks people who “sit in judgment” of the department’s actions need to be aware of the
extraordinary challenges posed by Katrina.

He pointed out that floodwaters deluged police headquarters. Patrol cars floated away. Radio
communication collapsed, and cell phone reception was spotty. With the department’s command
structure crippled, the department splintered into smaller factions of officers who roamed the city,
doing what they could to help people.

Normal police practices had to be jettisoned. “This was as close to an apocalyptic event as you
can see,’’ Glasser said.

And attorney Eric Hessler, an ex-police officer who
represents two officers who are at the center of the U.S.
Justice Department’s probes, said flaws in the NOPD
investigations of the shootings reflected the chaotic
conditions after the flood. “There was no way to do a proper
investigation during Katrina,” Hessler said, adding that it was
“physically impossible.”

“Evidence wasn’t able to be collected and maintained and
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The FBI seals off the Danziger Bridge a

few months ago during the bureau’s

investigation into the bridge shooting in

September 2005.

stored properly because there was no evidence room,’’ he
said. “The NOPD evidence room was under 15 feet of water.”

Experts who reviewed the available case files at the request
of reporters acknowledged the storm was devastating, but
they said it was no excuse for the shoddy shooting
investigations, which stretched into mid-2006.

“The quality of the police work was abysmal,” said Dennis
Kenney, a former cop who now teaches classes about
policing at John Jay College of Criminal Justice in New
York. After reading the documents, Kenney said the
shootings demand further scrutiny.

Looking into the past

Seeking to reconstruct events from those days, reporters spoke to law enforcement sources and
witnesses to the shootings and obtained hundreds of pages of documents, including NOPD reports,
autopsy records, court filings and internal affairs data. The journalists focused on four violent
encounters between police officers and members of the public.

In three of the incidents — which will be detailed in the coming days by The Times-Picayune, PBS
“Frontline” and ProPublica — police fired on citizens. A fourth possible police shooting identified by
reporters was not described in any official documents. Its aftermath, though, was glimpsed by
Times-Picayune City Editor Gordon Russell, who describes what he saw in an accompanying story
in today’s newspaper.

In normal times, a whole series of protocols kicks in when a New Orleans officer fires a shot.

First, the officer is taken off the streets and given a temporary desk job. An NOPD homicide
detective, typically a supervisor, promptly starts conducting interviews and collecting evidence,
detailing all the findings in a report. Ultimately, the shooting is deemed justified or unjustified. The
detective’s report is then sent to the district attorney’s office, where prosecutors in the screening
unit decide whether to charge the officer with a crime.

The Katrina time period was anything but normal. The NOPD
wrote very few police reports related to violent crimes or
deaths from Aug. 29 to Sept. 12. No reports were written for
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Short

Henry Glover appears with his daughter,

Nehemiah Short, in a personal

photograph. Glover’s body turned up in a

burned-out car near the 4th District police

station after a witness says a police officer

drove off in the car with a wounded

Glover inside.

murders, shootings or aggravated batteries, according to the
department.

Several police sources have said then-Superintendent Eddie
Compass instructed police on the scenes of officer-involved
shootings to write up only a brief report and mark the
incident as “NAT,” the police code for “necessary action
taken.” This was noted in one initial report, which included a
sentence that Compass “advised that a short gist was
needed.” Compass declined to comment.

Homicide detectives didn’t begin scrutinizing many of the
police shootings until weeks after the floodwaters had
receded, and the investigations dragged on well into 2006.
Former Lt. Jimmy Keen, who commanded the Major Case
Homicide unit at the time, said it took time for news of the
police shootings to work its way to his staff. And for a time,
his detectives weren’t investigating anything — they were
deployed to patrol for looters in eastern New Orleans.

Given the obstacles facing the city at the time, investigating
police shootings wasn’t a priority, Keen said. When the
detectives heard about the shootings, they went to
supervisors to take over the cases, he said.

Red flags in reports

Detectives did not fault their colleagues for firing their weapons. Officers were cleared of any
wrongdoing in the three shootings detailed in this series. And in all three cases, the district
attorney’s office declined to press charges.

However, the official case files raise questions about the quality of the investigations.

A police officer shot Danny Brumfield Sr. in the back, something NOPD’s homicide detective
DeCynda Barnes never learned. Her 12-page report erroneously stated that he was shot in the left
shoulder. Under questioning in 2007, Barnes said she never read Brumfield’s autopsy report.

Two police officers shot Keenon McCann repeatedly for brandishing a handgun. But when officers
approached McCann, they couldn’t find a weapon. NOPD detectives never questioned civilians who
observed McCann’s shooting, and they didn’t know how many times he had been shot or where
those bullets struck him, the homicide report indicates.

An officer shot Matthew McDonald in the back with an AR-15 assault rifle, killing the man.
McDonald’s relatives, who live in Connecticut, said authorities told them he was murdered by
another civilian. Family members didn’t know otherwise until they were contacted recently by a
reporter.
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Experts were sharply critical of how the NOPD investigated the shootings. A key issue, they said,
was how detectives conducted interviews. Homicide detectives spent between seven and 12
minutes questioning the officers responsible for the shootings, according to transcripts of those
interviews.

Experts said that’s nowhere near long enough for a detailed question-and-answer session.

“That raises a red flag,” said Sam Walker, professor emeritus in the criminal justice department at
the University of Nebraska at Omaha and author of several books on policing. “I don’t know how
in the world you can do a shooting interview that quickly.”

Detectives also relied heavily on the stories told by the officers directly involved in the shootings,
doing little to verify or corroborate those accounts. The experts faulted investigators for repeatedly
failing to question civilians who witnessed the events.

Barbara Attard has studied police misconduct cases for 25 years, most recently as the independent
police auditor for San Jose, Calif. She is now a consultant on police practices.

After reading the interviews in the two cases for which they are available, Attard said NOPD
detectives “are just taking statements from the officers and going with that. They’re not trying to
contact anyone else. … Somebody should’ve been collecting the names of witnesses and trying to
verify the facts.”

‘Didn’t have the luxury’

Not all of the NOPD’s investigations of police shootings have been so limited.

In December 2006, for example, detective Harold R. Wischan examined the death of Gerald
Arthur, who died after a scuffle with police during a drug arrest. Wischan’s investigative report is
far more comprehensive than most of the post-Katrina reports.

When an officer shot Herman McMillan in 2008, detectives went door to door looking for
witnesses. They questioned at least eight civilian witnesses, the homicide file shows.

Department supporters say the NOPD simply lacked the time or resources for thorough
investigations into the post-storm incidents.

“On a normal police shooting you’d have a whole squad of detectives, which would be a homicide
lieutenant, a sergeant, and at least three additional detectives,” said Hessler, the cop-turned-
attorney who represents NOPD officers. “They didn’t have the luxury of that. You might be lucky if
you had a sergeant. You didn’t have a crime scene photographer to photograph the evidence as it
laid there. You didn’t have a crime scene technician.”

But Kenney, the professor at John Jay College, notes that detectives were still examining the post-
Katrina shootings in the spring of 2006. By that time, he said, investigators could have at least
done lengthy interviews with the officers involved and compiled other evidence.
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Nearly four years after

Hurricane Katrina, questions persist about the manner of death of a man whose burnt
body was found in a car parked along the Algiers Point levee shortly after the storm.

This report was written by Laura Maggi and Brendan McCarthy of The
Times-Picayune, with A.C. Thompson of ProPublica.

A police report about the shooting of a man whose burned corpse was later discovered in
a car on the Algiers levee after Hurricane Katrina apparently differs from the report
originally written by the sergeant whose name appears on the document's cover page,
sources close to a federal investigation into the matter say.

The report attempts to explain why an officer fired his rifle at a man he thought was
looting an Algiers strip mall on Sept. 2, 2005, four days after Katrina.

Though the officer, David Warren, did not think his shot struck anyone, details of the
incident described in the report square with the shooting of Henry Glover, who
perished in police custody later that day and whose corpse was later incinerated in a car
on the levee.

The report offers a few more details about what may have happened to Glover, the
subject of an intensive federal civil rights probe expected to result in police
indictments.

That probe is occurring against the backdrop of another sprawling probe into the
shootings by New Orleans police of six people on the Danziger Bridge on Sept. 4,
2005, which have led to two guilty pleas by officers who say they participated in a
wide-ranging cover-up. All told, the FBI has confirmed at least seven civil rights probes
into the New Orleans Police Department.

The report about the Sept. 2 shooting incident raises as many questions as it answers.

For instance, the initial incident report purports to have been written by Sgt. Nina
Simmons. But sources close to the case say she did not write it, at least not in its present
form.

While Simmons, then a supervisor in the Algiers-based 4th District, filled out and signed
the NOPD's standard cover page for a police report and submitted a report to superiors,
a source said she did not write the following two typewritten pages.

The report is vague about whether the man who was shot at posed a threat to Warren,
saying the officer saw something in the man's right hand "which he perceived was a
weapon," causing him to fear for his safety and fire. In general, officers aren't supposed to
fire their weapons unless they are facing a person posing a physical threat to themselves
or others.

Although protocol requires all weapons discharges to be reported to the Public Integrity
Bureau, in this case, the report says, Warren's superiors simply reviewed the shooting
and deemed it justified. That course was followed, the report suggests, because Katrina
made following normal practices impossible. Experts who examined the report said there
isn't enough information in the report to determine whether the shooting was proper.

City 'plagued by looters'

And while police incident reports are generally dry recitations of the relevant
circumstances, the Warren incident report pauses at several points to make reference to
the conditions around the city.

Algiers police shooting report altered, sources say
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"It should be noted that at this time the entire City of New Orleans was plagued by
looters at almost every section of the city," it says, after describing the alleged looter's
truck. "It is also a fact that Police Officer Kevin Thomas had been severely wounded by
being shot to the head by a looter. These brazen criminal acts had all police officers on
high alert."

The NOPD declined to answer questions about the report, citing the ongoing federal
investigation. NOPD spokesman Bob Young provided this statement: "The information
that you are requesting is part of the federal investigation currently in progress. The
NOPD will not comment on any part of the ongoing federal investigation. The NOPD has
cooperated with the federal investigators and will continue to cooperate throughout their
investigation."

Simmons' attorney, Townsend Myers, declined to comment, while Warren's attorney did
not return a request for comment.

Shooting reported promptly

Warren's attorney, Joseph Albe, has previously acknowledged that federal investigators
think his client shot Glover, although he has disputed that the known facts definitively
connect Warren to that shooting. Warren left the force in 2008.

Former N.O. police officer David Warren is under investigation on

the shooting.

In an interview last month, Albe explained Warren's situation like this: Warren was
guarding a building at the time, and because two men were "charging" toward the
building, Warren felt he was in danger. He fired his rifle once, not knowing where the
bullet landed, then called ranking officers and reported the shooting.

"He did exactly what he was supposed to have done," Albe said.

A newcomer to the NOPD at the time of Katrina, Warren was actually stationed in the 7th
District in eastern New Orleans, Albe said. But Warren lives on the West Bank and wasn't
able to get to that flooded area of the city, so after the storm he reported to duty at the
4th District.

On Sept. 2, supervisors paired Warren with Officer Linda Howard, a more experienced
officer, assigning them to protect the 4th district's detective bureau, on the second floor
of a shopping complex that included a Chuck E. Cheese restaurant. Both Warren and
Howard were on the second-story balcony outside the bureau, according to the report.

The shooting actually took place behind the complex, according to the report. The officers
heard a car approaching. As they moved to the part of the balcony facing a narrow
parking lot bordering Seine Street, referred to as a "back service alley," Howard saw a
white pick-up truck with a "Firestone" logo, according to the report.

Two men got out of the truck, heading quickly toward the rear gate of the building, she
said.

The report states that Warren, who was in uniform, identified himself as a police officer,
yelling, "Police -- get out!" One of the men looked at him and continued toward the
building, the report states. Warren then saw "an object" that he "perceived was a
weapon."

A handwritten "resisting arrest report" also obtained by The Times-Picayune is less
specific about what Warren saw. This document, also signed by Simmons, as well as then-
Lt. Gary Gremillion, says Warren spotted an "unknown type object" in the alleged looter's
right hand.

Officer thought his shot missed

In both reports, Warren, who won a precision shooting award in the NOPD's academy,
says he feared for his safety. He fired his gun in the direction of the suspect below him.
Both men then took off down Seine Street.

After the shooting, Warren believed "he missed the suspect," the report states.

Howard could not see Warren fire his weapon from her position, according to the report.
She did not return a call for comment.

In the last three paragraphs, the report states that after the shooting Warren notified
Simmons, although it doesn't say when. Other officers looked for a shooting victim, but
couldn't find one, the report states.

The report notes that knowledge of the incident went up the NOPD command structure to
4th District Capt. David Kirsch and Lt. Robert Italiano, head of the district investigative
unit. The required notifications to the Public Integrity Bureau and other units could not
be made because of the storm, the report says.

Kirsch and Italiano, along with the on-scene supervisor, eventually concluded the use of
force by Warren was justified, the report states. The NOPD's operations manual notes
that state law defines the justifiable use of deadly force as when an officer is in "imminent
danger of losing his life or receiving great bodily harm" or must protect another person
from the same level of threat.

Kirsch did not respond to a request for comment; Italiano, who has since retired from the
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Key facts absent from report

Click to open graphic in new window.

Experts who reviewed the report at the request of reporters said the document left many
questions unanswered -- including whether Warren acted properly in pulling the trigger.

"It's impossible to tell from the report whether you had a good shoot or you didn't," said
Ron McCarthy, a former Los Angeles police officer who has consulted for the U.S. Justice
Department on shooting incidents.

In his view, key facts are absent from the report, including Warren's distance from the
citizen he fired at, and how long he waited before notifying his superiors of the incident.
McCarthy also wondered what became of the white pick-up described in the document.
"What about the truck?" he asked. "That's missing from the report."

However, he tempered his criticism by saying the department couldn't do a thorough
investigation until the crisis had abated. "It's unreasonable" to expect officers to do full-
blown investigations under catastrophic conditions, said McCarthy, who has trained
police in multiple countries.

McCarthy also found some positive signs in the document, starting with the fact that
Warren chose to alert his bosses to the incident. Officers, he said, have "a tendency not
report to shootings in circumstances that are chaotic or out of control, like Katrina."

David Klinger, an associate criminology professor at the University of Missouri-St.Louis
and senior research scientist with the Police Foundation in Washington, wasn't ready to
draw firm conclusions from the report.

"Given the thinness of the document, it's very hard to assess" whether the shooting was
appropriate, said Klinger.

Klinger said he thinks NOPD brass should have gotten a more complete picture by
conducting interviews with Warren and Howard when the situation in New Orleans
stabilized. Such an approach would have generated "a fine-grained statement" from
Warren.

In Klinger's view, "The officer's been done a disservice because we cannot know what
officer Warren was thinking when he pulled the trigger."

Klinger, who wrote a book titled "Into the Kill Zone: A Cop's Eye View of Deadly Force,"
said it's crucial for police departments to investigate all police shootings -- including
those with no apparent victims. It's not uncommon, he said, for officers to believe their
bullets have missed when they've actually wounded or even killed citizens.

It doesn't appear that any investigative team was called in to examine the shooting,
although the report concludes with the revelation that civilians in the 3400 block of Seine
Street -- one block from the strip mall -- told officers a man had been shot nearby and
was taken to the hospital by "an unknown person."

The report notes that the homicide squad was not called, although department policy
requires homicide detectives to evaluate any police shooting that results in injury or
death. Although the report was written in December, after the immediate chaos caused
by the storm had subsided, the report said the unit was not available in "the wake and
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina."

If Warren had missed the man he shot at, NOPD policy would call for the incident to be
reviewed by a Public Integrity Bureau investigator and, eventually, a team of supervisors
to determine whether the shooting was an indication that more training or discipline was
warranted.
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But it doesn't appear that review happened. These reviews are triggered by the
assignment of an "ASI number," which is assigned to each officer-involved shooting, said
Felix Loicano, former commander of the Public Integrity Bureau. "That is what generates
the next step," he said.

The NOPD declined to comment on whether such a review took place.

Algiers man is flagged down to help

Given Glover's location, it's difficult to understand how Warren would not have realized it
if he had been shot.

Rusty Costanza / The Times-Picayune archiveWilliam

Tanner poses for a photo where his burned out car was found after Hurricane Katrina
with a dead body inside.

William Tanner, an Algiers man, has said he was driving by and encountered Glover, his
brother and a friend near the intersection of Texas Drive and Seine Street. That is about a
half-block from the balcony perch where Warren said he was stationed -- a spot in clear
view of the shopping center.

Tanner was flagged down by Glover's brother, Edward King, who said a man had been
shot and needed assistance.

After getting the injured man in the car, Tanner said he decided the hospital was too far
away and instead opted to drive to a nearby elementary school, where the NOPD's SWAT
team had set up camp.

But at the SWAT encampment, Tanner and King have said, they were handcuffed, beaten
and yelled at. Officers indicated they believed Glover was a looter and offered him no
assistance.

Eventually, one of the officers took Tanner's keys and drove off with his car. Glover's
body was still inside, Tanner said. It's not clear when he died.

While the police let the other men go, Tanner did not learn for weeks what had happened
to his car. Eventually, a federal agent alerted him that its burned remains were on the
Algiers levee, not far from the 4th District station. Glover's charred body was pulled out
of that vehicle, according to the Orleans Parish coroner's office.

Laura Maggi can be reached at lmaggi@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3316.
Brendan McCarthy can be reached at bmccarthy@timespicayune.com or
504.826.3301.
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Federal investigators reportedly believe a New Orleans police officer shot
Algiers resident Henry Glover after Katrina and other officers burned a
vehicle with Mr. Glover's body inside.

Photo courtesy of Rolanda ShortHenry Glover

with his daughter, Nehemiah Short, sometime before September 2005.Being the
victim of possibly two separate police abuses would set Mr. Glover's case
apart among several post-Katrina shootings under investigation. But his
case mirrors another high-profile incident in at least one thing: the growing
suspicions of a possible police cover-up.
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That's a nauseating pattern.

Police covered up a separate incident that left two innocent civilians shot to
death and four others wounded on the Danziger Bridge, according to two
former officers who recently admitted to their roles in the conspiracy.

Now sources close to Mr. Glover's probe said the police report on his
shooting apparently differs from the report originally written by a
sergeant whose name appears on the document's cover page. And despite a
requirement that all weapon discharges be reported to the department's Public
Integrity Bureau, the report in this case states the officer's superiors simply
reviewed the matter and deemed the shooting justified.

The police report maintains that Officer David Warren shot an unidentified
looting suspect near an Algiers strip mall on Sept. 2, 2005. Mr. Warren, who left
the force in 2008, did not think he hit anyone, the report says. But the details in
the report square with the shooting of Mr. Glover.

Numerous problems plague the report. It purports to have been written by
NOPD Sgt. Nina Simmons. Sources said Sgt. Simmons wrote the cover page but
not the following two typewritten pages.

There are questions also as to whether the man who was shot posed a threat to
Mr. Warren. The report states Mr. Warren saw "an object" in the man's hand
that he "perceived was a weapon." But there's less specificity in a separate
handwritten "resisting arrest report," also signed by Sgt. Simmons and by a
department lieutenant. That document says Mr. Warren saw an "unknown type
object" in the alleged looter's hand.

There's also Mr. Warren's troubling assertion that he, a decorated marksman,
didn't realize he'd hit anyone after he opened fire. Mr. Warren was stationed on
a second-floor balcony that afforded him a clear line of sight to his target. He
also could see the spot, half a block away, where a wounded Mr. Glover was
picked up by a good Samaritan. Thus, it's difficult to understand how, if Mr.
Warren shot Mr. Glover, he wouldn't have realized Mr. Glover had been shot.

The shooting apparently was not reported to the Public Integrity Bureau, and
that would be inexcusable. The police report cites several times the chaotic
conditions after Katrina and says it would be unreasonable to expect a thorough
investigation of the incident in the storm's immediate aftermath. But the report
was written in December, and the chaos didn't last months -- the matter should
have been referred to the proper investigators.

That much is clear now.
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By Laura Maggi, NOLA.com | The Times-Picayune 
on March 25, 2010 at 7:03 PM, updated June 23, 2010 at 2:24 PM

The New Orleans Police Department is under more federal scrutiny by prosecutors
from the U.S. Department of Justice's civil rights division than any other police agency
in the country, the head of that unit said this week.

Assistant Attorney General Thomas Perez

Assistant Attorney General Thomas Perez, who spent two days in New Orleans visiting
with local criminal justice leaders and community members, called the NOPD "one of
the most troubled departments in the country."

"That is undeniable and very disconcerting," Perez said in an interview with The Times-
Picayune, while adding that he believes there is a broad consensus among New
Orleanians that the department needs to be cleaned up.

Perez's division of the Justice Department has been active in the New Orleans area, not
only spearheading numerous probes of police actions in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina, but also conducting a civil investigation into the conditions
at the Orleans Parish jail. Perez has also been in discussions with Louisiana
legislators about the redistricting process that will follow this year's census, as the
civil-rights division will need to sign off on any plan to change political boundaries.

The federal probes into NOPD include the high-profile investigation into the police
shooting of six civilians near the Danziger Bridge on Sept. 4, 2005, which has so far
led to guilty pleas of two former New Orleans officers, who described a widespread
cover-up of the incident. Civil rights prosecutors are also involved in the circumstances
around the death of Henry Glover, who was shot and whose body was later incinerated
inside a car. Authorities believe police were involved in the shooting as well as the
burning, sources have said.

Altogether, the New Orleans FBI office has acknowledged they are looking into at least
seven potential civil-rights cases involving the actions of NOPD officers.

"We have the 'A Team' on these cases. They are hard cases," said Perez, whose attorneys
work with local federal prosecutors. "Certainly there is no department in the country
that we have more resources currently expended on than the New Orleans Police
Department."

New Orleans is familiar territory for Perez, who spent a decade as a civil-rights
prosecutor and supervisor in the Justice Department until leaving in 1999. He was
confirmed for his new position last October.

In the mid-1990s, Perez helped supervise the prosecution of rogue NOPD officer Len
Davis, who ran a drug-protection racket and ordered the murder of a woman who filed
an internal-affairs complaint against him. Davis, who was convicted in federal court of
ordering the murder, is on death row.

"It was my hope back then that that incident of that outrageous character would catalyze
sustainable reform. I was mistaken," said Perez.

Observers of the New Orleans criminal-justice system have wondered whether the
Justice Department would broaden its effort, perhaps having the civil rights division's
special litigation section open a parallel investigation. That unit, which conducted the
recent probe of the Orleans Parish jail, investigates whether a law enforcement agency
has a "pattern or practice" of violating citizens' civil rights and can require a department
to make institutional changes, sometimes through consent decrees.

Perez declined to comment on whether his agency will try to take that kind of action
against the NOPD, but said "we are keeping all of our options open." He noted he has
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Looks like (former) Chief Pennington needs to come back to New Orleans
& take over. At least he had the grapefruits, if you will, to confront the
corruption in the NOPD, and even called in the FBI for help. Seems like
the inmates ran the asylum once he left....

been heartened by Mayor-elect Mitch Landrieu's statements about the importance of
changing the department.

The last time the department was under intense federal scrutiny -- when former
Superintendent Richard Pennington took over the department in 1994 -- the Justice
Department required regular briefings about changes being made within the agency,
said Rafael Goyeneche, president of the Metropolitan Crime Commission. The FBI also
stationed agents in the NOPD's internal affairs division.

Given the scale and number of the federal government's current probes -- which
Goyeneche said could be characterized as more serious than during the 1990s -- more
intensive federal oversight should be expected, he said.

Perez said the special-litigation section, which conducted an examination of the jail in
2008 that was released last fall, is working with Criminal Sheriff Marlin Gusman's
agency to resolve concerns about suicide prevention and mental-health care at the jail.

"We have been working constructively with them," he said, adding that the jail has been
making changes as the two agencies discuss the justice team's findings. He declined to
say when the agency would publicly announce the results of their negotiations with the
sheriff's office.

Laura Maggi can be reached at lmaggi@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3316.
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By Brendan McCarthy, The Times-Picayune 
on April 12, 2010 at 10:30 PM, updated July 30, 2010 at 2:21 PM

The burned Chevy Malibu

belonged to William Tanner, who agreed to take the wounded Henry Glover to find
medical care.

A third veteran New Orleans Police Department officer is being scrutinized by
federal investigators who believe he played a role in the post-Katrina incineration of a
car containing the body of a dead man believed to have been shot by a police officer.

Officer Greg McRae

Officer Greg McRae is one of at least three officers under federal investigation for
allegedly setting fire in the days after Hurricane Katrina to a vehicle containing
the corpse of 31-year-old Henry Glover, according to McRae's attorney.

The other two officers, Capt. Jeff Winn and Lt. Dwayne Scheuermann, are
targets of the federal investigation into the incineration of the car, an attorney for Winn
has previously acknowledged. Both Winn and Scheuermann are highly decorated, well-
respected police supervisors. McRae, Winn and Scheuermann were all members of the
NOPD's SWAT unit during the storm.

Federal authorities are investigating the burning of the vehicle and Glover's body, the
earlier circumstances that led to Glover's death, as well as the ensuing police
investigation into those events. Authorities believe Glover was shot by another police
officer some time before his body was burned.

McRae's attorney, Frank DeSalvo, acknowledged this week that federal investigators
believe McRae was involved in setting the car that held Glover's body afire.

"I understand what they think happened," DeSalvo said of prosecutors. "But it isn't what
happened."

DeSalvo declined to comment on specifics of the case, but said McRae is a decorated
officer who served the city through a tumultous time.

"There is no crime there," DeSalvo said. "If the government wants to indict him, then
he'll tell the jury what happened."

McRae had worked in the crime lab recently, but was reassigned late last month to
administrative desk duty, according to NOPD records.

The investigation into the Glover case is one of eight active federal civil-rights
probes into the New Orleans Police Department.

Henry Glover

Glover, a holdout during Hurricane Katrina, was wounded in a shooting on Sept. 2,
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2005, behind an Algiers strip mall. According to an NOPD report, Officer David
Warren, who was guarding a satellite police bureau in the strip mall, fired a rifle at a
man Warren perceived to be charging towards the businesses.

Though Warren told investigators he did not think his gunfire wounded anyone, the
time, place and other details of the incident match those of Glover's shooting.

Glover collapsed near the corner of Texas Drive and Seine Street with a gunshot to
his chest, witnesses have said. William Tanner, a maintenance man on a quest for
gasoline, pulled his car up to the scene and stopped at the behest of Glover's brother,
Edward King. Tanner said he did not know Glover, but agreed to help find medical care
for the wounded man.

With Glover in the back seat of the Chevy Malibu, and Glover's brother and another
man in the car, Tanner said he drove to Paul B. Habans Elementary School because he
knew police had set up a makeshift compound there. Tanner reasoned that the hospital
was several miles away and that police could aid Glover,

However, once the group arrived, members of the SWAT unit handcuffed and
interrogated the uninjured men, while Glover lay in the vehicle bleeding copiously,
Tanner has said. He said that police thought the men were looters, and that officers beat
him and denied aid to Glover.

Eventually, an officer in a tactical uniform with roadway flares sticking out of his front
pocket took Glover's key chain, removed the key to the Malibu and drove off, with other
officers following in a white truck, according to Tanner.

Glover's charred remains -- largely small clumps of bone and flesh -- were recovered
weeks from inside the car, which had been abandoned beside the levee near Patterson
Drive and Gen. Collins Avenue. The site is blocks from the NOPD's 4th District Station
and a U.S. Border Patrol office.

Tanner learned of his abandoned car months after the storm. The car remained on the
levee through February 2009. Although Tanner made several appeals to the NOPD in
the years after Katrina to learn what happened to the car, he got nowhere.

Several other aspects of the case also raise questions about the NOPD's actions. Sources
close to the investigation told The Times-Picayune last month that the police report into
Officer Warren's shooting had been doctored, and that it differed from the original
report written by a sergeant whose name appears on it.

Tom Jennings of Frontline contributed to this report.

Brendan McCarthy can be reached at bmccarthy@timespicayune.com or
504.826.3301.
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Grand jury expected to hear testimony on state's
film tax credits
Published: Thursday, May 31, 2007, 10:21 PM  Updated: Thursday, May 31, 2007, 10:23 PM

By Gordon Russell and Robert Travis Scott
Staff writers

In a sign that a federal probe into possible abuse of Louisiana's generous film tax-credit program
is gaining steam, a grand jury is expected to hear testimony today in New Orleans from state
officials involved in creating and administering the program, a state official confirmed Thursday.

Lana Sonnier, a spokeswoman with the state Department of Economic Development, said that
"officials and staff have been called to provide testimony on an informational basis and have been
advised that they are not targets or subjects of the investigation."

At least one lawmaker also has been subpoenaed to testify, sources close to the probe said. Those
summoned to the grand jury, including the former legislator, have been told that investigators do
not view them as targets of the probe. Instead, they are being called to the stand to explain the
mechanics of the tax-credit program to grand jurors. 

FBI agents have been making inquiries about the movie tax credit program, but it was not
revealed until Thursday that they had progressed to the point of a grand jury investigation. No one
has been accused of illegal activity.

Since the film-production incentives were introduced in 2002, Louisiana has become a hotbed of
moviemaking, trailing only California and New York as a location for shooting films. But the probe
threatens to cast a cloud over the burgeoning industry. FBI agents already have been out to
Hollywood to interview members of the film-production community.

Under Louisiana's program, investors backing productions of films and videos in the state may
receive tax credits worth up to 25 percent of their investment. Additional tax credits are available
for hiring Louisiana residents to work on film production.
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Officials in the economic development department determine how many tax credits a production
project will receive based on audits of production expenses in Louisiana.

Sources close to the probe have said the federal government is generally trying to determine
whether any state officials have been overly lenient in granting tax credits, and if so, whether they
have done so in exchange for kickbacks or bribes.

Similar allegations appear in a whistleblower lawsuit filed in February by Bernie Cyrus, former
director of the Louisiana Music Commission.

In the suit, Cyrus alleges that Mark Smith, his former boss at the Department of Economic
Development, took bribes from LIFT, a New Orleans film production firm, in exchange for steering
work and extra tax credits toward the company. Cyrus' suit says he reported the bribes to the FBI,
which launched a probe.

Cyrus' suit also says John Anderson, a co-founder of LIFT who left the company in 2004, is the
source of his information. Tres Bernhard, LIFT's general counsel, has called the charge baseless
and said Anderson -- whose ex-wife, Kimberly Anderson, is still a principal in LIFT -- is unreliable.

Both Smith and Cyrus left state government in 2006. Smith works for a movie industry
development firm in Harahan.

Smith has previously said he had no comment on Cyrus' claims, adding that the allegations would
be "resolved in the proper tribunal."

Under state law, bricks-and-mortar film projects, such as studios and soundstages, are also
eligible for state tax credits worth up to 40 percent of the value of the project. Such infrastructure
projects must be reviewed by the Division of Administration.

That legislation, too, has been controversial: Proponents of some of the projects have complained
that bureaucrats are dragging their feet in approving them. But others say the state is wise to
take its time, noting that some of the projects have enormous price tags and are only marginally
connected to the film industry.

No one at the state Division of Administration has been contacted about giving grand jury
testimony, agency spokesman Jim Baronet said Thursday.

The FBI has interviewed at least one parochial official, from East Feliciana Parish, who had
complained that a planned studio in his parish was being held up. But no one at the state Division
of Administration has been contacted about giving testimony, agency spokesman Jim Baronet said
Thursday -- suggesting that the probe's focus is on the production tax credits.

Gordon Russell can be reached at grussell@timespicayune.com or at (504) 826-3347. Robert Travis
Scott can be reached at rscott@timespicayune.com or at (225) 342-4197.
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Former state film commissioner to plead guilty to
accepting bribes
Published: Thursday, August 16, 2007, 3:54 PM  Updated: Thursday, August 16, 2007, 10:08 PM

By Gordon Russell
Staff writer

In the first criminal case to emerge from a sprawling probe of Louisiana's film tax credit program,
federal prosecutors will charge the state's former film commissioner today with accepting about
$50,000 in bribes in exchange for inflating the value of tax credits granted to movies made in the
state, several sources close to the investigation said.

Mark Smith will be charged with bribery and conspiracy in a bill of information rather than in a
grand jury indictment. Sources said he has agreed to plead guilty and cooperate with
investigators. The charges against Smith will not be the last filed in the case, the sources said.

Smith's arraignment has not been set. However, U.S. Attorney Jim Letten's office has scheduled a
news conference for 9:30 a.m. today at which the charges are expected to be discussed. 

Smith's anticipated guilty plea is the latest in a string of high-profile corruption cases against
prominent public officials in recent months.

Asked Thursday whether he intends to plead guilty, Smith declined to comment, saying he would
do so at a later date.

FBI raid

The investigation burst into public view early this summer when a grand jury heard testimony from
state officials overseeing the film program and the FBI raided the New Orleans offices of the
Louisiana Institute of Film Technology, or LIFT.

From the outset, the inquiry has appeared to center on LIFT, which has handled the tax credit
applications for many if not most of the movies made in Louisiana since the Legislature
established the incentive program in 2002.

Sources said the approximately $50,000 in bribes that Smith will admit to taking came from LIFT's
chief executive, Malcolm Petal. But the money was routed through an intermediary, Hammond
lawyer William Bradley, who represented LIFT at times and who received about $50,000 for
serving as the conduit for the bribes, the sources said.

Both Petal and Bradley will be referenced obliquely but not by name in the document charging
Smith, the sources said.

Petal's attorney, Ralph Capitelli, said he will withhold comment until he has seen the documents
charging Smith.

"Once I have a chance to evaluate the court documents with my client, I will be in a position to
respond," he said.

Bradley did not return calls seeking comment. Previously, he has referred calls to his attorney,
Frank Sloan. Sloan did not return several phone messages.

Amount of money unclear
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It is not yet clear to investigators the value of the tax credits LIFT received in exchange for the
bribes allegedly paid by Petal. The sources said the charges against Smith will say merely that he
gave favorable treatment to the applications submitted by LIFT.

Authorities have said they believe the value of tax credits granted improperly could be in the
millions of dollars. But the exact amount may never be known: LIFT was involved in producing
more than 40 films in Louisiana, and determining precisely how many credits were granted
improperly could take years.

Smith was instrumental in shaping the state's relatively new film industry incentive program,
which catapulted Louisiana to No. 3 among the states as a filmmaking destination. As such, the
charges against him -- and the implication of LIFT -- will be a blow to the industry.

The news may not come as a complete surprise in Tinseltown, however. FBI agents from New
Orleans have already paid several visits to Hollywood, knocking on the doors of producers, talent
agents and others. Various state officials have been hauled in front of a grand jury to answer
questions posed by Assistant U.S. Attorneys Carter Guice, Dall Kammer and Peter Thomson.

Tax credit program

The Legislature created the incentive program in 2002, and it didn't take long for the film industry
to take notice of its generous provisions. Under the original design of the program, producers
were eligible for tax credits equal to 15 percent of the cost of a movie filmed in Louisiana.

The tax credits are similar to cash: They are transferable, so producers typically sell them to
Louisiana businesses and residents with tax liabilities for a slightly reduced price, perhaps 80 cents
on the dollar.

The rules of the program were changed in 2005 because of complaints that it was overly
generous. For instance, Louisiana taxpayers were essentially paying 15 percent of the salaries of
top stars, to little taxpayer benefit.

Under the new rules, production companies could get tax credits for as much as 25 percent of
their costs, but only for costs racked up in Louisiana.

In both incarnations, the program left some discretion to state officials in charge of granting the
credits. Much of the authority in the program's early years belonged to Smith, although other
officials sometimes signed off as well.

Reeve, Costner films

While investigators have looked into numerous films involving LIFT, certain pictures have attracted
special attention. Among them: "Mr. Brooks" and "The Brooke Ellison Story," both of which were
granted tax credits based on costs that appear to be inflated.

The latter, a made-for-television movie about a quadriplegic that was the last film made by
Christopher Reeve before his death, was granted tax credits based on a cost of $15.5 million.

Industry sources have questioned the number, and two financial reports from filmmakers put its
cost at around $5 million. But along the way, the state approved a series of additional expenses.

A 2004 letter gave the state's approval for another $8.3 million in extra expenditures, worth $1.3
million in tax credits. It was written by Smith and signed by state Economic Development
Secretary Michael Olivier, who had been on the job just three weeks.

The state's file on the film shows regular correspondence between Bradley, Smith and Petal.

"Mr. Brooks," a thriller starring Kevin Costner, was cleared for tax credits based on $34.1 million
in movie expenditures, a figure that far exceeded the actual $18.5 million production cost.

"Mr. Brooks," which was shot in Shreveport and shown in theaters this summer, would have been
eligible for $2.8 million in tax credits based on the budget submitted to the state as the movie
was nearing completion. But the state later allowed millions more in expenses, resulting in the
approval of an additional $2.3 million in tax credits.

Double feature

The changes owed at least partly to the state's practice of allowing "double counting" of expenses,
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according to the independent auditor of the movie. The auditor, Stephen Alderdice of Rebowe &
Co., said that form of accounting was approved by Smith.

Alderdice, which conducted audits of LIFT's expenditures, said the cost inflation is the result of a
system of double dipping that he said appears to be permissible under state rules.

Under the system, an investment company can pay LIFT to make a movie and count the expense
as eligible for the tax credits. Then when LIFT spends money on production, it is counted again as
eligible for the credits.

In some cases, LIFT was an investor and the production company or had associates who were
connected to the investment company.

"It looks like it's doubling up, to some degree, but the state said it's allowed to do that," Alderdice
has said.

As proof, Alderdice pointed to a letter to Petal that was signed by Smith and then-agency
Secretary Don Hutchinson. It says that if one certified company subcontracts work to another
certified company, both "may earn a tax credit for their respective Louisiana expenditures."

LIFT was formed in 2002, just as the state's film incentive program was gearing up, and it quickly
became the go-to firm. In June, the company laid off most of its staff as the probe gathered
steam, and it shelved plans to build a major production facility in Treme.

Smith took the post of film commissioner in 2000 under Gov. Mike Foster. He left that job in 2004
to become general counsel to newly elected Lt. Gov. Mitch Landrieu; four months later, he
returned to the film office. Smith left state government in April 2006.

Until June, when the company closed, Smith was working in the private sector for the Louisiana
Production Center, a movie industry production firm based in Elmwood.

Staff writer Robert Travis Scott contributed to this article.
Gordon Russell can be reached at grussell@timespicayune.com or (504) 826-3347.
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Film commissioner charged with bribes
Published: Friday, August 17, 2007, 9:35 PM  Updated: Friday, August 17, 2007, 9:37 PM

By Robert Travis Scott 
Staff writer

Former state film industry recruiter Mark Smith was charged by federal prosecutors Friday with
taking more than $65,000 in bribes in exchange for inflating lucrative state tax credits for a movie
producer.

The news put a black eye on the state's internationally acclaimed success in luring movie business
to Louisiana and marked a significant crackdown on corruption by federal law enforcement officials
in New Orleans, who have announced a series of recent actions against fraud and bribery among
public officials.

Smith faces a two-count bill of information charging conspiracy and bribery in connection with a
scheme between 2003 and 2005 in which prosecutors say he accepted envelopes of cash passed
by a movie industry executive through a third party. They are the first charges resulting from an
investigation of the state's movie industry incentive program conducted jointly by federal
prosecutors, the FBI and the IRS.

"This case is not over," U.S. Attorney Jim Letten said in a news conference to announce the
charges. "We anticipate seeking more charges in the future."

Smith was a widely respected figure in the Louisiana Department of Economic Development under
Govs. Mike Foster and Kathleen Blanco as the state's top manager and promoter of film tax
incentives. Letten called him the "gatekeeper" of the state tax credit program.

Smith declined to comment Thursday when reports of the charges first surfaced, and he could not
be reached Friday.

His arraignment has been set for Aug. 27 at 2 p.m. by U.S. Magistrate Louis Moore Jr. The case
has been allotted to U.S. District Judge Kurt Engelhardt.

Letten said the bill of information is the "functional equivalent" of an indictment and that the guilt
of the defendant must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt.

The government may charge a defendant using a bill of information only if the defendant has
waived the right to be charged by a grand jury indictment. Normally, defendants waive that right
when they have agreed to plead guilty. Sources close to the case have said Smith has done that.

If convicted, Smith could face a prison term of 10 years on the bribery charge and five years on
the conspiracy charge, a fine of $250,000 and up to three years of supervised release following
any prison time.

Focus widens

The charges drew attention to at least two other players in the alleged scheme. One is noted in
the court document only as "Mr. B" and identified as a co-owner of a company engaged in the film
business within Louisiana. The document says he formed two subsidiary companies, identified only
as "ABC" and "DEF."

The other figure is "Attorney A," who prosecutors say was the third party passing the envelopes of
cash to Smith.
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Sources familiar with the investigation say Mr. B is Malcolm Petal, the founder and top executive
of New Orleans-based LIFT Productions, which until recently was the foremost movie producer and
investor in Louisiana. It also was the biggest user of the state's film incentive program, which
grants income tax credits based on the value of film productions.

Petal could not be reached Friday. His attorney would not comment on the case.

Producers can turn the credits into cash by selling them to tax credit brokers. The credits have
been cited as the principal reason that Louisiana has risen to become the No.¤3 movie-making
state in the nation, behind California and New York.

Federal agents raided LIFT's offices in June, and the firm has since laid off most of its staff and is
no longer making movies.

Department of Economic Development officials said Friday that their understanding is that Petal is
the central private sector figure targeted in the investigation, based on inquiries in a grand jury
investigation.

The sources close to the investigation say Attorney A is William Bradley of Hammond, who has not
responded to phone calls to his office.

'Inflated' budgets

According to the charges, Smith allowed and approved movie budgets to be submitted to the state
by a film production company, and his actions caused "inflated and fraudulent" tax credits to be
issued based on those budgets.

According to the charges, the movie company on four occasions in 2004 issued checks ranging
from $20,000 to $35,000 to an attorney, whom sources identify as Bradley. Each time, according
to the documents, the attorney cashed the checks and subsequently gave Smith envelopes of
money, ranging in amounts from $12,500 to $20,000.

"Smith allegedly approved fraudulently inflated film budgets submitted by a film production
company in order for the film company to receive state tax credits in return," Letten said. "It is
alleged that Smith accepted cash bribes totaling over $65,000. A businessman, who is not
identified at this time, wrote corporate checks to a third party who cashed the checks and passed
the bribe payments on to Smith."

Letten said, "Smith, along with other individuals, conspired to solicit and demand and to accept
money intending to be influenced and rewarded in connection with a business transaction."

Addressing a question of whether the investigation was putting a chilling effect on the state's film
business, Letten said he believed the investigation would have a positive impact.

"We believe that helping to clean up the practices in this industry will at the end of the day help
to benefit that economy by making Louisiana an even more attractive place for film companies to
do business," Letten said. "And we do it by simply enforcing federal law."

State makes changes

Department of Economic Development Secretary Michael Olivier said the agency has improved
oversight and has worked with the Legislature to pass a new law adding safeguards to the
process.

"Naturally, it is disappointing to hear that a former employee acted unethically because we have
worked so hard in recent years to grow a new industry that can benefit all parts of our state,"
Olivier said.

"Several weeks ago, Louisiana Economic Development officials were subpoenaed as expert
witnesses in the LIFT investigation to explain how the film incentives program works," Olivier said.
"We cooperated fully with the investigation then, and we will continue to do so if asked. It was
made clear to us then that no one currently on staff at LED is a target or subject of the
investigation."

He said the state's movie industry will continue to thrive because it has grown "far beyond one
company."

Agency officials said that although the news was disappointing, the state film business is still
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strong. The state is on track to host 40 productions this year, including major motion pictures and
television features, which will set a record for big film productions in the state.

Letten said he could not comment on whether other figures in state government or industry might
be targeted in the investigation and discouraged speculation about the case.

'Sick and tired'

"The people of Louisiana, and most specifically New Orleans, are sick and tired of corruption," FBI
investigator Mark Gant said. "The FBI has received numerous reports of corruption within the past
week, and the message of the FBI is, don't gravitate toward corruption. If you do, you could be
the next individual charged."

State Rep. Steve Scalise, R-Jefferson, who wrote the legislation creating the tax incentive
program, said he was disappointed that "somebody would have taken money and corrupted the
process." But, he added, "what's encouraging is that we're not going to tolerate it, and that it
seems isolated.

"I'm glad the federal prosecutor is aggressively addressing this problem," Scalise said. "People
need to know that you don't have to pay people off to do business in Louisiana."

From June 2001 until January 2004, Smith was director of Film & Video recruitment at the
Department of Economic Development. He moved for five months to the lieutenant governor's
office as executive counsel at the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism and then
returned to the Department of Economic Development as director of Film & Television.

In December 2004 until November 2005, Smith was a special projects officer and director of
entertainment industry recruitment. He then added the responsibility of legislative and
congressional liaison until he left the agency in July 2006.

Staff writer Gordon Russell contributed to this report. 
Robert Travis Scott can be reached at rscott@timespicayune.com or (225) 342-4197.
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By Gordon Russell, NOLA.com | The Times-Picayune 
on April 11, 2008 at 7:23 PM, updated February 09, 2011 at 7:27
PM

The indictment charging state Sen. Derrick Shepherd with
fraud also details alleged money laundering by an unnamed
"Public Official B, " who sources close to the investigation said
is 4th District Assessor Betty Jefferson, sister of indicted U.S.
Rep. William Jefferson.

The sprawling indictment, released Thursday, accuses
Shepherd and two alleged co-conspirators of mail fraud, wire
fraud and money laundering. "Public Official B" is accused of
helping to launder "additional criminal proceeds."

Betty Jefferson and her attorney, Ike Spears, did not return
calls seeking comment.

Both William Jefferson and his elder brother, Mose, are

Betty Jefferson is implicated in indictment of state
Sen. Derrick Shepherd, sources say
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already under indictment. William Jefferson faces 16 federal
corruption charges in Virginia, while Mose Jefferson last week
was charged with seven federal bribery-related counts in New
Orleans.

Betty Jefferson matches the description in Thursday's
indictment, which says "Public Official B" is a family member
of "Public Official A."

"Public Official A, " in turn, is identified as a "political rival of
Shepherd's."

Jefferson and Shepherd faced off in a hotly contested race for
the 2nd Congressional District seat in late 2006. After finishing
third in the primary, Shepherd endorsed Jefferson, who then
managed -- despite the specter of an unrelated criminal probe
focusing on him -- to hold onto the seat he has occupied since
1990.

The indictment says that "Public Official A" -- William
Jefferson, sources said -- steered bond broker Gwendolyn
Moyo to Shepherd. Moyo, who was charged alongside
Shepherd on Thursday, is accused of selling phony
construction bonds and pocketing the proceeds.

Shepherd, prosecutors claim, helped Moyo access about
$141,000 in ill-gotten gains after Moyo's bank accounts were
frozen by the state Department of Insurance. He allegedly kept
about $65,000 of that amount and returned the rest to Moyo
and third parties selected by her.

Moyo hired Shepherd in the fall of 2006, shortly after the
congressional campaign. Shepherd has maintained that he
performed legal services for the money. The indictment says he
"created false bills and time records" to hide the fact he was
helping Moyo launder money.

Shepherd used at least $20,000 of the money from Moyo to
retire a portion of his campaign debt, the indictment says.

With regard to Betty Jefferson, the indictment says that Moyo
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funneled $320,000 in four transactions to accounts belonging
to "XYZ Services, " a company controlled by "Public Official B"
(Betty Jefferson, according to sources) and "associated" with
"Public Official A" (William Jefferson, the sources say).

The four transactions with XYZ comprise four of the 15 counts
of wire fraud Moyo faces.

While the indictment seems to implicate Betty Jefferson, she
has not been charged with a crime, and legal observers say it's
too early to tell whether she will be.

Dane Ciolino, a Loyola Law School professor, said that being
fingered as a co-conspirator in an indictment -- but not
charged -- can sometimes be cause for a sigh of relief.

That's particularly true when an investigation has been going
on for a long time, he said. When that's the case, the lack of a
charge can often signal that the government decided the
evidence was lacking.

"Prosecutors end up charging fewer people than the number
they believe actually commit crimes, " Ciolino said. "It could be
that the evidence is ambiguous, or that for other reasons,
they've decided to exercise prosecutorial discretion."

Julian Murray, a defense lawyer and former federal prosecutor,
said he doubts that's the case.

"I would be surprised if that person wasn't ultimately charged,
" he said, adding that in his experience, the federal government
rarely implicates someone in an indictment unless it plans to
charge the person later -- or unless the person cooperates with
the government.

Murray said it's possible the government feels it needs to
secure a plea from one of the defendants to proceed against
Betty Jefferson.

For a person to be found guilty of money laundering, the
prosecution must prove both that the money was tainted and
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Brooks-Simms secretly recorded conversations
with Mose Jefferson
Published: Wednesday, June 20, 2007, 10:05 PM  Updated: Friday, June 22, 2007, 9:43 AM

By Coleman Warner and Gordon Russell
Staff writers

Working with FBI agents, former Orleans Parish School Board president Ellenese Brooks-Simms
secretly recorded several recent conversations she had with Mose Jefferson -- the brother of
indicted U.S. Rep. William Jefferson and the man who investigators believe paid her bribes -- as
part of her agreement to cooperate with federal prosecutors, sources close to the case say.

Brooks-Simms pleaded guilty Wednesday to federal fraud and kickback charges in connection with
a scheme to win board support for the purchase of the "I CAN Learn" computer-based algebra
tutorial.

Federal authorities often ask witnesses to "wire up," as it's known in courthouse vernacular, as a
way of securing potentially damning evidence against a prospective defendant. Doing so can earn
a cooperator, who may be facing serious consequences, a greatly reduced prison sentence. In an
effort to help prosecutors put together a case against him for paying the bribes, Brooks-Simms
met in person with Mose Jefferson and captured him on tape discussing the transactions at the
center of the government's bribery case against her, one of the sources said.

A one-time forceful political figure who in 2002 urged federal authorities to investigate corruption
in the school system, Brooks-Simms appeared subdued in U.S. District Court during an early-
afternoon hearing as she admitted taking about $140,000 in bribes from a businessman.
Prosecutors said the bribes were provided by "Mr. A," a lobbyist for JRL Enterprises, who was paid
more than $900,000 as his "sales commission" for products purchased by the Orleans Parish
school system. 

With the sales commission rate pegged at 10 percent, the businessman's sales to the district
would have totaled more than $9 million.
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Sources close to the probe have identified the businessman as Mose Jefferson, the eldest brother
of and chief political strategist for U.S. Rep. William Jefferson, D-New Orleans, who has been
indicted in Virginia in a separate influence-peddling case.

Mose Jefferson has declined comment on the criminal inquiry..

JRL Enterprises' founder, John Lee, has said he hired the congressman's brother to "facilitate
introductions to the decisionmakers" in Orleans Parish, but said he never authorized bribes.

Brooks-Simms, 67, a former school teacher and principal, could face as much as five years in
prison and $250,000 in fines in the bribery case, authorities said. She was released on a $25,000
unsecured appearance bond and faces sentencing Oct. 4.

The bribery charge and guilty plea sent shock waves through close observers of a urban school
system that has seen many years of fiscal mismanagement and a virtual takover of many of its
functions by state education officials.

"It's a sad situation," said state Superintendent of Education Paul Pastorek, a former member of
the state Board of Elementary and Secondary Education who often clashed with Brooks-Simms.
"Anytime a public official is involved in something like this, it discredits the whole system, and it's
disappointing from that perspective."

But Pastorek said he didn't believe the case against Brooks-Simms would strengthen the view that
the Orleans Parish School Board can't be trusted.

Standing before news reporters, without Brooks-Simms, outside the federal courthouse, Capitelli
took the position that the bribes Brooks-Simms took in connection with the "I CAN Learn" system,
which she collected between 2001 and 2004, were the only ones she ever took, and she deeply
regrets it.

"From the moment that my client, Mrs. Simms, hired me, it was her desire to admit her guilt and
wrongdoing and to accept the consequences of what she's done. She doesn't minimize it in any
way, shape or form," he said. "That acceptance of responsibility included her desire to cooperate
with the federal investigation which is ongoing ... She's prepared to testify truthfully against every
individual who is involved in this."

A summary of the case filed by prosecutors makes clear that the conspiracy included other,
unnamed players.The report says that in May 2001, JRL Enterprises and the local businessman
executed a "sales agent agreement" that gave his consulting company, identified only as "ABC,"
exclusive right to market JRL's products and services to the Orleans school system.

Under terms of the agreement, the so-called "Mr. A" was to receive 10 percent of the total sale
price of the "I CAN Learn" program purchased by the public school system. The marketing effort,
assisted by Brooks-Simms continued for most of the one term that Brooks-Simms represented an
Algiers district on the board.

The report says the roughly $140,000 in bribes to Brooks-Simms "flowed through a variety of
bank accounts to disguise the illegality of those payoffs."
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After receiving sales commissions from JRL in December 2003 and January 2004, the local
businessman deposited the money in a corporate bank account, then shifted money he would use
as bribes to another consulting firm account he controlled, the federal report says. The
businessman then "transferred" several checks to Brooks-Simms, who deposited them in a newly
opened Liberty Bank account in the name of a relative, it said.

"From there, the 'kickback'/bribe/reward monies flowed to a variety of recipients designated" by
Brooks-Simms, the report said, not naming the recipients.

In January 2005, the report said, the businessman provided Brooks-Simms a $40,000 check in the
name of another person, identified only as "Ms. B." . Brooks-Simms solicited the help of another
person, identified as "Mr. C," to cash the check. "Mr. C. not only cashed the third-party check, but
structured the release of the cash in separate installments to avoid detection and to conceal the
true nature of the transaction," the report says.

School board member Jimmy Fahrenholtz said he wasn't surprised to learn of the bribery charge
against his former colleague, saying it seemed to him during bruising board deliberations that
Brooks-Simms was motivated by something other than a simple concern about what was best for
children.

"I think it was fairly obvious that political forces were being used to gain a certain 'in,' he said.
"Whether it's for free or for money, if it's not truly for educating kids, then it's the same end ...
you're doing it for all the wrong reasons."

Una Anderson, another board member who had a high-profile falling-out with Brooks-Simms over
whether the strong-willed member was meddling too much in administrative matters, said she
hopes the guilty plea "sends a message loud and clear to businesses" that they don't need to hire
a political broker to pitch a product. She also said the criminal case suggests that Brooks-Simms
had other motivations during her 2004 power struggle with then-Superintendent Tony Amato.

"In the final analysis, a person's actions speak louder than their words," Anderson said. "It's sad
because it was really stealing from the children, but it's also sad because there's no question that
she has leadership abilities that she could have used in a purely constructive way. She missed that
opportunity."

Karran Harper Royal, a longtime public schools advocate, said she was "saddened, disappointed
and disgusted that one of our elected officials would do such a thing. There were always suspicions
about these kinds of things going on, but I always consider someone innocent until proven guilty."

No such leniency should apply to Brooks-Simms, since she has admitted her guilt, Royal said.

"I think black organizations and black groups need to come out strongly denouncing what she has
done, because it puts us all in a bad light," said Royal, who is black. "White people stealing is
wrong; black people stealing from black school children is doubly wrong."

But while some public school critics may use the Brooks-Simms episode to argue against any
return of city schools to local control, Royal believes the balkanization of the system could lead to
bigger problems down the road.
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"The School Board is just one board with seven members," she said. "Now, with the push to
chartering, you've got many, many boards, and many, many members, and there's no
infrastructure in place for proper oversight and accountability for things like this. You can't tell me
that (U.S. Attorney Jim) Letten will be able to be on top of all these boards like he was on top of
this issue. I think an atmosophere has been created for much more corruption."

Coleman Warner can be reached at cwarner@timespicayune.com or at (504) 826-3311. Gordon
Russell can be reached at grussell@timespicayune.com or at (504) 826-3347.
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Robert Isakson was once the fair-haired boy of the FBI in New
Orleans. Thirty years later, the public corruption squad he once
ran is investigating him.

Corruption investigation of disaster-recovery firm
takes aim at former FBI supervisor
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Sheriff's records show Jiff Hingle awarded DRC a $2 million contract in
June 2011 to build a temporary correctional training facility in Davant.
In that case, DRC was the low bidder among at least seven
competitors. Under the FEMA-approved contract, the facility must be
ready for use by May 5. This week, wood panels were being placed
over the frame of the elevated steel structure.

Sources close to the investigation say the FBI is looking at
payments and gratuities former Plaquemines Parish Sheriff
Jiff Hingle, his driver, and companies affiliated with the two
allegedly received from Isakson's Mobile, Ala.-based disaster-
recovery firm, DRC Inc. Shortly after that, DRC got two
contracts from Hingle's office worth about $3 million.

It's a staggering revelation because Isakson has carefully
cultivated an image as a justice-seeking government contractor,
blowing the whistle on the most brazen war profiteer in post-
Saddam Iraq and refusing to pay bribes in Honduras to help
that country recover from Hurricane Mitch. His former
colleagues looked up to him and thought of him as a straight
arrow.

"He was one of the youngest supervisors in the bureau back in
the '70s," said Charlie McGinty, a retired federal agent who
worked alongside Isakson in the FBI's Kansas City bureau, and
then for him in the New Orleans bureau. "He is a very bright
guy, so it would surprise me if he was stupid enough to do
something like that."

In February, WVUE-TV reported that Isakson's firm sponsored
a major dinner for Hingle at a 2009 sheriff's conference,
bought LSU football tickets for Hingle and his driver and
business partner, Major Brandon Mouriz, and then loaned
$100,000 to Hingle and Mouriz to start a company called BCA
Offshore in 2010. DRC then landed two lucrative contracts
with the sheriff's office, a potential conflict of interest.

State records list Mouriz as sole owner of BCA Offshore. But
Hingle's wife, then-Superdome Commission member Madalyn
Brown Hingle, filed a financial disclosure form with the state
last year that named her husband as half-owner of BCA.
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View full size John David Mercer, The Associated Press

Robert Isakson was photographed in April 2005.

DRC by then had been hired by BP to help run the oil spill
cleanup. A September 2010 email unearthed by the TV station
shows that Isakson's firm purchased and financed a vessel for
BCA, then paid the firm rent so the boat could be used in the
cleanup.

In addition, the station reported that DRC paid BCA Offshore
about $500,000 to help in the cleanup; paid Hingle's Delta
Marina $250,000; paid almost $500,000 to a company that
once listed Mouriz as an owner, Delta Security Service; and
also paid Hingle's marina business partner, Darren Angelo,
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

The Times-Picayune asked DRC about the payments. DRC's
general counsel, Kip Sharpe, did not dispute them, although he
would not confirm the dollar amounts.

Hingle, who resigned last year, has pleaded guilty to federal
conspiracy charges in an unrelated bribery scheme and is
awaiting sentencing. His attorney, Frank DeSalvo, declined to
comment. DeSalvo told WVUE in February that "everything
with Isakson was up and above board and the government was
made aware of that."

Mouriz was fired by Hingle's successor following an audit that
found he might have violated the law by taking New Orleans
Saints tickets from businessman Aaron Bennett, who was
convicted of bribing Hingle. Mouriz's lawyer, Wiley Beevers,
did not return calls, but told WVUE in February that DRC's

See more comments »
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original $100,000 loan to BCA Offshore was paid back with
interest. Angelo also did not return a message.

After DRC's oil cleanup work ended, Hingle approved two
contracts between his office and DRC. Records show the
sheriff's office has paid Isakson's firm more than $800,000 so
far.

Under one of its contracts with DRC, the sheriff's office is
leasing a temporary, 22-bed jail facility in Port Sulphur at
$53,734 a month for two years. Isakson pitched the idea for a
mobile "jail on demand" back in 2009, assuring Hingle in an
email obtained by WVUE that the sheriff didn't need to seek
competitive proposals or bids. In the end, the sheriff did put
out a request for proposals, but DRC was the only firm to
respond by the deadline. It got the deal in January 2011 and is
on track to make more than $1 million by next April.

Sheriff's records show Hingle also awarded DRC a $2 million
contract in June 2011 to build a temporary correctional
training facility in Davant. In that case, DRC was the low
bidder among at least seven competitors. Under the FEMA-
approved contract, the facility must be ready for use by May 5.
This week, wood panels were being placed over the frame of the
elevated steel structure.

Sharpe, DRC's lawyer, defended the payments to the various
companies connected to Hingle and Mouriz, and said DRC won
the two contracts in fair and open competition.

"The actions between DRC and Brandon Mouriz were proper
and transparent. Mr. Hingle's attorney has already made public
that the former sheriff has verified that all of his actions with
DRC were legal and above board," Sharpe said in an email. "As
for the BP matter, DRC made every attempt to hire persons
and equipment from the local or adjacent parishes. Delta
Marina was one of a number of marinas that were used by the
hundreds of vessels working for us and for BP, and the primary
reimbursement was for fuel."

People who know Isakson say he would never grease a
government official for a contract, that he remains an FBI
agent at heart, pushing his employees and other contractors to
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play by the rules.

But he clearly knows how to play the political game. DRC
collected millions in New Orleans city contracts after Katrina.
Meanwhile, Isakson co-hosted a major fundraiser for then-
Mayor Ray Nagin in 2006. Isakson and two of his firms gave
Nagin's re-election campaign a total of $11,500. His co-host at
that event, Cary Goss, was a member of Gov. Edwin Edwards
"kitchen cabinet" and was named an unindicted co-conspirator
in Edwards' corruption case.

Goss did not return a phone message.

DRC makes upwards of $100 million a year doing recovery
work around the world. But the company has also had
extended, expensive battles in and out of court over the last
decade, fighting over millions of dollars it said it was owed and
never paid. In fact, business failures and personal controversies
have followed Isakson from the moment he left the FBI 30
years ago.

While McGinty remembers Isakson fondly, he also recalled his
flamboyance. He was the favored young gun, overseeing a
squad of agents in New Orleans when he was just 28. He also
made big money on the side in real estate and started wearing
fancy suits to the office. In a 1983 interview with The Times-
Picayune, Isakson noted other agents' resentment, and said
they were jealous of his success.

Isakson said he had been offered the job of overseeing all
corruption investigations on the East Coast. Instead, he quit
the bureau and stayed in New Orleans to work for developer
August "Augie" Perez III.

He became the public face of the $12 million trans-Mississippi
River gondola project that was envisioned as the centerpiece of
the 1984 World's Fair. Like the fair as a whole, it was an utter
flop. The system became infamous for breakdowns, during
which passengers were stranded hundreds of feet in the air
above the river. Plans to make it permanent were scrapped.

Through it all, Isakson still fancied himself a crime fighter.
When seeking City Council approvals for the gondola, Isakson
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testified that then-Councilman Jim Singleton had offered to
provide him "special help" and called Perez "moneybags,"
implying a shakedown. An irate Singleton called Isakson a liar.

Singleton recalls rumors that Isakson was still working
undercover for the FBI.

"I never trusted him, never felt comfortable with him," said
Singleton, now chairman of the New Orleans Redevelopment
Authority. "I stayed away from him as much as I could. I never
had any other dealings with him and didn't want to."

Isakson changed course after the fair, moving to Mobile to
start DRC in 1989. He made its reputation by getting recovery
work after various hurricanes, and expanded to restoration
projects in Kuwait following the 1991 Gulf War.

That experience served the firm well in stints in Somalia and
Kosovo. In 2003, when the U.S. returned to Iraq and ousted
Saddam Hussein, DRC quickly stood up temporary and
terminal facilities at Baghdad International Airport, and built
permanent ones in less than a month.

But the company that had hired DRC, Custer Battles,
complained of shoddy work at the airport and fired Isakson's
company. DRC responded by suing for breach of contract, then
upped the ante by alleging that Custer Battles overbilled the
government. DRC also claimed Custer Battles used "shell
companies" to inflate the price of another job: replacing Iraq's
paper currency.

Isakson's whistle-blowing was hailed in the press and on
Capitol Hill, and a jury eventually found that Custer Battles
had defrauded the government.

But the tables were soon turned on DRC. The U.S. Justice
Department sued the company in 2004, saying it tried to
defraud the U.S. foreign aid agency on a contract to restore
water and sewer systems in Honduras after Hurricane Mitch.
Isakson told the Houston Chronicle that Honduran officials
ginned up the charges because DRC wouldn't pay them bribes.
A Honduran arbitration panel eventually awarded DRC $51
million, but Honduras' government refused to pay it. The
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dispute is still pending in federal court.

After Hurricane Katrina, DRC got contracts worth tens of
millions of dollars for cleaning up abandoned vehicles and
hurricane debris and for home demolitions in New Orleans, as
well as for similar work in nearly every southeast Louisiana
parish. DRC is often among the first on the scene after
disasters, providing housing for victims and food for first
responders after the devastating 2010 earthquake in Haiti and
the 2011 Alabama tornadoes, among others.

In 2010, when the oil spill struck, DRC again snagged a prime
contract to manage BP's far-flung cleanup work, overseeing
480 vessels and 750 fishers and trained technicians, according
to a Washington Times report.

Controversy soon ensued. DRC initially paid cleanup workers
millions out of its own pocket without reimbursement from BP,
but refused to meet payroll in mid-November 2010. Local boat
owners protested. Plaquemines Parish President Billy
Nungesser rushed to Isakson's aid, saying it was BP's fault. The
oil giant quickly resumed some payments and eventually
settled the dispute with DRC, sources said.

BP spokesman Curtis Thomas declined to provide details about
the contract with DRC.

Shortly after that spat, Hingle and DRC signed the lease for the
"jail on demand" Isakson had been pitching to Hingle for
years. It wasn't the first work DRC had done for the sheriff.
Hingle's office paid the company $77,041 for helicopter rentals
after Hurricane Gustav in 2008.

David Hammer can be reached at
dhammer@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3322.
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By Frank Donze, The Times-Picayune 
on June 26, 2009 at 9:16 PM

Sean Hunter, the top administrator at Louis Armstrong New
Orleans International Airport for the past three years, has
taken a leave of absence as federal investigators examine
"possible insurance violations" involving a member of his
"immediate family, " airport officials said Friday.

Aviation Board Chairman Dan Packer said in a prepared
statement that the leave was granted at Hunter's request. The
statement does not mention what family member is being
investigated or the nature of the alleged violations.

But a source familiar with the investigation said it centers on
charges that Hunter's wife, Shauna Crowden Hunter, filed a
fraudulent insurance claim for a vehicle that was declared a
total loss after Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
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After a settlement check was issued to Shauna Hunter by an
insurance company, the source said, the vehicle's license plate
was subsequently recorded on camera as the car ran through a
red light in 2008. A record of the moving violation triggered an
investigation by the insurance company, the source said.

It was not clear whether the red-light camera that captured the
car was one of those recently installed in New Orleans.

At some point in the investigation, the vehicle, a BMW, was
found parked at the airport garage, the source said. Federal
investigators got involved in the case because the insurance
settlement may involve violations of federal wire fraud laws,
the source said.

Neither Hunter nor his wife could be reached for comment.

Packer said FBI agents visited Louis Armstrong Airport on
Thursday to deliver a subpoena seeking airport records dating
back several years. Packer said he could not discuss what type
of records the FBI asked for because "they asked us not to talk
about it."

Packer said Sean Hunter learned of the subpoena from airport
officials and asked to be placed on leave as aviation director.
Pat Malone, the airport's deputy director of finance and
administration since November 1992, will fill Hunter's post on
an interim basis.

While Packer approved both moves, Hunter's leave and the
interim appointment of Malone must be ratified by the full
Aviation Board.

Packer emphasized that although Hunter "has not been
charged with anything, " he is troubled by the developments.

"I think any time the FBI is involved, that meets my 'fairly
serious' criteria, " he said.

Hunter, who had been the airport's No. 2 official, was named
interim aviation director in May 2006 after his boss, Roy
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Williams, left to become director of the Salt Lake City airport.

Initially, the Aviation Board announced it would conduct a
search for a permanent replacement. But in May 2007, board
members said they were pleased with Hunter's performance
and decided instead to name him to the $151,000-a-year job
without considering other candidates. By 2008, he was making
$181,590.

Hunter came to the airport in 1995 as executive assistant to the
director of aviation and was promoted in 1999 to deputy
director of operations and maintenance, the job he held until
his promotion in 2006.

The change in leadership at the airport comes as officials
embark on $350 million in improvements that will modernize
the facility and create about 7,000 construction jobs.

Most of the projects are slated to begin this year or next year,
and construction should be mostly finished before 2013, when
the city will host the Super Bowl. The most expensive project
on the list is a $114 million rental-car facility with 1,800
parking spaces that should be finished by 2012.

. . . . . . .

Frank Donze can be reached at fdonze@timespicayune.com or
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By Frank Donze, The Times-Picayune 
on September 16, 2009 at 10:28 PM, updated January 04, 2011 at
8:14 PM

Eliot Kamenitz / The Times-PicayuneLouis Armstrong
International Airport in 2007, the year Sean Hunter took over
as aviation director. Hunter resigned Wednesday to run for
mayor, his wife said.

Sean Hunter has directed
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operations at Louis Armstrong International Airport for three
years.

Sean Hunter, the top administrator at Louis Armstrong
International Airport for the past three years, resigned
Wednesday in the wake of a federal probe that airport
officials have said involves "possible insurance violations"
involving a family member.

Shauna Hunter, Sean Hunter's wife, contacted The Times-
Picayune to confirm that she is the family member under
investigation and dropped this bombshell: Her husband
resigned not because of that controversy, but to run for mayor
of New Orleans.

Sean Hunter could not be reached for comment. And Shauna
Hunter declined to provide details about her husband's
mayoral aspirations, saying information will be released soon.

But she had plenty to say regarding the federal investigation,
maintaining that neither she nor her husband are guilty of any
crimes and expressing confidence that the matter will be
resolved soon.

When Sean Hunter took a leave of absence in June, the
investigation was focused on a fraudulent insurance claim for a
vehicle registered to Shauna Hunter that was declared a total
loss after Hurricane Katrina in 2005, a source familiar with the
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case said.

After a settlement check was issued by an insurance company,
the source said, the vehicle's license plate was subsequently
recorded on camera when the car ran a red light in 2008. A
record of the moving violation triggered an investigation by the
insurance company, the source said.

At some point in the investigation, the vehicle, a BMW, was
found parked at the airport garage, the source said. Federal
investigators got involved in the case because the insurance
settlement may involve wire fraud, the source said.

'I made a mistake'

On Wednesday, Shauna Hunter said she never received "one
cent" in connection with the settlement for the vehicle, which
she said was parked at her parents' home in the St. Roch
neighborhood as Katrina hit the city and she relocated to
Texas. The Hunters were not married at the time.

At the time of the storm, she said, she was leasing the BMW.
She said she later learned -- she couldn't recall when -- that the
insurer issued a check for about $35,000 to the lessor, BMW
Financial Services.

When she returned to New Orleans after the flood, she said she
had the car repaired and kept it until representatives of the
insurance company called early this year to inquire about it.
The car was parked in the airport garage, she said.

Hunter said she never renewed her insurance on the car after
Katrina and didn't notify the insurance company that the car
was still functional. She said she acquired a new car while
living in Texas and did not drive the BMW after she returned.

She could not offer a logical explanation for her actions.

"I made a mistake, I'm human, " she said. "I totally regret what
was done. I don't know what I was thinking."

She said her failure to notify the insurer likely was related to
trauma associated with the storm, which she said destroyed her
eastern New Orleans home and most of her possessions.

See more comments »
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"I just panicked, " she said. "I was homeless. To be honest, I
didn't know what to do. I was scared to tell my husband. And I
wasn't going to get rid of it. I'm not a criminal."

Room in the airport garage

The Hunters were married in July 2006, nearly a year after
Katrina. Shauna Hunter said her husband knew nothing about
the insurance settlement.

Asked why she moved the BMW to the airport garage, Hunter
said: "We didn't have any space for the car in our garage. I
asked my husband if we could park it there. No one was using
it. It was collecting dust. In fact, it was covered with dust when
they (the insurance company) recovered it."

She said she believes the company picked up the car in the
spring.

Hunter said neither she nor her husband has spoken to FBI
agents, who delivered a subpoena to airport officials in June
seeking records dating back several years. Airport officials have
declined to discuss what type of records the FBI asked for
because agents asked them not to discuss the case.

Hunter said she has an attorney who has dealt with the
criminal probe, but she wouldn't identify him.

Search for new director

Aviation Board Chairman Dan Packer said he received a
resignation letter on Tuesday from Hunter, who said he was
leaving to "pursue other opportunities."

The board agreed Wednesday to authorize Packer to accept the
resignation, which is effective Oct. 15. Packer said Hunter, who
has worked at the airport for more than 14 years, will continue
to draw a paycheck by using accrued leave time.

Packer said airport officials hope to launch a search for a
replacement by next week. Pat Malone, the airport's deputy
director of finance and administration since November 1992,
will continue to fill Hunter's post on an interim basis.
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Hunter, who had been the airport's No. 2 official, was named
interim aviation director in May 2006 after his boss, Roy
Williams, left to become director of the Salt Lake City airport.

Initially, the Aviation Board announced it would search for a
permanent replacement. But in May 2007, board members
said they were pleased with Hunter's performance and decided
instead to name him to the $151,000-a-year job without
considering other candidates. By 2008, he was making
$181,590 annually.

. . . . . . .
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By David Hammer, The Times-Picayune 
on January 26, 2010 at 6:23 PM, updated January 27, 2010 at 6:52
AM

Patrick Semansky / The Associated PressJames O'Keefe, left,

ACORN 'gotcha' man arrested in attempt to tamper
with Mary Landrieu's office phones
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and Stan Dai walk out of the St. Bernard Parish jail in
Chalmette on Tuesday. O'Keefe, a conservative activist who last
year posed as a pimp to target the community-organizing
group ACORN, is one of four people arrested by the FBI and
accused of trying to interfere with phones at Sen. Mary
Landrieu's office in New Orleans.

Alleging a plot to tamper with phones in Democratic Sen. Mary
Landrieu's office in the Hale Boggs Federal Building in
downtown New Orleans, the FBI arrested four people Monday,
including James O'Keefe, 25, a conservative filmmaker whose
undercover videos at ACORN field offices severely
damaged the advocacy group's credibility.

Also arrested were Joseph Basel, Stan Dai and Robert
Flanagan, all 24. Flanagan is the son of William Flanagan, who
is the acting U.S. attorney for the Western District of
Louisiana. All four men were charged with entering federal
property under false pretenses with the intent of committing a
felony.

The Associated PressJoseph Basel, 24, is

one of four men arrested at Sen. Mary Landrieu's offices in
New Orleans.

An official close to the investigation said one of the four was
arrested with a listening device in a car blocks from the
senator's offices. He spoke on condition of anonymity because
that information was not included in official arresting
documents.

According to the FBI affidavit, Flanagan and Basel entered
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the federal building at 500 Poydras Street on Monday about 11
a.m., dressed as telephone company employees, wearing jeans,
fluorescent green vests, tool belts and hard hats. When they
arrived at Landrieu's 10th-floor office, O'Keefe was already in
the office and had told a staffer he was waiting for someone to
arrive.

When Flanagan and Basel entered the office, they told the
staffer they were there to fix phone problems. At that time, the
staffer, referred to only as Witness 1 in the affidavit, observed
O'Keefe positioning his cell phone in his hand to videotape the
operation. O'Keefe later admitted to agents that he recorded
the event.

After being asked, the staffer gave Basel access to the main
phone at the reception desk. The staffer told investigators that
Basel manipulated the handset. He also tried to call the main
office phone using his cell phone, and said the main line wasn't
working. Flanagan did the same.

They then told the staffer they needed to perform repair work
on the main phone system and asked where the telephone
closet was located. The staffer showed the men to the
main General Services Administration office on the 10th floor,
and Flanagan and Basel went in. There, a GSA employee asked
for the men's credentials. They said they left them in their
vehicle.

The U.S. Marshal's Service apprehended all four men shortly
thereafter.

Landrieu said: "This is a very unusual situation and somewhat
unsettling for me and my staff. The individuals responsible
have been charged with entering federal property under false
pretenses for the purposes of committing a felony. I am as
interested as everyone else about their motives and purpose,
which I hope will become clear as the investigation moves
forward."
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Google+
Landrieu's Republican counterpart, Sen. David Vitter, called for
a racketeering investigation against New Orleans-founded
ACORN last year in the wake of O'Keefe's videos. 

"I've seen the news reports and it's obvious this is a very
serious matter. We're blessed with an extremely competent
U.S. attorney's office in New Orleans, and I know they'll handle
this as aggressively as they have other serious cases," Vitter
said in a statement.

ACORN spokesman Kevin Whelan said the arrest calls
O'Keefe's credibility into question, and used the opportunity to
point out that he "edited (ACORN videos) to make things look
as bad as possible." He said, for instance, that O'Keefe actually
wore a normal dress shirt when he was in the ACORN offices,
but spliced in shots of him dressed as a pimp in the final
videos.

But he also acknowledged that O'Keefe's undercover ACORN
footage showed truly improper conduct by ACORN staff.

"ACORN's leadership and grassroots leaders have taken a
whole series of steps, including commissioning an independent
report that shows actually there wasn't illegal conduct by any
of the ACORN employees involved, although we fired people
involved for improper conduct," Whelan said.

O'Keefe on Thursday gave a speech to the Pelican Institute
for Public Policy, a libertarian group in New Orleans. 
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YouTubeFilmmaker James O'Keefe dressed as a pimp before
entering ACORN offices last year. O'Keefe was arrested
Monday after allegedly attempting to tamper with U.S. Sen.
Mary Landrieu's office phones in New Orleans.

Last fall, O'Keefe was hailed as a conservative hero for dressing
as a pimp and taping ACORN employees offering advice on
how he and a partner could get away with running an
international underage prostitution scheme.

The New Orleans event was promoted with this glowing
statement about O'Keefe by the Pelican Institute: "James has
been a pioneer in the use of new media to drive these kinds of
important stories. He will discuss the role of new media and
show examples of effective investigative reporting."

The four men appeared in federal magistrate court Tuesday
afternoon before U.S. Magistrate Judge Louis Moore wearing
red inmate jumpsuits from St. Bernard Parish Prison. Moore is
allowing the men to be released on $10,000 bond each.

The men have to go to pretrial services, a federal agency,
tomorrow morning. Moore allowed three of the men to stay
together Tuesday night, but ordered them to not talk about the
case.

Eddie Castaing is the lawyer representing O'Keefe, Basel and
Dai, all of whom are from out of town. He said Tuesday that he
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was not prepared to comment on the case and would know
more Wednesday. He also said he gave one of his clients $60
to take a taxicab from St. Bernard Parish Prison back to
wherever they are staying.

According to the Phillips Foundation's Web site, Dai was
the editor-in-chief of the GW Patriot, an alternative
conservative student newspaper, when he attended The George
Washington University in 2006. According to information Dai
posted in September 2007 on the university's online alumni
directory, he lived in Naperville, Ill., helped run a "Defense
Deparment regional defense counterterrorism/irregular
warfare program" and then became assistant director of the
Intelligence Community Center of Academic Excellence at
Trinity Washington University, which prepares undergraduates
for careers in intelligence.

On Tuesday at 4:40 p.m., O'Keefe, Dai and Basel were released
from the jail and were waiting for a cab. Asked to comment,
O'Keefe said only, "Veritas," which is Latin for "truth."
O'Keefe's biography on the blog site
www.BigGovernment.com says he works
at VeritasVisuals.com, although that site does not appear to be
functioning.

O'Keefe spent most of the time in the men's room off the jail's
lobby, then hustled to the cab when it arrived. As he ran into
the back seat, he called out, "The truth shall set me free."

Robert Flanagan's attorney, J. Garrison Jordan, said he
believes his client works for the Pelican Institute. Asked the
motivation for the alleged wiretap plot, he said: "I think it was
poor judgment. I don't think there was any intent or motive to
commit a crime."
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Staff writer Laura Maggi contributed to this report.
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Former Plaquemines Parish Sheriff Jiff Hingle is scheduled
to be arraigned Oct. 14 on the corruption charges federal
prosecutors leveled against him yesterday. Hingle resigned
yesterday after two decades as sheriff.
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Former Plaquemines Parish Sheriff Jiff Hingle was photographed in
May 2007 during the dedication of the Plaquemines Community
C.A.R.E. Center in Belle Chasse.

Michael Lafrance has taken over as sheriff.

Hingle and Aaron Bennett, a sheriff's office contractor, were
charged in an alleged federal bribery scheme.

Both Hingle and Bennett were charged in bills of information,
rather than grand jury indictments, an indication that they
have been cooperating with law enforcement and plan to plead
guilty.

Sources close to the investigation told The Times-Picayune that
Hingle has been working with federal investigators for months
and wore a wire to help nab Bennett, who allegedly gave him a
$10,000 payoff in August.

Hingle's first appearance and arraignment have been scheduled
for 10 a.m. before federal Magistrate Judge Louis Moore Jr.
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Feds probe Una Anderson bribery allegation
Published: Thursday, November 01, 2007, 9:52 PM  Updated: Thursday, November 01, 2007, 10:58 PM

By Gordon Russell 
Staff writer

Federal investigators are probing an allegation that Orleans Parish School Board member and state
House candidate Una Anderson accepted a cash bribe, delivered to her husband six years ago in
exchange for her help steering a School Board trash-collection contract to two local garbage
haulers, sources close to the investigation said.

Anderson said she does not believe she is the target of any federal inquiry. If she is, she said,
that's because restaurateur and convicted felon Stan "Pampy" Barre is telling investigators
anything he can in hopes of reducing his prison sentence after he pleaded guilty to federal fraud
charges related to a crooked City Hall energy deal. Barre faces sentencing in January.
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"If Stan Barre is saying that I took a bribe, he is telling a lie," Anderson said. "I've done nothing
unethical or illegal."

Jimmie Woods and Alvin Richard, the respective owners of Metro Disposal Inc. and Richard's
Disposal Inc., the two trash-hauling companies that got the work, said through their attorneys
that no bribes were paid to anyone.

"I'm aware that allegations may have been made," said Richard's attorney, Robert Glass. He added
that Richard is "not a suspect" but that he is "answering questions from the authorities."

"All I can say is my client absolutely denies" paying a bribe, said Herbert Larson, Woods' attorney.

Larson also said: "If you want the real explanation, it is that Stan Barre will do anything, including
roll over on Mother Teresa, to get out of 9 1/2 years in jail. He will say anything and do
anything."

Larson's comment refers to the prison term Barre potentially faces. In June, one of Barre's co-
conspirators, former city property management director Kerry DeCay, was sentenced to nine years
in prison after pleading guilty to the same charges as Barre.

The harsh sentence might have served as a wake-up call to Barre, a gregarious restaurateur,
political operative and close ally of former New Orleans Mayor Marc Morial. Barre, absent a kind
word from the feds, seemed destined for a similar stretch in the penitentiary.

A matter of timing

About six weeks after DeCay's sentencing, former City Councilman Oliver Thomas pleaded guilty to
accepting bribes from Barre, based on information Barre provided to the government.

The next day, U.S. Attorney Jim Letten's office subpoenaed a raft of School Board records
involving Metro Disposal and the award of the trash-collection contract, according to a copy of the
subpoena.

Since then, Letten's office has twice requested that Barre's sentencing be delayed. Such delays are
often a sign that investigators are still following leads provided by a defendant.

The School Board awarded the trash-hauling contract to Metro in February 2001, with Richard's
receiving a subcontract for at least 35 percent of the work. Before landing the deal, Metro and
Richard's had for years worked as subcontractors to Waste Management.

Anderson questioned the timing of Barre's allegation becoming public, as she is in the middle of a
runoff campaign against Walker Hines for the 95th District state House seat. She acknowledges
that she has been interviewed by FBI agents on three occasions about the contract, which she said
the federal government seems to suspect was rigged. The most recent interview was about three
months ago, she said.

Her husband, banker Dave Anderson, has also been questioned. He said he doesn't know Barre
well and has never done any business with him.
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Una Anderson said she doesn't know Barre well either. Neither of the Andersons could recall
having quarreled with Barre, politically or otherwise.

Anderson said she was assured by federal investigators that neither she nor her husband are
targets of the inquiry. Her attorney, Blake Jones, said federal investigators have routinely turned
to Anderson to learn more about the School Board's process for awarding contracts. She has been
a "pristine source" federal investigators have relied on for solid information, Jones said.

2001 contract examined

But the feds' questioning of Anderson is different in the trash probe, said sources close to the
case. The sources said Barre told investigators that he collected bribes from the two trash haulers
and delivered them to Dave Anderson. In return, Barre told investigators, Una Anderson agreed to
push for Metro to serve as the lead vendor on the School Board's garbage collection contract,
worth $525,000 annually.

Barre, who was friendly with both Woods and Richard, did not profit from the deal, he told
investigators.

In late 2000 and early 2001, Anderson, then a relatively new member of the School Board,
headed a board subcommittee that reviewed contracts and made recommendations to the board.
The subcommittee recommended Metro.

The investigation described by sources marks the second recent criminal probe into an Orleans
Parish School Board member. Former School Board President Ellenese Brooks-Simms pleaded
guilty in June to accepting bribes from Mose Jefferson, the brother of indicted U.S. Rep. William
Jefferson. Brooks-Simms said she took the money in exchange for supporting the district's
purchase of I CAN Learn, a computerized algebra tutorial.

In that case, federal sources said, Anderson and the other board members were called before the
grand jury purely as "fact witnesses," telling prosecutors what they recalled of the transactions and
explaining the purchasing process.

Brooks-Simms is the only School Board member to be accused of any wrongdoing in that matter.
Sources close to the trash-hauling probe said it is based on a separate allegation.

Metro and Richard's held onto the deal for more than four years, landing two renewals, until the
work was rebid and awarded to River Parishes Disposal just before Hurricane Katrina.

Last year, Mayor Ray Nagin's administration hired Metro and Richard's to handle residential trash
pickup throughout most of the city, except the French Quarter and other Central Business District
neighborhoods. The city garbage contracts are worth a combined $24 million, more than twice
what the city paid before Katrina for similar service.

Vocal critic of corruption

Anderson, along with most other School Board members at the time, championed an anti-
corruption stance during a time when the system was plagued with thefts and kickback deals. The
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schemes -- some petty, some brazen -- have resulted in more than two dozen convictions in a
still-unfolding probe.

Early in her tenure, Anderson teamed up with Brooks-Simms, Jimmy Fahrenholtz and a revolving
cast of other members in a reform-touting faction that, for a time, controlled the board.
Eventually, Anderson and Fahrenholtz split bitterly with Brooks-Simms over their support for then-
Superintendent Tony Amato and became a vocal two-member minority.

Some School Board records on the trash deals were lost or damaged in the storm, officials said.
Those that remain shed little light on what role Anderson, one of seven board members, played in
the hiring of Metro.

A graduate of Harvard University and a former aide to Thomas on the City Council, Anderson was
a relatively new board member when the trash contract came up in 2000, having been appointed a
year earlier to serve out an unexpired term. She has since been elected twice, most recently in
2004.

Incomplete records

School Board officials could not locate the request for proposals issued in October 2000; also
unavailable were staff scoresheets and recommendations about which vendor to select. Board
Secretary Thelma French said many records were destroyed by roof leaks caused by Hurricane
Katrina.

Board minutes indicate that three companies submitted proposals: Browning-Ferris Industries,
Metro Disposal and Waste Management, which held the contract at the time.

Joe Bekeris, then the system's chief administrative officer, said he remembers that Metro's initial
bid was deemed nonresponsive by staffers because of a "failure to comply with certain provisions."

But the board voted to allow Metro to resubmit its proposal, Bekeris said. Bekeris said he recalls
board member Elliot Willard speaking in favor of cutting Metro a break, but he doesn't remember
much else about the vote.

Willard and Anderson both said they did not recall that discussion.

Board officials could not locate the minutes of the meetings of late 2000, which have also been
subpoenaed by Letten's office.

At the board's meeting on Jan. 8, 2001, Anderson sponsored a motion to temporarily extend the
contract for pickup held by Waste Management while the process of reviewing proposals was
finalized.

"Mrs. Anderson stated she will be scheduling a Purchasing and Procurement Committee meeting as
soon as possible to handle this issue in a very expeditious manner," the minutes say.

School Board officials could not locate minutes of the Purchasing Committee's meetings.
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At the regular board meeting Feb. 12, 2001, the board approved a deal with Metro. The minutes
indicate that Metro was deemed the "lowest respondent" -- apparently meaning best-priced -- by
the Screening and Evaluation Committee, composed of board administrators.

The motion to hire Metro came from Brooks-Simms; it was seconded by Anderson.

Barre hosted fundraiser

Anderson said she doesn't remember much about the process, which occurred nearly seven years
ago. But supporting a locally owned company such as Metro would have been in keeping with her
beliefs, she said.

"I'm sure we looked at many factors," Anderson said. "I'm sure there was an evaluation of the
proposals brought by the administration. In addition, I do believe that working with a local
company is preferred. It leaves more money in the local economy."

Anderson's campaign reports show that she received five $1,000 contributions on May 2, 2001,
three months after the initial contract was approved. The contributions came from Richard and his
firm; Woods and his firm; and Woods' brother, Glenn Woods, who is an officer with Metro.

Anderson said the $1,000 checks were given to her at a campaign dinner held at Pampy's Creole
Kitchen, Barre's 7th Ward restaurant that was the base of his political operations. She said she
remembers "eight or 10 people" being at the dinner.

Dave Anderson said the FBI's questions to him all centered on that dinner. Agents wanted to
know why he was there, he said.

He said he told the FBI "that it was normal for me to accompany my wife to dinner." Dave
Anderson said federal agents did not ask him about anything else.

The checks from Metro and Richard's and their principals were the only contributions Anderson
received that year, according to her reports. No other board members reported contributions from
the trash haulers that year.

Anderson said it would be a mistake to read anything into the donations or the dinner.

"In no way do campaign contributions influence my decisions on contracts," she said. "Those
decisions are made on what I believe to be the best service provider for the entity, in this case
the School Board."

Gordon Russell can be reached at grussell@timespicayune.com or (504) 826-3347.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA

*******************************************************************
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Docket No. 10-CR-204
v. New Orleans, Louisiana

Monday, July 18, 2011

KENNETH BOWEN, ROBERT GISEVIUS,
ROBERT FAULCON, ANTHONY VILLAVASO
and ARTHUR KAUFMAN
*******************************************************************

TRANSCRIPT OF TRIAL PROCEEDINGS
HEARD BEFORE THE HONORABLE KURT D. ENGELHARDT

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
VOLUME XV

APPEARANCES:

FOR THE PLAINTIFF: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
BY: BARBARA BERNSTEIN, ESQ.
Civil Rights Division-D Street
601 D Street N.W.
Office PHB 5123
Washington, D.C. 20004

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
BY: CINDY K. CHUNG, ESQ.
CIVIL RIGHTS, CRIMINAL SECTION
950 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
BY: THEODORE R. CARTER, III, ESQ.
650 Poydras Street, Suite 1600
New Orleans, LA 70130

FOR DEFENDANT KENNETH BOWEN: FRANK G. DeSALVO, APLC
BY: FRANK G. DeSALVO, ESQ.
829 Baronne Street
New Orleans, LA 70113
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Lohmann. At this point in your investigation, did you have those

other reports that the jury has seen?

A. No, I did not.

Q. When was that search warrant done?

A. August 5th of 2009.

Q. When you all went in and searched the NOPD offices of Kaufman

and Dugue, did that get any media attention?

A. Got a lot of media attention, both on the news, on television

and in the newspaper.

Q. Up until that point, had your investigation had that kind of

media attention?

A. No, no, it had not.

Q. So now this is sort of out there publicly; is that right?

A. Yes, ma'am.

MR. HESSLER: Your Honor, may I ask for a clarification

question, whether or not this case had media publicity?

MS. BERNSTEIN: No, no, I didn't say --

THE COURT: No, the issue of the search warrant, that's

what I understood the question.

MS. BERNSTEIN: And I think I understand what

Mr. Hessler's clarification is.

BY MS. BERNSTEIN:

Q. I asked you whether up to that point your investigation had

been attended by that kind of media publicity. When you went out

and you did these day-to-day interviews with NOPD officers, was the
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media covering those steps in your investigation?

A. No.

Q. And I think the clarification is, certainly there had been some

media coverage of the fact that FBI was launching this

investigation, correct?

A. Yes.

MS. BERNSTEIN: Is that clarification? Okay.

BY MS. BERNSTEIN:

Q. All right. So I want to focus you back. Now all of a sudden

you have a splash of media when you do this search. How did you

try to deal with that media for purposes of your investigation, or

how did you try to deal with that fact?

A. Well, I hoped that it would create more pressure on the

subjects of the investigation, that they would know that we're

still investigating the case and that we're making progress in the

case.

Q. And what do you mean by pressure? Why is pressure a good

thing?

A. Pressure is a good thing because, in my experience, to flip a

subject, to get a subject to admit that they've committed a crime,

it's not like the movies where you go into a room and three hours

later you come out with a confession. In my experience, the only

time I've been able to get somebody to admit what they've done is

to back them into a corner; to have, you know, a case that is so

strong that they have nowhere to go except to admit the truth. And
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that usually occurs, and in this case it did occur, when their

attorney is present with them.

Q. So you said that search was, what did you say, August 5th,

2009?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Shortly after that did you take another sort of public step in

your investigation?

A. Yeah. We shut down the Danziger Bridge and conducted a

physical search of the Danziger Bridge.

Q. What was the purpose of shutting down the Danziger Bridge?

A. The main objective of the operation was to identify the

locations of objects of interest from the video. So basically, for

instance, the Budget truck, we wanted to know at this point in time

in the video, where was the Budget truck located in real life on

the bridge. So we were out there primarily to try and do that type

of analysis.

Q. How did the FBI go about doing that?

A. We have specialists, something that I can't do, we have

specialists at Quantico, who -- I think the field is called

photogrammetry, and they do some type of analysis based on the

video and landmarks that they can, that they see in the video, and

then on the scene they compare the location of the truck and adjust

the location of the truck, if we're talking about the truck, until

it matches what was depicted in the video.

Q. And are they just eyeballing this, or is there some sort of
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BY MR. HESSLER:

Q. And, in fact, a search warrant at the homicide unit had already

been served by that time, right?

A. Yes, it had.

Q. And I think you stated on direct that that was a big plus for

the -- that kind of put pressure, you thought it was going to put

pressure on a whole bunch of people?

A. Yes. I think it made it obvious that the federal investigation

was advancing, that we weren't at a standstill.

Q. And you thought that that information being out there was going

to cause, could cause some things if anybody had done anything

wrong, concerns?

A. Yeah. I thought it would apply pressure to individuals who

were culpable.

Q. And that tactic sometimes works?

A. Yes.

Q. Who leaked that information about the search warrant to the

media and what was recovered?

A. It was never leaked what was recovered. I don't think it was

ever leaked, as far as I know, to the media at all. And certainly

not what was recovered, that wasn't known until probably the

indictment.

Q. Let me get on to what -- what exactly did you -- you said you

instructed Agent Lehrmann on topics that you wanted covered.

A. Yes.
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